Welcome to the Race to Erase MS Silent Auction!

Our amazing items are displayed in the California Showroom on the California Level, two floors below the lobby of the Hyatt Century Plaza.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Numbers</th>
<th>Auction Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Live Auction</td>
<td>1-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>100-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fashion</td>
<td>200-247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>300-341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That’s Entertainment</td>
<td>400-441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewels</td>
<td>500-530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuisine</td>
<td>600-649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Menagerie</td>
<td>700-747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxury</td>
<td>800-841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art &amp; Home Décor</td>
<td>900-918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internships</td>
<td>1000-1003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take A Walk</td>
<td>1100-1108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

List of Donors

Auction Rules

Silent Auction
Friday, April 24, 2015
6:30 – 8:30 PM

Hyatt Regency Century Plaza
Century City, California

The Silent Auction, and our very special Live Auction, include a unique collection of rare and extraordinary treausres. Countless volunteers have contributed their skills to develop this showcase with its vast array of gifts from generous donors throughout the world.

Funds raised through the Auction will further critical research to find the cause and ultimate cure for the disease of multiple sclerosis. Therefore, we thank you from the bottom of our hearts for bidding generously and for helping all of those with MS enjoy a better today as well as strengthen their belief in a better tomorrow.
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LIVE AUCTION
1. Hawaiian Dreams
All of your Hawaiian dreams will be fulfilled with this luxurious 7 night vacation on the magical islands of Oahu and Kauai. Begin at the Royal Hawaiian, a Luxury Collection Resort, for 3 nights in a Mailani Tower ocean front room with private lanai. You will enjoy exclusive experiences, private check-in, dedicated concierge services, and all-hour access to the exclusive Mailani Lounge. Next, you’ll visit the extraordinary St. Regis Princeville Resort on Kauai, one of the most remarkable destinations in the world, for 4 nights including breakfast each day at the Makana Terrace. Pamper yourself in a Prince Junior suite with its sophisticated combination of island motifs, a spacious sitting area, dining area, and adjoining bedroom with an elegant marble bath. Don’t miss your chance to experience two of Hawaii’s most exclusive and magical resorts. Not valid on holidays, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel’s discretion. Subject to State of Hawaii Complimentary Night Tax.
Value: $13,487
Minimum Bid: $5,500
The Royal Hawaiian, A Luxury Collection Resort, Honolulu, Hawaii; St. Regis Princeville Resort, Princeville, Hawaii

2. Ultimate Party
Treat nineteen of your dearest friends to an amazing dinner in the exclusive private room at the iconic Mr. Chow in Beverly Hills. An impossibly chic spot, this eatery serves authentic Beijing dishes prepared by passionate chefs for a devoted clientele including Hollywood's biggest stars from art, fashion, music and entertainment. Celebrity Party Planner, Mindy Weiss, will help you plan your celebration with a gift certificate toward the perfect invitations and 10 hours of consultation. Mark’s Garden will provide $500 of the most exquisite floral arrangements designed to add elegance and panache to your festive event. Taxes and gratuities are not included. Mr. Chow will select the menu to ensure a perfect affair, valid at Beverly Hills location only, cannot be used Fridays, Saturdays or holidays and expires October 26, 2015. All certificates must be used in one transaction and original certificates must be presented.
Value: $10,500
Minimum Bid: $4,000
Mark’s Garden, Sherman Oaks, California; Mindy Weiss Party Planners, Beverly Hills, California; Mr. Chow, Beverly Hills, California

3. The Little Nell
The Little Nell is Aspen’s only five-star, five-diamond, ski-in, ski-out property. Enjoy unparalleled luxury with a 4 night stay, including breakfast, at The Little Nell. Also included are complimentary ski or snowboard rentals for 2, a full day private lesson for up to 5 people and breathtaking runs down the slopes with 2 three-day lift tickets from the Aspen Skiing Company, giving you access to more than 5,500 skiable acres across four mountains including Snowmass, Aspen Mountain, Aspen Highlands and Buttermilk. The Little Nell requires advance reservations, is based on availability and excludes holidays. Breakfast credit is $75 per day for two. Aspen Skiing Company certificate expires at the end of the 2015/2016 ski season. Private lesson not available 2/15-21/16 or 12/21/15 - 1/1/16.
Value: $4,800
Minimum Bid: $2,250
The Little Nell and Aspen Skiing Company, Aspen, Colorado

4. Puppy Love
You will adore this perfect and precious Pomeranian puppy from top breeder Betty's Yorkies. This adorable white girl dog has a sweet teddy bear face that will melt your heart. Expected to grow to just 2.5 pounds, this darling 4 month old Pomeranian will be the new love of your life. Currently up to date on her shots, your puppy has a microchip and health certificate. Also included is a wonderful gift certificate from the Beverly Hills Small Animal Hospital which will cover all your puppy health needs including additional vaccines. Don’t miss
your opportunity to bring home this precious new puppy tonight.

Value: $8,400
Minimum Bid: $4,200
Betty's Yorkies, Calgary, Canada; Beverly Hills Small Animal Hospital, Beverly Hills, California

5. Aston Martin
For the 2015 Race to Erase MS, the Aston Martin bespoke division has created a unique, one-of-a-kind version of the V8 Vantage GT inspired by Tommy Hilfiger. Adapting Aston Martin’s DB2/4 racing livery of the 1950s and incorporating iconic Tommy Hilfiger red, white and blue, the Coupe features a traditional Mariana Blue exterior with Rosso Corsa red Club Sport livery, juxtaposed with carbon fiber. Inside, an Obsidian Black hand-stitched leather interior is contrasted with a red and blue accent, mirroring the exterior theme and subtle Tommy Hilfiger red, white and blue ribbon. The new 2015 Aston Martin V8 Vantage GT combines race-honed dynamics and looks to deliver 430bhp from a 4.7 liter naturally aspirated V8 engine. Honed on the track to excel on the road, Vantage GT delivers 430bhp and a top speed of 190mph. Shipping of the vehicle from Beverly Hills, CA and all tax and delivery costs are the responsibility of the winner. Car is a well-equipped 2015 V8 Vantage GT which is scheduled for delivery prior to Christmas 2015.

5. Aston Martin, Beverly Hills, California

6. Greek Luxury
Experience the best of Greece with this luxurious getaway from Starwood’s Luxury Collection hotels. Begin with 2 nights, including breakfast for two, at the five star Hotel Grande Bretagne in Athens, an historic landmark in the heart of the city with classic décor and breathtaking views of the fabled Acropolis. Next, you’ll be welcomed to Vedema, a luxurious resort bringing an unrivaled level of style to Santorini, one of the world’s most beautiful islands, where you will enjoy 2 magical nights including breakfast for two. Travel on to the famed island of Crete for 2 nights with breakfast at the Blue Palace Resort & Spa, a luxury beachfront resort with remarkable views, exceptional charm, amazing architecture and sophisticated style. The Blue Palace Resort & Spa is the perfect hideaway combining island luxe accommodations, authentic cuisine and a soothing retreat for the senses. Then you will relax in style for 2 nights, including breakfast, at The Romanos Resort, an exceptional property that defines palatial living with exclusive amenities, olive groves and sparkling turquoise waters on the Costa Navarino. Finally, return to the Hotel Grande Bretagne in Athens for 2 nights to say a final farewell to enchanting Greece. Advance reservations required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the donor’s discretion. Valid June 2015 through September 2015. Travel to Greece and between islands is not included.

Value: $11,000
Minimum Bid: $5,000
Blue Palace, Elounda, Greece; Hotel Grande Bretagne, Athens, Greece; The Romanos Resort, Costa Navarino, Greece; Vedema, Santorini, Greece

7. Larry King Interview
Larry King, the television and radio host whose work has been recognized with two Peabodys and 10 Cable ACE Awards, is known for asking his talk show guests the most interesting questions. Now it’s your turn to be asked those interesting questions with this extraordinary opportunity to be interviewed by Larry King. Your 30 minute interview will be taped at his studio in Glendale on a mutually agreed upon date and you will receive a copy for your personal use. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity you won’t want to miss. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $1,000
Shawn and Larry King, Beverly Hills, California

8. Anchors Away
Sail away on the ultimate vacation when you embark on the luxurious Illusions Yacht for a tour of the Bahamas with 7 friends for 5-days
and 4-nights. The exclusive Illusions Luxury Yacht Charter, which includes a full staff and crew, is a stunning 108’ Versilcraft with a spacious layout that provides 4 staterooms, 3 King and 1 Queen, for the comfort of your guests. The vessel is fully equipped with a 16-foot jet boat, 2 Sea-doo wave runners, an incredible water slide and a state of the art hydraulic swim platform perfect for scuba diving, snorkeling or swimming. With her unique layout and luxury amenities, the Illusions Luxury Yacht presents an excellent chartering opportunity for anyone with a desire to travel in style. You will truly be floating in a sea of luxury as you explore the Caribbean on a pre-set itinerary from Nassau to the Exumas.

Meals can be based on the yacht’s standard menu or customized to your needs. Fuel, dockage fees, pilot fees, water and electricity are included. Food onboard, meals off the yacht, alcohol, optional Atlantis Resort dockage, optional gratuities and airfare to and from Nassau, Bahamas are not included.

Value: $75,500
Minimum Bid: $30,000
David McKenzie, Los Angeles, California

9. Punta Mita Dreams
As a part of the Mexican Riviera, Punta Mita is one of the most desirable Mexican vacation destinations complete with white sands, pristine waters and lush tropical flora. The legendary Four Seasons Resort Punta Mita will be your home for 3 luxurious nights as you and a guest enjoy an ocean view casita room in this seaside paradise. You will also enjoy a round of golf at one of the hotel’s two Jack Nicklaus designed courses with the hotel general manager during your stay. Soak in the famous Mexican Riviera sun as you snorkel, surf, golf and shop 'til your heart's content when you treat yourself to the ultimate vacation escape at this exquisite resort. Valid May 1 - October 15, 2015 and includes tax and service charges. Reservations required, based on availability and holidays excluded.

Value: $4,500
Minimum Bid: $2,250
Four Seasons Resort Punta Mita, Punta Mita, Mexico
100. Park Lane London
45 Park Lane, an exclusive luxury 5 star hotel overlooking Hyde Park in London's elegant Mayfair. With its landmark architecture, dynamic interiors and contemporary art collection, 45 Park Lane offers guests a relaxed and luxurious stay. You and your favorite traveling companion will share a 1 night stay in a studio suite including a full English breakfast for two. Advance reservations required, subject to availability. Blackout dates include, but are not limited to, December 24, 25, and 31, 2015 as well as January 1, 2016. Supplemental charges and exclusions may apply.
Value: $1,500
Minimum Bid: $650
45 Park Lane, London, England

101. Heavenly Hawai'i
Seek sanctuary at the Andaz Maui at Wailea. Located along a 15-acre beachfront, this luxurious hotel offers a unique Hawaiian cultural experience as well as the superb service and style that are the hallmarks of Andaz. You and a guest will immerse yourselves in the warm, welcoming spirit of Hawaii, with 2 nights in an Andaz Ocean King room that offers a host of complimentary luxuries. Reservations required and are subject to availability. Room and tax only. Cannot be combined with other offers and is not valid with groups/conventions. Black out dates may apply at the donor's discretion. Expires May 2, 2016.
Value: $1,400
Minimum Bid: $600
Andaz Maui at Wailea, Wailea, Hawai'i

102. Luxurious Atlantis
Paradise awaits you at the fabulous Atlantis Resort in the Bahamas. With 11 unique pools, 3 white sand beaches, a 141 acre water park, a luxury spa, outstanding golf, and countless other amenities, this tropical resort is the destination of your dreams. For 3 nights you'll stay in the legendary Royal Towers which are the heartbeat of Atlantis and centrally located to all of the resort's premier attractions. Fulfill your tropical adventure fantasy when you are the lucky winner of this incredible trip. Incidental and taxes are not included. Reservations required, not valid during holidays. Subject to blackout dates at the resort's discretion.
Value: $1,100
Minimum Bid: $500
Atlantis, Paradise Island, Bahamas

103. Iconic Beverly Hilton
Opened in 1955 by Conrad Hilton, The Beverly Hilton has combined the excitement of Hollywood with the elegance of Beverly Hills for over 50 years. With nearly 175 red carpet events each year, including the Golden Globe Awards, The Beverly Hilton has long been the place to see and be seen. Take time to unwind in glamour and style with a 2-night stay in a deluxe guest room for two at this iconic Beverly Hills address. Subject to availability, valid for room and tax only. Blackout dates may apply at the hotel's discretion.
Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $325
The Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, California

104. Wilshire Luxury
The Beverly Wilshire Four Seasons Hotel is located in the heart of Beverly Hills at one of the world's most famous intersections - Rodeo Drive and Wilshire Boulevard. With a recent $40 million dollar renovation, countless luxurious desires are located within the Hotel, including CUT by Wolfgang Puck, a lavish 8,000 square foot spa and luxurious poolside cabanas. Enjoy a 1 night stay for two in a Signature Balcony Room including breakfast for two at THE Blvd or In-room dining and rediscover all that The Beverly Wilshire has to offer. Reservations required and are subject to availability and/or blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Offer valid May 1, 2015 to May 1, 2016. Not valid during August 2015 and may not be combined with other components or offers without hotel approval.
Value: $639
Minimum Bid: $300
Beverly Wilshire, A Four Seasons Hotel, Beverly Hills, California

105. Wine Retreat
Halfway between Los Angeles and San Francisco, nestled in California's famed Central Coast is Paso Robles Wine Country. Escape to this magical destination for 2 nights and 3 days in the luxuriously appointed 3 bedroom Vineyard House at Bianchi Winery which can accommodate up to 6 guests. Complete your adventure with a private tasting and tour led by winemaker Tom Lane at the picturesque Bianchi Winery with its award winning wines and stunning vineyards dotted with ancient oaks. This Paso Robles Wine Country experience is not to be missed. Dates to be mutually agreed upon, accommodations not available on weekends. Private tasting available Monday through Friday only, from 10 am - 2 pm.
Value: $1,500
Minimum Bid: $700
Bianchi Winery, Paso Robles, California

106. Jet Set Wine Tasting
Enjoy a jet set wine tasting experience when you travel in style with three lucky friends to the Bianchi Winery in Paso Robles. First, you will meet with Glenn Bianchi, owner of Bianchi Vineyards, at Orange County airport where your party will board a Falcon 20 jet bound for California's famed Central Coast Wine Country. Upon arrival you and your guests will enjoy a private tour and barrel tasting at Bianchi Vineyards with winemaker Tom Lange followed by lunch in the wine tasting room. Finish your adventure by returning later in the day to Orange County airport on the Falcon 20. Date to be mutually agreed upon. Blackout dates may apply at the donor's discretion.
Value: $8,000
Minimum Bid: $3,000
Glenn Bianchi, Paso Robles, California

107. The Charming Chatwal
Set on the “Great White Way” of the theatre district, The Chatwal recalls the glamorous Art Deco days of 1930’s New York City. Now beautifully restored and modernized, this intimate five-star midtown hotel is the perfect address for your next stay in New York. You and one lucky guest will luxuriate in 2 nights in a Junior Suite at The Chatwal Hotel including breakfast for two at celebrated "Iron Chef" Geoffrey Zakarian's iconic restaurant The Lambs Club at The Chatwal and two signature spa treatments at the Red Door Spa by Elizabeth Arden at the Chatwal. Subject to availability, advance reservations required. Not redeemable for cash. Blackout dates include September 22-23, November 26-27, December 1-14, December 31, 2014 - January 1, 2016 and February 12-13. Expires April 24, 2016.
Value: $2,700
Minimum Bid: $1,200
The Chatwal, A Luxury Collection Hotel, New York, New York

108. Amazing Antigua
The eco-friendly Veranda Resort and Spa, Antigua is one of Elite Island Resorts’ impressive collection of unique Caribbean beachfront resorts. With four pools, tennis, a kids club and a world class spa, this Elite Resort has the perfect escape for you. Grab your favorite friends for a fabulous getaway with this certificate for a 7-night stay in 2 separate double occupancy rooms at the Veranda Resort and Spa, Antigua. Certificate includes accommodations only and is subject to a required supplement of $125 per person, per night, which includes dining, beverages, resort activities and service charges. Taxes will be the responsibility of the winning bidder and will be charged at the time of reservation. Reservations subject to availability, some restrictions apply. Valid through July 31, 2016.
Value: $2,700
Minimum Bid: $1,100
Elite Island Resorts, Deerfield Beach, Florida

109. Luxurious St. Lucia
Set amid lush hillside gardens tucked into a private cove on the northern coast of St. Lucia, the four-star St. James Club Morgan Bay Beach
Resort, St. Lucia is part of Elite Island Resorts’ impressive collection of luxury beachfront Caribbean resorts. Grab your favorite friends for a fabulous getaway with this certificate for a 7-night stay in 2 separate double occupancy rooms at the St. James Club Morgan Bay Beach Resort, St. Lucia. Certificate includes accommodations only and is subject to a required supplement of $110 per person, per night, which includes dining, beverages, resort activities and service charges. Taxes will be the responsibility of the winning bidder and will be charged at the time of reservation. Reservations subject to availability, some restrictions apply. Valid through July 31, 2016.

Value: $2,100
Minimum Bid: $950
Elite Island Resorts, Deerfield Beach, Florida

110. Beautiful Barbados for Adults Only
The Club, Barbados is an adult-only hideaway nestled among lush, tropical gardens and featuring panoramic views of the Caribbean Sea. This exquisite Elite Resort has the perfect escape for you and your friends when you're the lucky winner of this certificate for a 7-night stay in 2 double occupancy rooms at The Club, Barbados. Must be 16 or older to visit The Club, Barbados Resort & Spa. Certificate includes accommodations only and is subject to a required supplement of $125 per person, per night, which includes dining, beverages, resort activities and service charges. Taxes will be the responsibility of the winning bidder and will be charged at the time of reservation. Reservations subject to availability, some restrictions apply. Valid through July 31, 2016.

Value: $2,900
Minimum Bid: $1,300
Elite Island Resorts, Deerfield Beach, Florida

111. Picturesque Panama
Los Establos Boutique Inn, a picturesque mountain resort in Panama and winner of Trip Advisor’s Travelers’ Choice Award 2013, offers activities such as zip lining, spa treatments and hiking the Baru volcano. Enjoy this unique destination with your family when you select this gift certificate for 5-nights in up to 3 rooms, double occupancy, including 3 meals and one exclusive experience per day, per person. Includes accommodations only and a supplement of $115 per person, per night, is required which includes dining, beverages, resort activities and service charges. Taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder and will be charged at the time of reservation. Reservations subject to availability, some restrictions apply. Valid through July 31, 2016.

Value: $3,000
Minimum Bid: $1,300
Elite Island Resorts, Deerfield Beach, Florida

112. Caribbean Elite
Elite Island Resorts’ impressive collection of unique beachfront resorts offers the ultimate variety in luxury Caribbean vacations, including this one at the St. James Club and Villas, Antigua. Grab your favorite friends for a fabulous getaway on this charming island with a certificate for a 7-night stay in 2 double occupancy rooms at the four-star St. James Club and Villas, Antigua. Certificate includes accommodations only and is subject to a required supplement of $125 per person, per day, which includes dining, beverages, and resort activities. Service charges and taxes will be the responsibility of the winning bidder and will be charged at the time of reservation. Reservations subject to availability, some restrictions apply. Valid through July 31, 2016.

Value: $3,000
Minimum Bid: $1,300
Elite Island Resorts, Deerfield Beach, Florida

113. The Faena Way
Experience the five-star luxury of the hip and trendy Faena Hotel Buenos Aires when you and a guest enjoy 3 nights in a one bedroom Porteno Suite with breakfast served at the charming El Mercado restaurant. To complete your stay, you will also experience lunch for two at El Mercado, a couples massage, dinner for two at Bistro with wine pairing, a wine tasting at La Cava for two, a private tango lesson with Rojo Tango dancers, a bottle of Faena Malbec
wine, private tour of the Faena Art Center exhibition (when available), an express facial and two tickets to the Rojo Tango. Advance reservations required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Valid April 2015 - April 2016.

Value: $4,200
Minimum Bid: $1,900
Faena Hotel Buenos Aires and Benjamin Sinclair, Buenos Aires, Argentina

114. The New Magnificent Miami
The highly anticipated opening in October 2015 of the Faena Hotel Miami, which is situated in the heart of the cultural Faena District, will bring together luxury accommodations with theaters, residences, retail and distinctive dining. Experience this ultimate Miami destination when you enjoy a 3 night stay in an ocean front one-bedroom with daily breakfast for two included. The Faena Hotel's signature Experience Managers will provide the highest level of luxury service during your stay making magnificent Miami your favorite destination. Advance reservation required, subject to availability. Parking, taxes and $25 daily resort fee are not included. Blackout dates may apply at the hotel's discretion. Valid from October 2015 - October 2016.

Value: $6,772
Minimum Bid: $3,000
Faena Hotel Miami and Benjamin Sinclair, Miami, Florida

115. Beautiful Boston
Overlooking Boston's historic Public Garden, the luxurious Four Seasons Boston blends elegant simplicity with distinctive New England flair. Feel the history of this incredible city during your 1-night stay in deluxe accommodations at the Four Seasons Hotel Boston. Good for room only, taxes and incidentals are additional. Advance reservation required, based on availability and subject to blackout dates including May and June, December 31st, February 14th or Boston Marathon weekend. Reservations can only be made 60 days in advance.

Value: $650
Minimum Bid: $300
Four Seasons Hotel Boston, Boston, Massachusetts

116. Windy City Elegance
Escape to the fabulous Four Seasons Hotel Chicago, just steps from the Magnificent Mile and the Windy City's best shopping. The unrivaled guest-room views of Lake Michigan and the city skyline will leave you breathless in this city known for its architecture and scenic grandeur. Enjoy unparalleled service from the welcoming hotel staff when you and a guest spend 1 night in a city view king room, including breakfast for 2 at the Allium restaurant. Expires April 30, 2016. Advance reservations required and subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Not valid Friday and Saturday nights May 1 - December 31, 2015. Not valid for holidays, citywide conventions or special event periods. Excludes alcohol.

Value: $450
Minimum Bid: $200
Four Seasons Hotel Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

117. Denver's Delight
In a city that's already one mile high, Four Seasons Hotel Denver soars even higher. With luxurious amenities and an exemplary staff, your 2 night stay in a deluxe room will be an unforgettable one. Experience Denver’s invigorating blend of urban sophistication, vibrant culture, and year-round Rocky Mountain adventure when you stay at this dreamy hotel. Advance reservations required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Not valid on holidays.

Value: $1,300
Minimum Bid: $600
Four Seasons Hotel Denver, Denver, Colorado

118. Houston Luxury
The luxurious Four Seasons Hotel Houston blends warm sophistication with Texan charm. Enjoy luxurious surroundings, a dedicated concierge and a resort style pool during your 2 night weekend stay in an Executive Suite,
including one breakfast for two at this incredible hotel. Advance reservations required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Friday and Saturday nights only, room credit includes tax, gratuity and valet parking. Dining credit is for one breakfast at Quattro, excluding alcohol and gratuity. Room and dining must be used on the same visit. Expires April 25, 2016.

Value: $800  
Minimum Bid: $350  
Four Seasons Hotel Houston, Houston, Texas

119. New York Style  
After experiencing the exciting whirlwind of New York City, step into serenity when you enjoy a 1 night stay in a city view deluxe room at the exclusive Four Seasons Hotel New York. Your generously sized deluxe room will feature a marble bath and ever-changing views of the glittering cityscape from oversized windows. Advance reservation required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Expires March 9, 2016.

Value: $900  
Minimum Bid: $400  
Four Seasons New York, New York, New York

120. Sophisticated Shanghai  
Sophisticated, serene, and exclusive, the Four Seasons Hotel Pudong at Shanghai offers an ambiance inspired by traditional Shanghai style paired with all the luxury and high-tech amenities of modern life. Immerse yourself in the sophistication of Shanghai when you and a guest enjoy a 2 night stay in a junior suite including daily breakfast for two at this luxurious and centrally located hotel. Expires December 31, 2015. Advance reservations required, blackout dates may apply at the hotel's discretion.

Value: $1,150  
Minimum Bid: $500  
Four Seasons Hotel Pudong at Shanghai, Shanghai, China

121. Vancouver Vacation
The Four Seasons Hotel Vancouver offers relaxed urban luxury and excellent service at an unparalleled location nestled between the Coast Mountains and the Pacific Ocean. The natural charms and cosmopolitan airs of downtown Vancouver are reflected in both the design and service of this inviting hotel. Treat yourself and a guest to 3 luxurious nights in an executive suite with stunning views of the city skyline as well as breakfast daily at YEW restaurant or room service. Based on availability, reservations required and may not be used with any other promotion. Room and tax included, parking and incidentals are not included. Not valid December 31, 2015 and February 14, 2016. Breakfast credit is $70 daily and excludes taxes and gratuity. Room nights must be used consecutively and cannot be booked more than 7 nights prior.

Value: $2,100  
Minimum Bid: $1,000  
Four Seasons Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

122. Breathtaking Bali
The breathtakingly beautiful island of Bali is impossible to resist with its lush forests, golden sand beaches and majestic views of the sparkling Indian Ocean. Experience the beauty of Bali for yourself when you enjoy 3 nights for two in a one-bedroom villa at the exceptional Four Seasons Resort Jimbaran Bay. Immerse yourself in local island traditions, unwind with holistic spa treatments and dine on exceptional cuisine within this stunning ocean enclave, just 15 minutes from the airport. Advance reservations required, subject to availability. Blackout dates include July and August 2015, December 23, 2015 - January 7, 2016, Chinese New Year and the Easter holiday. Valid May 10, 2015 - May 31, 2015.

Value: $4,750  
Minimum Bid: $2,000  
Four Seasons Resort Jimbaran Bay, Bali

123. Elegant Orlando
Situated within the Walt Disney World Resort, the elegant Four Seasons Resort Orlando,
Central Florida's only hotel to receive the coveted AAA Five Diamond Award, provides the perfect blend of Four Seasons luxury and Disney offerings. Create a Four Seasons getaway in Orlando with golf, spa, dining and a fun-filled island for kids or make the resort your home base for your Disney adventure. Surprise your family with 3-nights in a park view room with daily breakfast for two included and make their Disney dreams come true. Expires December 18, 2015. Reservations required, subject to blackout dates at the hotel's discretion, double occupancy room and tax included, other taxes are excluded. Cannot be used towards alcohol or gratuities. Non-refundable, no cash value, cannot be extended.

**Value:** $2,250  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,125

**Four Seasons Resort Orlando at Walt Disney World Resort, Golden Oak, Florida**

**124. Superb Santa Fe**
Under grand skies and infinite stars, rediscover your inner artist at the intimate Four Seasons Resort Rancho Encantado Santa Fe with a 2 night stay in a king casita. Nestled in a high-mountain desert landscape, just minutes from the magic of Santa Fe, this superb hotel offers luxurious amenities and southwest inspired elements including traditional indoor kiva wood-burning fireplaces in each room. Advance reservation required, room and tax included.

**Value:** $1,200  
**Minimum Bid:** $500

**Four Seasons Resort Rancho Encantado, Santa Fe, New Mexico**

**125. San Francisco Delights**
Step into sophistication on a grand level at the unforgettable Grand Hyatt San Francisco. Revel in redefined luxury and a casually chic atmosphere on Union Square at this AAA Four Diamond hotel. Just steps from the city's vibrant attractions and famous landmarks, you'll experience the ultimate in discriminating style and urban hospitality when you enjoy a 2-night stay for two in a Grand Club room with access to the Grand Club Lounge which features extended continental breakfast, evening hors d'oeuvres and an honor bar. Reservations required for 2 consecutive night stay, based on availability.

**Value:** $1,090  
**Minimum Bid:** $450

**Grand Hyatt San Francisco, San Francisco, California**

**126. The Splendor of Seoul**
The Grand Hyatt Seoul stands out as one of the city's truly unique hotels, surrounded by beautifully landscaped gardens on Mount Namsan but conveniently located in the heart of the Yongsan district of South Korea's capital city. This luxury hotel offers grand service and the comforts of home as well as exceptional amenities and European cuisine. You will experience the best Seoul has to offer with a 3 night stay in a Grand Club Room for 2 people. Reservations required, subject to availability. Blackout dates include, but are not limited to, July 18 and 25; August 1, 8 and 15; December 24, 25 and 31, 2015 and January 1, 2016.

**Value:** $900  
**Minimum Bid:** $400

**Grand Hyatt Seoul, Seoul, South Korea**

**127. Hassler Roma**
At the top of Rome's famed Spanish Steps resides one of Europe's most legendary five-star luxury hotels, the Hotel Hassler. Owned and managed by Roberto E. Wirth, the fifth generation of the famous dynasty of Swiss hoteliers, the Hotel Hassler has hosted an incredible list of royalty, celebrity, artists and leaders from all over the world. Experience the luxury, elegance and exclusivity that defines the Hotel Hassler with a 2-night stay for two in a deluxe double room including daily buffet breakfast served in the famous Imago restaurant. Not valid during the last week of April, the months of May, June, September and October, the first twenty days of July, or the Easter/Christmas/New Year holidays. Subject to hotel's approval.

**Value:** $1,800  
**Minimum Bid:** $800
128. Adventure in Aspen
Hotel Jerome, An Auberge Resort, is hailed as the premier Aspen resort and features a natural mix of elegance and authentic mountain spirit. Newly renovated, this historic hotel offers a myriad of luxurious amenities and exceptional service. Discover the beauty of the Rocky Mountains when you enjoy a 2-night stay in a deluxe room. This unparalleled hotel is the perfect starting point for your next Aspen adventure. Valid Sundays - Thursdays only, excludes resort fee and parking. Based on availability, blackout dates include all holiday weeks and peak periods including X Games, Ideas Festival, and Food and Wine Classic.
Value: $1,600
Minimum Bid: $700
Hotel Jerome, An Auberge Resort, Aspen, Colorado

129. Shangri LA
Hidden away on a high Santa Monica bluff, overlooking the ocean and Santa Monica Pier, Hotel Shangri-La is a timeless boutique haven. Evoking the form of a grand ocean liner and the very essence of the Golden Age of Hollywood, the Hotel Shangri-La at the Ocean has been welcoming guests since 1939. A landmark and architectural gem in the Streamline Moderne style boasts a recent $30 million update; the sumptuous Art Deco guest rooms and suites offer majestic views of the ocean or the city that are anything but ordinary. Pamper yourself with a 1-night stay in a Deluxe Ocean View room at this marvelous hotel. Expires December 17, 2015 and is valid Sundays through Thursdays, based on availability. Not valid on holidays.
Value: $450
Minimum Bid: $200
Hotel Shangri-La, Santa Monica, California

130. Desert Escape
Hyatt Regency Indian Wells Resort & Spa is a renowned resort situated on a 45-acre desert oasis offering an incredible array of activities including two 18-hole championship golf courses, tennis, swimming and a splendid spa. Experience this world-class resort when you enjoy a 2-night stay in a deluxe king room featuring a private terrace with panoramic views of the San Jacinto Mountains and the luxurious comfort of a sitting area, master bedroom and marble bath. Advance reservations required, subject to availability. Room, tax and resort fee included. Blackout dates include March, Holidays and Holiday Weekends, Coachella Valley/Stagecoach Music Festivals. Not valid with other offers.
Value: $450
Minimum Bid: $200
Hyatt Regency Indian Wells Resort & Spa, Indian Wells, California

131. Tahoe Splendor
Discover an alpine paradise at the Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe Resort, Spa and Casino. Nestled within the Sierra Mountain Range, this AAA Four Diamond hotel is a stunning lakeside destination for year-round adventure. You and a guest will enjoy 2 nights in a Regency Club room at this beautiful mountain retreat. Includes room and tax only. Not available during July, August or holiday periods. Advance reservation required and subject to additional blackout dates at the hotel's discretion.
Value: $700
Minimum Bid: $300
Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe Resort, Spa and Casino, Lake Tahoe, Nevada

132. Grecian Resort
Situated in a stylish historic city, the Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki in Northern Greece is a five star gem featuring spacious, over-sized rooms and superb guest facilities. Lavish amenities, traditional Greek décor and close proximity to the city center make this the ideal location for your next visit to Greece. Enjoy 2 nights in a king room for two people including daily breakfast when you visit this stunning property. Advance reservations required, subject to availability. Blackout dates are at the
hotel's discretion and this offer is on-transferable to other guests or Hyatt locations.  
**Value:** $450  
**Minimum Bid:** $200  
**Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece**

133. **Charming South Carolina**  
South Carolina's enchanting Inn at Palmetto Bluff, a Montage Resort, features a charming collection of cottages nestled between vibrant waterfronts and tranquil forests. Designed in classic Southern style, these gorgeous accommodations offer a glimpse of the past, brought to life anew in beautifully appointed luxury, with decadent baths and verandas. Enjoy enchanting river fronts with a promise of breathtaking sunrises and sunsets when you spend 2-nights in a Lagoon View Cottage for two at this magical resort. Reservations required, based on availability with blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Not valid during holiday periods or special events. Not transferrable. Expires April 23, 2016.  
**Value:** $1,582  
**Minimum Bid:** $790  
**The Inn at Palmetto Bluff, Bluffton, South Carolina**

134. **Old World Charm**  
Designer Stephanie Johnson seeks to streamline your suitcase, your carry-on, and your handbag with her collections of cosmetic cases and travel accessories that are both fashionable and functional. In the Chantilly collection shimmering sequin chevrons in platinum and pale gold conjure romantic visions of a genteel French village steeped in old-world charm. Lavender liner and trim and tassel zipper pulls in metallic pale gold add an extra dose of delicate femininity. This set of 3 travel organizers will keep you fashionably organized and inspired for your next adventure.  
**Value:** $140  
**Minimum Bid:** $60  
**Stephanie Johnson, Venice, California**

135. **Hawaiian Adventure**  
The site of numerous Hollywood films and television shows, the Kualoa Ranch on the Hawaiian island of Oahu features dense rainforest, steep mountain cliffs, verdant valleys and beautiful white sand beaches. Now you and a friend can experience the beauty of this magical place when you treat yourselves to a Kualoa Experience Tour. From jungle expeditions to secret beach tours, Kualoa Ranch offers a wide variety of adventures and you and your guest will be able to select one experience to share. Advance reservations required. Expires April 24, 2017. Some restrictions may apply and transportation to the ranch is not included.  
**Value:** $100  
**Minimum Bid:** $50  
**Kualoa Ranch, K'a'awa, Hawaii**

136. **Coronado Comforts**  
Step into a world of luxury with breathtaking views and luxurious spa escapes with 2 nights at the beautiful bay-front Loews Coronado Bay Resort in San Diego. Located on the edge of Coronado Island, just across the bridge from downtown San Diego, the Loews Coronado Bay Resort offers everything you expect from a premier hotel. Whether you want to perfect your swing with a few sets of tennis, stroll along the shores of Silver Strand Beach, or escape on a romantic gondola ride, Loews Coronado Bay offers everything you need to make your stay a memorable one. Based on double occupancy, reservations are subject to availability and/or blackout dates at the hotel’s discretion, certificate includes room and tax only. Expires April 24, 2016.  
**Value:** $800  
**Minimum Bid:** $350  
**Loews Coronado Bay Resort, San Diego, California**

137. **South Beach Luxury**  
The Loews Miami Beach Hotel is the premier luxury hotel experience, combining beachfront elegance with unparalleled amenities. Located in the heart of South Beach, the hotel boasts a palm tree lined promenade, oceanfront
sparkling pool, and the Elemis Spa and Fitness Center, as well as six restaurants and bars. Come experience the best Miami has to offer with a memorable 3 night stay in a double deluxe room at this stylish Art Deco influenced hotel. Reservations are subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel’s discretion, certificate includes room and tax only. Based on double occupancy. Blackout dates include January 16-18; February 10-24; March 1-3 and 26-30; April 1-4; May 22-24; July 3-5 and 16-20; September 4-5; December 3-6; December 25, 2015 - January 1, 2016. Exceptions are not available. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $1,500  
Minimum Bid: $700

Loews Miami Beach, Miami, Florida

138. Orlando Opulence
Experience the sights and sounds of the Italian Riviera at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel at Universal Orlando with a 3 night stay at this picturesque seaside resort. A romantic getaway reminiscent of sunny days on the Italian Riviera, every guest room features authentic Italian furnishings and marble accents. Guests traveling with children also benefit from exclusive privileges at the Universal Orlando theme park. Make the most of your Orlando vacation at the Loews Portofino Bay Hotel where you will savor European luxury while enjoying a host of resort activities. Certificate good for room and tax only. Reservations are based on double occupancy, are subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel’s discretion. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $1,500  
Minimum Bid: $700

Loews Portofino Bay Hotel, Orlando, Florida

139. New York Perfection
Located in the heart of New York City, the Loews Regency Hotel has long been a touchstone of luxury and style. This elegant and newly renovated property redefines Park Avenue hospitality while offering the same spectacular service and sophistication that you’ve come to love. You and a guest can treat yourselves to a 2 night stay at this incredible hotel. Whether you’re looking for fabulous shopping, the City’s finest eateries, museums, the bright lights of Broadway or Central Park, let the Loews Regency Hotel be your home away from home in New York City. Reservations are based on double occupancy, are subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel’s discretion. Certificate includes room and tax only. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $1,000  
Minimum Bid: $475

Loews Regency Hotel, New York, New York

140. Summertime Vail
Experience the glory of summer in the ultimate mountain playground when you visit the luxurious Manor Vail Lodge in Vail, Colorado. This exceptional condo is ideally situated just a short walk from Vail Village, making it easy for guests to take advantage of the endless summer activities including mountain biking, hiking, fly-fishing, rafting and golf The condo sleeps 10-12 guests very comfortably and includes a gourmet kitchen and full access to the resort’s pool and spa. Make your visit to sunny Vail and the Manor Vail Lodge July 30 through August 6, 2015.

Value: $7,500  
Minimum Bid: $3,000

Deb and Bill MacMillan, Englewood, Colorado

141. Exclusive Vail
Enjoy a fun filled week at the luxurious and centrally located Manor Vail Lodge in Vail, Colorado. This beautiful condo sleeps 10-12 guests very comfortably and includes a gourmet kitchen and full access to the resort's pool and spa. Manor Vail Lodge is located directly across from the Golden Peak chair lift making it the ideal location for your winter Vail vacation. Your visit will take place from January 28 through February 4, 2016.

Value: $7,500  
Minimum Bid: $3,000

Deb and Bill MacMillan, Englewood, Colorado

142. Sunny San Diego
Discover the culture and beauty of San Diego right outside your door at the distinctive Manchester Grand Hyatt, a TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence Winner. You’ll find that this unique urban retreat, in the heart of San Diego, is the perfect bayside resort that the whole family will enjoy. Experience downtown San Diego and the charming Gaslamp district when you spend 2 luxurious nights in a corner king room at this outstanding hotel. Advance reservations required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Includes tax and gratuity but excludes holidays, special events and New Years Eve/Day. Expires April 24, 2016.

**Value:** $1,000  
**Minimum Bid:** $450

**Manchester Grand Hyatt San Diego, San Diego, California**

**143. Lavish London**
As one of London’s most celebrated hotels, the Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park offers an enticing blend of elegance, style and luxury. Home to two of the city's best restaurants, a stunning spa, and beautifully designed accommodations featuring exquisite marble baths, the hotel has created a fashionable, yet timeless base from which to discover the British capital. Set your sights on a luxurious London getaway when you and a guest enjoy a 2 night weekend stay including breakfast and champagne afternoon tea at The Rosebery. Reservations required, blackout dates may apply at the hotel's discretion. Expires January 27, 2016. A la carte breakfast allowance is £32.

**Value:** $2,675  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,100


**144. Las Vegas Luxury**
Soaring 47 stories above the world famous Strip, the Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas is part of the unparalleled urban resort development, CityCenter. The hotel's stunning glass façade affords dynamic views of the city and the desert beyond, while luxuriously appointed guestrooms offer the ultimate in comfort and serenity. Experience Mandarin Oriental's legendary service when you spend 2-nights in a Strip View suite with daily continental breakfast for 2 at MOzen Bistro. Reservations required, taxes not included. Subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Daily $100 breakfast credit does not include alcohol or gratuity.

**Value:** $1,270  
**Minimum Bid:** $550

**Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada**

**145. Fabulous San Francisco**
The Forbes Five-Star Mandarin Oriental, San Francisco offers the perfect blend of Californian charisma and the renowned Mandarin Oriental charm. With its central location, the Mandarin Oriental, San Francisco is perfectly situated for all of the city’s major attractions while the hotel itself boasts elegant rooms, with Italian marble baths and spectacular views of the City by the Bay. Plan your escape to this luxurious hotel when you select this certificate for a 2-night stay for two in a deluxe king room with breakfast at Brasserie S&P at the fabulous Mandarin Oriental, San Francisco. Reservations required, subject to availability and blackout dates may apply at the hotel's discretion. Alcohol, tax and gratuity are not included.

**Value:** $2,835  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,200

**Mandarin Oriental, San Francisco; San Francisco, California**

**146. Desert Retreat**
The Miramonte Resort & Spa brings the spirit of the Mediterranean to the California desert community of Indian Wells. The intimate resort village, featuring an award winning spa and restaurant, offers guests an unforgettable experience in an extraordinary environment. Give yourself the gift of pure luxury when you enjoy a 3 night stay for two at this exceptional resort. Advance reservation required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel’s discretion. Tax and resort fee included.
Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $300
Miramonte Resort & Spa, Indian Wells, California

147. Montage Beverly Hills
Montage Beverly Hills creates a welcoming respite amid the city's most exciting and sophisticated pleasures. Release into a stress-melting massage at Spa Montage, retreat to a private, poolside cabana and savor rooftop views of the Hollywood Hills. Indulge in soulful Italian cuisine at celebrity Chef Scott Conant's Scarpetta Los Angeles. Or simply relax in a guestroom rich in both modern comforts and the classic ambiance of a historic Beverly Hills estate. The choice to unwind is yours when you spend 1 night for 2 people in a deluxe guestroom including 2 sixty minute spa treatments at this chic hotel. Certificate includes room and tax, advance reservations required, based on availability and subject to blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Spa credit of $460 does not include gratuity. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $1,295
Minimum Bid: $625
Montage Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, California

148. Luxurious Laguna
Reminiscent of Laguna Beach’s artistic beginnings and the heyday of the California Arts & Crafts movement the Montage Laguna Beach blends distinctive period elements such as classic wood and stone architecture, marvelous works of art and rich dark wood with modern luxuries in every guestroom including exceptional bedding and a private oceanfront balcony with a spectacular view of the Laguna Beach coastline. Treat yourself to a luxurious retreat at the Montage Laguna Beach when you enjoy an unforgettable 1-night mid-week stay in an ocean view room for two. Subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Not valid on Fridays, Saturdays or holidays. Blackout dates from May 21, 2015 to September 7, 2015. Valid until May 25, 2016.

Value: $700

Minimum Bid: $300
Montage Laguna Beach, Laguna Beach, California

149. Outstanding Ojai
The Ojai Valley Inn & Spa has hosted celebrities, musicians, dignitaries and politicians while still retaining its charm and graciousness. Amid an unsurpassed natural landscape with diverse appeal to a myriad of guests, the Inn remains one of the finest resorts in North America. Each of the 305 guestrooms and suites offer exquisite décor blending luxury and comfort in a modern Spanish Colonial style. Relax and refresh when you enjoy a mid-week 2-night stay for two in a fireplace Shangri-La room including a round of golf with a cart for two at this outstanding resort. Advance reservation required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Val.Valid Sundays - Thursdays, not available on holidays or holiday weekends. Room, tax and service charge included.

Value: $1,610
Minimum Bid: $600
Ojai Valley Inn & Spa, Ojai, California

150. Divine Dallas
Ideally located in the heart of Uptown Dallas, Rosewood Crescent Hotel offers chic contemporary style coupled with traditional Texas charm. Escape to the Lone Star State when you and a guest spend 1 night in superior accommodations including breakfast for two in The Conservatory or in the comfort of your room and overnight valet parking. You will also enjoy use of the steam room, sauna and whirlpool at the Spa at the Crescent. Relax and unwind at this divine Dallas sanctuary of elegance and style. Advance reservation required, subject to blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Not valid on holidays or special events. Certificate does not include alcohol. Expires April 24, 2016. Breakfast credit up to $60. Cannot be combined with other offers.

Value: $470
Minimum Bid: $200
151. Magical Resort
Rancho Las Lomas is Southern California's most spectacular private resort and zoological garden, tucked in the foothills of Orange County. This exquisite Spanish Revival private resort will be the perfect retreat for your 1 night stay for two at the property's two bedroom villa which also includes a tour of the on-site zoo, wine tasting for two and a bottle of champagne. Escape to luxury when you select this outstanding package. Advance reservations required, subject to blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Expires April 24, 2016.
Value: $670
Minimum Bid: $300

Cecilia and Joe Shedarowich, Rancho Las Lomas, Silverado, California

152. Fly Away
Named to Fortune Magazine's World's Most Admired Companies list for 21 consecutive years, Southwest Airlines continues to differentiate itself from other air carriers with exemplary customer service and their promise that "bags fly free." Fly away to your favorite domestic destination, serviced by Southwest, within the continental United States with 2 round trip tickets on Southwest Airlines good for travel before May 1, 2016. Good only on Southwest operated, published, scheduled service and cannot be combined with other itineraries or airlines. Advance reservations required, original certificate must be presented on day of travel, cannot be exchanged, extended, reissued, refunded, replaced, sold or used as payment towards other flights.
Value: $800
Minimum Bid: $400
Southwest Airlines, Dallas, Texas

153. Florida's Finest
The St. Regis Bal Harbour Resort, a Forbes five-star and AAA five-diamond award winner, is a peerless haven of oceanfront elegance, quiet unwavering taste, anticipatory service and wonderful amenities. You and a guest will enjoy a 2 night stay in a deluxe ocean view room including breakfast for 2 at J&G Grill Restaurant. Advance reservation required, subject to blackout dates at the hotel's discretion including, but not limited to holidays, Art Basel, Boat Show, Food Network South Beach Food & Wine Festival, and Miami Fashion Week. Parking and additional fees may apply, alcoholic beverages are not included in breakfast credit.
Value: $1,850
Minimum Bid: $800
St. Regis Bal Harbour Resort, Bal Harbour, Florida

154. Deer Valley Dreams
The St. Regis Deer Valley Resort offers a magnificent setting with ski-in, ski-out access to Deer Valley's legendary 1,825 acres, just one mile from international ski destination Park City and its historic main street. Experience exceptional service and uncompromising elegance when you spend 2 nights in a deluxe king suite with daily breakfast for 2. Advance reservations required. Blackout dates include Dec 18, 2015 - Jan 2, 2016; Jan 21 - 30, 2016; Feb 10 - 20, 2016 and March 10-23, 2016. Based on availability. Reservation can be booked a maximum of 60 days prior to arrival. Breakfast credit is $50 daily, does not include alcohol or gratuity and reservations are recommended at J&G Grill.
Value: $2,850
Minimum Bid: $1,250
St. Regis Deer Valley, Park City, Utah

155. Magnificent Monarch Beach
Enjoy a luxurious escape at the St. Regis Monarch Beach, California's only Forbes Five Star and AAA Five Diamond resort. Imaginatively conceived to envelop the senses, answer every desire and stir the soul, this alluring oceanfront Tuscan style resort is known as the best address for luxurious relaxation in Southern California. During your 2 night stay in an ocean view suite, you will experience the St. Regis signature butler service as well as daily breakfast, massages for two, and dinner in the award winning Michael Mina restaurant, Stonehill Tavern. Includes room, all taxes and
resort fee. Excludes gratuity and holiday weekends, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Breakfast credit is $50 daily and dinner credit is $250 both of which includes tax but excludes gratuity. Expires April 30, 2016.

Value: $3,500
Minimum Bid: $1,500
St. Regis Monarch Beach, Dana Point, California

156. Punta Mita Escape
The St. Regis Punta Mita Resort is nestled in a captivating setting on one of the world's most alluring beaches on the Pacific coast of Mexico. Surrounded by white sands, pristine waters and lush tropical flora, the resort’s ambiance is as extraordinary as it is comfortable. A world of tropical adventure awaits you and a guest at the exclusive St. Regis Punta Mita Resort when you enjoy 3 nights in a luxurious ocean view room with breakfast daily while you listen to the palm trees sway in the gentle breeze and soak up the sun. Reservations required, blackout dates may apply at the hotel's discretion. Expires April 22, 2016. Not valid from March 25 - April 15, 2015; April 30 - May 5, 2015; July 1 - 7, 2015; November 15, 2015 to January 10, 2016; February 1 - 28, 2016; March 25 - April 15, 2016.

Value: $2,400
Minimum Bid: $1,100
St. Regis Punta Mita Resort, Punta Mita, Mexico

157. Marquis Hollywood
A serene garden oasis in the heart of West Hollywood, the Sunset Marquis has served as a home-away-from-home to rock legends, A-listers, fashionistas and discerning travelers from around the globe since 1963. Experience this exceptional hotel for yourself when you enjoy an incredible 2-night stay in a one-bedroom suite, including parking and Sunday champagne brunch for 2. Advance reservation required, subject to availability and blackout dates at the hotel's discretion. Gratuities not included.

Value: $1,069.69
Minimum Bid: $400
Sunset Marquis Hotel, West Hollywood, California

158. Sunset Happenings
The historic Sunset Tower Hotel combines modern luxury with vintage style and offers guests every comfort and amenity. Experience this Hollywood landmark with a 1 night stay in a gorgeous one bedroom suite with continental breakfast at The Terrace and dinner for two in the Tower Bar. Reservations can only be made 72 hours prior to arrival and certificate is subject to blackout dates at the hotel's discretion which included, but are not limited to April 26-30, June 16-18, and August 28-30, 2015. Tower Bar certificate good for $150. Alcohol and gratuities are not included. Expires October 24, 2015.

Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $375
Sunset Tower Hotel, West Hollywood, California

159. Tahiti Dreams
Experience the true wonder of Tahiti and her sister islands in a graceful sailing yacht from Windstar Cruises. Swim and snorkel in crystal-clear lagoons, meander through lush rainforests, enjoy breathtaking sunsets, and experience the fascinating Polynesian culture on this magical journey that will start in Tahiti’s capital, Papeete, before sailing on to Moorea, Tahaa, Raiatea, Bora Bora and Huahine. Offered on select dates, this dreamy 7 day escape for two in a double occupancy stateroom aboard a luxurious sailing vessel is sure to make memories to last a lifetime. Advance reservation required, blackout dates are at the donor's discretion and include December 15, 2015 - January 15, 2016. Winner and guest must travel on same itinerary and changes are not allowed. Includes standard meals and entertainment. Non-transferrable.

Value: $10,000
Minimum Bid: $4,500
Windstar Cruises, Seattle, Washington
Love To Erase MS

FASHION
200. **Dazzling Duffel**
The "Be Dazzle" Duffel by Jonathan Adler is the perfect travel companion. The zip top closure and 8" leather accented handle make this duffel the perfect carry on. Inside, you'll find a convenient snap-out zipper pouch featuring a wild witticism while the bold orange and cream pattern makes for an eye-catching accessory, perfect for men or women. Generously sized at 12.5” H x 23” W x 7” D, you won't want to leave home without this dazzling duffel.

**Value:** $98  
**Minimum Bid:** $45  

201. **Petite Daybag**
A scaled down version of Steven Alan's beloved Inez handbag, the Mini Inez features a softly structured silhouette with single top handle and envelope front flap. The adjustable strap can be worn at the shoulder, around the waist or removed and carried as a clutch. The textured, full grain, burgundy Italian leather will age beautifully while the gold tone brass hardware adds an extra splash of sophistication to this adorable handbag.

**Value:** $325  
**Minimum Bid:** $140  
Steven Alan, New York, New York

202. **Elegant Eyewear**
The Calais Noir et Tortoise by Clare V. for Steven Alan combines the style of coastal France with the spirit of Southern California into a shape ready for any face type. Made with two layers of laser cut cellulose acetate and custom-dyed brown gradient lenses, the Calais is the perfect cat-eye silhouette for your eyewear collection.

**Value:** $195  
**Minimum Bid:** $80  
Clare V. for Steve Alan, New York, New York

203. **Classic Cavalli**
Florentine designer Roberto Cavalli has created imaginative and ultra fashionable clothing and handbags of the highest quality for over 40 years. Known as the master of all things glamorous and beloved world-wide, his signature style is appreciated by fashionistas and socialites alike. Ensure that your look is in vogue when you accessorize with this black leather Roberto Cavalli Dragonfly handbag with delicate embroidery. Item cannot be returned or exchanged.

**Value:** $3,095  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500  
Roberto Cavalli, Beverly Hills, California

204. **Cazal Shades**
Cazal sunglasses are meticulously crafted with the highest standards and are known for their sophisticated, trend-setting style and outstanding quality. Show the world your excellent taste when you select these women's Cazal sunglasses, model 9041, in a luscious brown tone, size 60/17, featuring 14 karat gold plated hardware and accents. You are sure to be mistaken for a celebrity when you don these ultra-fashionable shades.

**Value:** $450  
**Minimum Bid:** $200  
Cazal - Ultra Palm Optical, Miami, Florida

205. **Chanel Luxury**
From the moment legendary designer Coco Chanel debuted her first collection in the "Roaring Twenties," the Chanel name became synonymous with elegance and haute style. Adorn your arm with this breath-taking, classic black lambskin purse with gleaming silver hardware, the perfect accompaniment to your ensemble. Don't miss this exquisite and alluring offer from the one and only Chanel.

**Value:** $3,500  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,750  
Chanel, Inc., Beverly Hills, California

206. **Cool Copper**
D'Clic is an accessories brand that finds inspiration in art, street culture, and high fashion. Designed by French architect Martial Yapo in San Francisco, the D'Clic collection is based on the airline security buckle. This beautiful men's black nylon belt with aluminum
copper buckle by D'Clic makes a great fashion accessory and will easily become the centerpiece of your ensemble. One size, cannot be returned or exchanged.

Value: $80
Minimum Bid: $35
D'Clic, San Francisco, California

207. Unique Accessory
Designed by French architect Martial Yapo, the D'Clic collection is based on the airline security buckle. Created in San Francisco, the collection finds inspiration in art, street culture, and high fashion. A stylish accessory that becomes practical with quality stitching and craftsmanship, this men's black nylon belt with ebony aluminum buckle makes a fashion statement that is as unique as you are. One size, cannot be returned or exchanged.

Value: $80
Minimum Bid: $35
D'Clic, San Francisco, California

208. Artful Aluminum
Designed by French architect Martial Yapo in San Francisco, the D'Clic collection is based on the airline security buckle. The line features unique, modern accessories that incorporate an upscale industrial, mechanical look. This men's black nylon belt with silver aluminum buckle perfectly represents the sartorial direction of the brand and will make a wonderful addition to your accessories wardrobe. One size, cannot be returned or exchanged.

Value: $80
Minimum Bid: $35
D'Clic, San Francisco, California

209. Statement Maker
Accessories make a statement about who you are and how you'd like to be seen. Make a bold statement when you select this men's leather and denim apron from D'Clic. Designed by French architect Martial Yapo in San Francisco, the D'Clic collection is based on the airline security buckle which is featured prominently on the apron giving the industrial and mechanical look the brand is known for. This is one statement making accessory you won't want to miss. One size, cannot be returned or exchanged.

Value: $350
Minimum Bid: $150
D'Clic, San Francisco, California

210. Industrial Adornment
A substantial bracelet will set the tone for your entire accessories wardrobe, making a statement with just your wrist. Express yourself with this industrial design inspired bracelet from architect and designer Martial Yapo. From his D'Clic collection, this black leather unisex bracelet will bring your signature style to your wrist for all the world to see. One size, cannot be returned or exchanged.

Value: $60
Minimum Bid: $25
D'Clic, San Francisco, California

211. Charming Scarves
Donni Charm scarves, which are carried in exclusive boutiques across the country, are a favorite celebrity fashion statement. This exquisite set of 2 rectangular shaped, transitional weight scarves feature an inspiring wing print design in an 85% modal, 15% wool blend, enhanced by the company's signature silver and gunmetal wing-shaped charm. Make a fashion statement when you don either this gorgeous gray or milk colored scarf both with onxy colored wing print design.

Value: $310
Minimum Bid: $140
Donni Charm, Denver, Colorado

212. Inspiring Scarves
Originally created as a fashionable way to remember the people you love, Donni Charm scarves are now carried in exclusive boutiques across the country. These luxurious rectangular shaped, transitional weight scarves in an 85% modal and 15% wool blend, feature an inspiring wing print design in onyx set on an olive or milk colored background, finished with a signature silver and gunmetal wing-shaped charm.
inspiring scarves are sure to become favorite statement pieces.

Value: $310
Minimum Bid: $140
Donni Charm, Denver, Colorado

213. Stylish Scarves
The perfect scarf is a signature staple of any sophisticated wardrobe. This set of two stylish, transitional weight scarves from Donni Charm will be a luxurious addition to your wardrobe. Each scarf features a delicate wing design printed on a rectangular shaped 85% modal, 15% wool blend fabric, finished with a gunmetal and silver wing-shaped charm. You will adore the versatility of this set which includes a gray scarf with onyx wing print and a milk colored scarf featuring a gray wing print.

Value: $310
Minimum Bid: $140
Donni Charm, Denver, Colorado

214. Finishing Touch
Give your ensemble the finishing touch it deserves with this set of two elegant and fashionable scarves from Donni Charm. Each scarf features a delicate wing design printed on a rectangular shaped 85% modal, 15% wool blend fabric, finished with a gunmetal and silver wing-shaped charm. You will always have the perfect finishing touch for whatever ensemble you choose.

Value: $310
Minimum Bid: $140
Donni Charm, Denver, Colorado

215. Elegant Accessory
The go-to spot for all things fabulous, Edwards-Lowell is one of Beverly Hills' oldest boutiques. Discover the Edwards-Lowell style when you select this elegant 57” long silk scarf in black with a geometric blue velvet pattern. Don’t miss your chance to wear this elegant accessory.

Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $20
Edwards-Lowell, Beverly Hills, California

216. Stylish Touch
Edwards-Lowell is one of the finest specialty boutiques in Beverly Hills and a great place to update your stylish wardrobe. Discover the Edwards-Lowell style when you select this stylish 57” black silk scarf with a red velvet geometric pattern. This scarf will be the stylish touch that completes your favorite ensemble.

Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $20
Edwards-Lowell, Beverly Hills, California

217. Timeless Elegance
Timeless and elegant, this 57” black silk scarf features a beautiful purple velvet pattern making it the perfect pop of color for your wardrobe. Designed by Edwards-Lowell, this luxurious wrap provides an original look for the style-conscious woman who is always fashionable and elegant.

Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $20
Edwards-Lowell, Beverly Hills, California

218. Day Tote
Luxury designer EYE Thread creates gorgeous leather goods, handmade in Los Angeles, with an emphasis on ethical practices, fair trade alliances and exceptional luxury standards. By partnering with local artisans and independent artists throughout the United States, EYE Thread brings you one-of-a-kind, limited and special edition couture. Elevate your style when you select this large cream and blue tote with brass hardware. Fully lined in silk with convenient pockets, this tote is sure to become your favorite carry-all. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: $790
Minimum Bid: $325
EYE Thread, Los Angeles, California

219. Super Specs
These fun and fashionable sunglasses from CK by Calvin Klein will complete your summer wardrobe in style. The trendy orange color and contemporary styling make them perfect for
men or women. You will look superb in these super specs.

**Value:** $190  
**Minimum Bid:** $70  
**Karen Giberson and Calvin Klein, New York, New York**

220. **Perfect Tote**
Designers Holger Gräf and Daniel Lantz are reimagining a palette of elegant, basic materials into modern and intelligent pieces. Influenced by the constant intersection of opposites in the world, their aesthetic is thoughtful and functional, combining the disciplines of both East and West into subtle, minimal design. The James tote by Graf & Lantz features elegant pebble embossed smoke colored merino wool felt paired with cream colored felt, interior leather pockets, a magnetic snap closure, and 8" cream colored leather handle allowing it to be carried comfortably on the shoulder. Spacious enough for all your necessities, this is the perfect tote.

**Value:** $287  
**Minimum Bid:** $130  
**Graf & Lantz, Inc., Los Angeles, California**

221. **Travel in Style**
The distressed gold metallic faux leather of this 3 piece travel bag collection known as Atlantic City Gold, is as unapologetically glitzy as the East Coast gaming capital famed for flash, frivolity and fun. This fashionable and functional set hails from designer Stephanie Johnson's collection of cosmetic and travel accessories created to organize and streamline your luggage and handbag. Keep track of all your favorite belongings when you are the lucky winner of this outstanding collection of 3 pouches.

**Value:** $140  
**Minimum Bid:** $60  
**Stephanie Johnson, Venice, California**

222. **Favorite Footwear**
Koolaburra's terrific fashion footwear finds inspiration in Santa Barbara's easy going lifestyle. Recognized by fashion's elite and appreciated by a devoted Hollywood following, Koolaburra is a perfect mix to complement any mood, juxtaposing a bit of rock 'n roll style with boho sensibility. Experience Koolaburra's sensational style with this $200 gift card good at koolaburra.com.

**Value:** $200  
**Minimum Bid:** $100  
**Koolaburra, LLC, Santa Barbara, California**

223. **Exquisite Clutch**
Monica Rich Kosann uses luxurious textures and techniques to create elegant handbags for women looking to express their personal style. This soft gold metallic lizard clutch with light gold plated ribbed hardware makes a classic statement and will be an exquisite complement to your favorite ensemble. Don't miss the chance to own this beautiful clutch.

**Value:** $2,200  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,000  
**Monica Rich Kosann, New Canaan, Connecticut**

224. **Graceful Style**
Leggiadro is an Italian word meaning aesthetically beautiful, with lightness and grace and it has become synonymous with sophisticated casual elegance in the fashion world. Leggiadro's signature style of rich hues and unique prints are a perfect compliment to your individual style and will add a graceful sophistication to your wardrobe. Experience the world of Leggiadro with this exceptional $300 gift certificate, good at any of their 13 boutiques, as well as a bottle of their signature olive oil.

**Value:** $375  
**Minimum Bid:** $150  
**Leggiadro, Beverly Hills, California**

225. **Croc Tote**
Founded in 1976 during the Golden Age of Munich, MCM, Modern Creation München, was born out of a desire to be different and an unparalleled ambition for perfection. The name, also representing the Roman numerals “1900,” symbolizes the spirit of travel from the turn of the 20th century. Experience the style, elegance
and glamour of this iconic brand when you select this gorgeous exotic croc tote. Perfect for carrying all your necessary treasures, the croc tote features a luggage tag, inner zippered pockets and detachable pouch as well as a closure strap. This is one tote you will want to carry everyday.

**Value:** $6,735  
**Minimum Bid:** $3,000  
**MCM, New York, New York**

### 226. Magnificent McQueen

Alexander McQueen collections are known for their razor sharp tailoring, raw energy, and a romantic but determinedly contemporary nature. Integral to the McQueen culture is the juxtaposition between contrasting elements: fragility and strength, tradition and modernity, fluidity and severity. Since her appointment as the brand’s Creative Director, Sarah Burton has produced critically acclaimed collections with a focus on handcraft, and received global recognition as the designer of the wedding dress for HRH the Duchess of Cambridge, Catherine Middleton, on the occasion of her marriage to HRH Prince William. Experience the Alexander McQueen collection for yourself with a $500 gift certificate good at any Alexander McQueen store in the United States.

**Value:** $500  
**Minimum Bid:** $250  
**Alexander McQueen, Los Angeles, California**

### 227. Movie Star Style

Every girl needs a little something that will take her anywhere, and the Oakley LBD is the "little black dress" of sunglasses. Blending the all-day comfort of lightweight frames and high tech components for a secure fit, the LBD in polished black with gray polarized lenses has a look that let's you indulge in retro movie star style. The semi-rectangular lenses offer extra coverage to protect your eyes, and the shape was inspired by the era when exotic locales were the playgrounds of glamorous leading ladies.

**Value:** $120  
**Minimum Bid:** $50  
**Oakley, Foothill Ranch, California**

### 228. Stylish Comfort

A timeless sleek design made even more lightweight with sculptural reliefs on the ear stems, Silver™ sunglasses from Oakley take advantage of their durable yet gravity-defying O Matter™ frame material while letting innovative technologies like XYZ Optics® throw their weight around. These comfortable and stylish men's sunglasses feature a matte brown tortoise frame with warm gray Plutonite® lenses which maximize clarity and impact resistance while filtering out 100% of all UVA, UVB, UVC and harmful blue light up to 400nm. A perfect combination of fashion and comfort, these are quite possibly the perfect sunglasses.

**Value:** $120  
**Minimum Bid:** $50  
**Oakley, Foothill Ranch, California**

### 229. Stylish Sunglasses

Inspired by a frame worn by Neil Diamond, the unisex Jack One frame features an edgy shaped lens suitable for the fashion-forward wearer. A double-bridge metal sunglass, the retro design includes acetate temple tips and vintage nose pads. The size 57 frame is finely crafted in 24 karat gold highlighted by gold flash lenses made of precious metals.

**Value:** $750  
**Minimum Bid:** $300  
**Oliver Peoples, West Hollywood, California**

### 230. Tie Elegance

Make a style statement when you select this luxurious men's silk tie by Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier. This Italian silk shantung tie features an exuberant, multi-colored print of blocks and lines over a pink background making it the perfect way to add a modern flair to your ensemble.

**Value:** $175  
**Minimum Bid:** $70  
**Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier, Los Angeles, California**

### 231. Gentlemanly Accessory
Make a subtle statement with this exquisite tie from Ai Rahimi for Mon Atelier. Brown fabric embossed with a rose design brings texture and elegance to this stunning accessory. Beautifully finished, this silk tie is one gentlemanly accessory that will create a perfectly polished look.

Value: $175
Minimum Bid: $70
Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier, Los Angeles, California

232. Couture Tie
To complement his distinctive designs, Ali Rahimi has created an exclusive line of fashion accessories. In keeping with Mon Atelier's commitment to quality, this stylish silk tie with metallic threads of silver, gold and gray is beautifully finished with exquisite details and Rahimi's respect for old-world craftsmanship.

Value: $175
Minimum Bid: $70
Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier, Los Angeles, California

233. Stylish Wrap
This exquisite generously sized scarf will keep you fashionably cozy and warm all winter long. Expertly crafted by Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier, this black and taupe challis scarf is both stylish and functional, as well as the perfect accessory for chilly days and nights.

Value: $225
Minimum Bid: $100
Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier, Los Angeles, California

234. Sensational Scarf
Ali Rahimi's exclusive line of fashion accessories is a favorite among Hollywood’s elite. In keeping with Mon Atelier's commitment to quality, this sensational vintage wool challis scarf is perfect for that someone with the personality to match. Created in an elegant orange, red and pink floral pattern, this eye-catching scarf will make heads turn when you walk into the room.

Value: $450
Minimum Bid: $200
Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier, Los Angeles, California

235. Award Winning Oscar
The fashion house of Oscar de la Renta is known throughout the world for its sophisticated elegance, trend-setting shapes, quality fabric and workmanship. Now you can experience the exquisite style of Oscar de la Renta and be the main attraction at your next special event with this $2000 gift certificate to be used towards any one ready-to-wear item in stock from the Oscar de la Renta boutiques in Costa Mesa, Las Vegas, and on Melrose in Los Angeles. Certificate has restrictions and does not include sale merchandise or alterations. No returns or exchanges. Expires April 1, 2016.

Value: $2,000
Minimum Bid: $1,000
Oscar de la Renta, Ltd., New York, New York

236. Tadashi Elegance
Recognized for his ability to evoke confidence and inner beauty in every woman, designer Tadashi Shoji is beloved by socialites, celebrities and fashionistas the world over. On the runway or the red carpet, Tadashi Shoji's grasp of style, fit, and elegant details result in show stopping gowns. Make an entrance at your next special event when you don this Tadashi Shoji size 6 antique pink lace boat neck gown. Delicate cap sleeves and exquisite embroidery top off this feminine and sophisticated look. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: $448
Minimum Bid: $150
Tadashi Shoji, Los Angeles, California

237. Terrific Tieks
Tieks are the most versatile designer flats in the world and a favorite among celebrities and fashionistas. Made of the finest Italian leathers and designed to fold and fit in a purse, these beautiful ballet flats are wearable all day, every day. Treat yourself to a terrific pair of Tieks with this gift certificate for $200 redeemable at Tieks.com. May not be combined with other
promotions or discounts, sold or transferred, used to purchase gift cards or applied to previous purchases.

Value: $200
Minimum Bid: $100
Tieks by Gavrieli, Beverly Hills, California

238. Beautiful Ballet Flats
With their signature blue soles and 100% premium, soft, full-grain Italian leather, Tieks are the most luxurious and beautiful ballet flats in the world. Designed to fold and fit in a purse, these beautiful ballet flats are so comfortable, you can wear them all day, every day. Treat yourself to a terrific pair of Tieks with this gift certificate for $200 redeemable at Tieks.com. May not be combined with other promotions or discounts, sold or transferred, used to purchase gift cards or applied to previous purchases.

Value: $200
Minimum Bid: $100
Tieks by Gavrieli, Beverly Hills, California

239. Western Style
WEST in Beverly Hills offers new and unique choices in boots, shoes, leather goods and accessories. Most of their boots are exclusive to WEST; made by smaller artisan companies who are still passionate about the quality of what they produce. Experience the finest quality boots when you select these stunning women's navy blue Calman crocodile and calfskin zip Zorro style shoe boots handmade in Texas by the Stallion Boot Company, exclusively for WEST. The beautiful size 6 boots may be exchanged at the store for a different size or another style up to the same value.

Value: $1,995
Minimum Bid: $800
WEST, Beverly Hills, California

240. Fashionably Organized
A fashionable way to keep your beauty accessories organized, this marvelous toiletry bag is made of traditional Indian kantha cloth and lined with waterproof pockets. Rustic brown leather trim and gold hardware perfectly accent the deep red, green and yellow flower pattern which is highlighted by the traditional kantha running stitch. Keep yourself fashionably organized on your next trip when you select this sensational bag.

Value: $255
Minimum Bid: $90
Auction Committee

241. Perfect Dress
LA-based designer Donna Mizani’s collections, which can be found at Kitson, Revolve Clothing, and Nordstrom’s, are fun and on-trend. Sure to turn heads, the flounce cut out dress in cobalt blue and green, and favorite of Joanna Krupa, is the perfect dress for your spring wardrobe. The dress is a size small and cannot be returned or exchanged.

Value: $237
Minimum Bid: $80
Auction Committee

242. Tie Elegance
Make a style statement when you select this luxurious men's silk tie by Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier. This Italian silk shantung tie features an exuberant, multi-colored floral print over a black background making it the perfect way to add a bit of fun to your favorite ensemble.

Value: $200
Minimum Bid: $75
Auction Committee

243. Couture Tie
Celebrating the spirit of the Race to Erase MS, this exquisite orange basket weave silk tie by Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier is an outstanding way to show your commitment to both sartorial style and the hope for a cure. Beautifully finished, this silk tie is one gentlemanly accessory that will create a perfectly polished look.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $50
Auction Committee

244. Superb Scarf
To complement his distinctive designs, Ali Rahimi has created an exclusive line of fashion accessories. In keeping with Mon Atelier's
commitment to quality, this sensational silk scarf is perfect for that someone with the personality to match. Crafted from elegant orange floral silk, this eye-catching scarf will make heads turn when you walk into the room.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $50
Auction Committee

245. Elegant Sheath
A confident and sexy sheath dress made from finely woven stretch gabardine, the Lourdes Sheath from Black Halo is the ultimate date dress. The black dress features a contrast center front panel in white with a black fishnet inset at the front and back neckline. This elegant size 4 dress has a center back invisible zipper and falls 42” from shoulder. Cannot be exchanged for other sizes or colors.

Value: $390
Minimum Bid: $125
Auction Committee

246. Shimmering Organization
This sparkling collection by designer Stephanie Johnson is the perfect way to keep yourself organized and neat. Included are an assortment of 4 cosmetic bags and pouches with zip closures, an iPad case and a snap mirror. This exceptional collection, featured in a crinkle metallic gold patent and shimmering gold and obsidian sequins, will surely become your favorite organization solution for cosmetics, jewelry and more.

Value: $202
Minimum Bid: $80
Auction Committee

247. Sophisticated Wrap
This sophisticated cashmere and silk double-sided blush colored wrap is the perfect companion for your favorite party dress. Beautifully accented with a beige braided trim, this stunning triangle wrap boast a universally flattering fit. Keep out of the chill and look effortlessly chic when you wrap up in this beautiful 39” x 90” x 60” shawl.

Value: $995
Minimum Bid: $275
Auction Committee
Love To Erase MS

SPORTS
300. Private Yoga
Enjoy 4 private yoga sessions, 60 minutes each, with highly respected yoga teacher Stacey Alysson. Feel the flow in these vinyasa-style sessions good for all levels, which focus on proper alignment and breath. This is a whole body strengthening practice that includes sun salutations, simple arm balances, core strengthening, back bends, hip openers and basic inversions. Sessions will be held at your home or at Stacey's studio on a mutually agreed upon date.
Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $200
Stacey Alysson, Beverly Hills, California

301. Laker Time
Watch Los Angeles’ favorite home team with 2 spectacular seats to a 2015-2016 Lakers basketball game. Enjoy all the action at the Staples center during a home game with these section 100 seats. Don't miss your chance to cheer on your favorite team by being the lucky winner of these terrific tickets. Date to be mutually agreed upon with donor.
Value: $350
Minimum Bid: $175
Jerry and Karen Arnold, Pacific Palisades, California

302. Gridiron Star
Marqise Lee, wide receiver for the Jacksonville Jaguars, played college football at USC, where he was the Biletnikoff Award winner as the nation's top receiver and a unanimous All-American. Bring home a little piece of this inspiring player when you are the lucky winner of this football, signed by Marqise Lee.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250
Athletes First and Andrew Kessler, Laguna Hills, California

303. Quarterback Collection
USC has had its share of incredible quarterbacks, all of whom break records, win awards and wow the fans. Any USC supporter will appreciate this amazing football signed by 4 of USC’s greatest quarterbacks in recent history: Mark Sanchez, Carson Palmer, Matt Cassel and Matt Barkley. This will be an outstanding addition to your sports memorabilia collection.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250
Athletes First and Andrew Kessler, Laguna Hills, California

304. Grand Prix Racing
Combining a race-prepared Corvette Grand Sport and the open-wheel excitement of the Formula Mazda, this signature 4-day Bondurant course in Arizona will have your adrenaline pumping. You will learn the ins-and-outs of maximum car control, including weight transfer, ABS braking, accident avoidance, heel-&-toe downshifting and skid control. Then it’s off to the track to learn race line theory, cornering and passing techniques. Mock starts, real use of SCCA rules, racing etiquette and race flags add to the excitement. This program is designed to progressively build your skill sets to levels you never thought imaginable. SCCA License eligibility and maximum track time on the Bondurant Road Course are included. Cannot be combined with other certificates.
Value: $4,999
Minimum Bid: $2,000
Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving, Chandler, Arizona

305. Super Snowboard
Burton Snowboards, Martin Guitar and pro-rider Danny Davis have come together to collaborate on the Easy Livin' snowboard featuring Martin Guitar inspired graphics that blend Danny's love of snowboarding and music. This non-exchangeable 155 board is the ultimate gift for your favorite guy.
Value: $520
Minimum Bid: $250
Burton Snowboards, Burlington, Vermont

306. Snowboarding Lady
The award winning Burton Lip-Stick snowboard brings grace and power to the mountain whether you are riding powder, groomers or big
jumps, this board offers all mountain performance and will only elevate your style. Featuring a fun beach scene on the front with pink and purple graphics on the back, this size 145 snowboard is perfect for the lady boarder in your life. Cannot be exchanged.

**Value:** $500

**Minimum Bid:** $225

**Burton Snowboards, Burlington, Vermont**

**307. Miller's Jersey**

Von Miller, linebacker for the Denver Broncos, holds the Broncos single-season sack record with 18.5 sacks. Miller counts 3 Pro-Bowl appearances and the Butkus Award among his accolades and he has excited fans for 4 seasons with the Broncos. Now you can own your own piece of Von Miller memorabilia when you select this excellent Von Miller Denver Broncos jersey, signed by Von himself.

**Value:** $500

**Minimum Bid:** $225

**Jordan Cohen, Beverly Hills, California**

**308. Fore!**

Complete your next visit to Florida with a round of golf at the exclusive St. Andrew's Country Club in Boca Raton. You and two guests will enjoy a round of golf with a member of this private residential community on one of the club's two 18-hole championship courses. Don't miss this unique golf opportunity. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon. Expires April 2016.

**Value:** $1,000

**Minimum Bid:** $70

**Karen and Arnold Cohen, Boca Raton, Florida**

**309. Powerful Yoga**

Whether you're a beginning yoga student or just new to CorePower Yoga Studios, CorePower Yoga offers a truly unique yoga practice that's more accessible than traditional yoga. Set to energizing music, CorePower Yoga strengthens, balances, detoxifies and exhilarates the body and mind. With locations in California, Illinois, Minnesota, Colorado and Oregon, there’s a CorePower Yoga nearby.

Experience a full month of unlimited CorePower Yoga at any of their locations with this fantastic gift certificate.

**Value:** $190

**Minimum Bid:** $80

**CorePower Yoga, Denver, Colorado**

**310. Cycle House**

Cycle House offers the most intense cardio workout in Los Angeles. Complete with motivational instructors, high intensity interval training and high-energy music, classes burn between 500 and 1,000 calories in just under an hour. The studio is also focused on improving the world around you—for each class you take, two meals are donated to a person in need. Cycle yourself to excellent condition with this 10-pack of classes good at either the Santa Monica or West Hollywood location.

**Value:** $260

**Minimum Bid:** $120

**Cycle House, West Hollywood, California**

**311. Jerry Jones Football**

This is your chance to own a fabulous signed football from Jerry Jones, the legendary owner, president, and general manager of the NFL's Dallas Cowboys. Jerry's love of football began at a young age and he earned personal sports success when he served as the co-captain of the 1964 University of Arkansas National Championship football team. Since 1989, Jerry has been the proud owner of the Dallas Cowboys and now you can own a little piece of Cowboy's football history with this terrific football.

**Value:** Priceless

**Minimum Bid:** $250

**Dallas Cowboys, Dallas, Texas**

**312. Del Mar Day**

Experience the excitement of thoroughbred horse racing at the beautiful Del Mar Racetrack in San Diego. You and three lucky guests will enjoy single day admission tickets as well as a table reservation at the famous Turf Club during lunchtime. This exclusive opportunity is only available during the 2015 season which runs
July - September. Date to be mutually agreed upon. Lunch is not included and Turf Club dress code must be followed. Track is closed on Mondays and Tuesdays, not valid on Opening Day, Closing Day, Pacific Classic, Saturdays, Sundays or Labor Day.

Value: $240  
Minimum Bid: $100  
Del Mar Thoroughbred Club, Del Mar, California

313. Fabulous Footwork
Italo Elgueta's professional dance career spans film, television and teaching in Los Angeles. This terrific dancer has been seen on "Dancing with the Stars" and "High School Musical 3" among other shows. Now, he will bring his fabulous footwork to you with a 1 hour in-home dance lesson. Don't miss your chance to dance like a star.

Value: $150  
Minimum Bid: $75  
Italo Elgueta, Valley Village, California

314. Equinox Fitness
Discover an unparalleled member experience where innovative programming, rejuvenating amenities and renowned instruction come together to create extraordinary results. Equinox clubs offer the finest in fitness and now you can experience this exclusive club with a three-month all-access membership. Not valid at Destination Clubs and cannot be combined with any other offer.

Value: $795  
Minimum Bid: $350  
Equinox, Santa Monica, California

315. Champion Boxer
Sugar Ray Leonard is one of the legendary sports icons of the 20th century whose very name epitomizes boxing and conjures the image of a champion. After winning three National Golden Gloves titles, the 1975 Pan-American Games crown and Olympic gold, Leonard's professional career spanned 20 years, 5 weight categories and numerous titles. Capture the excitement of this incredible athlete when you add his signed boxing glove to your sports memorabilia collection.

Value: Priceless  
Minimum Bid: $250  
Sugar Ray Leonard, Pacific Palisades, California

316. MVP - Kobe
Kobe Bryant's record-breaking career with the Los Angeles Lakers has reached legendary status. One of the most amazing players ever to grace the court, this five-time NBA Championship winner personally autographed a Spalding All-Conference basketball for tonight's highest bidder. Sure to become the centerpiece of your sports memorabilia collection, this signed basketball is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity.

Value: Priceless  
Minimum Bid: $250  
Los Angeles Lakers, El Segundo, California

317. Lin's Lakers Ball
After his first season with the Los Angeles Lakers, Jeremy Lin is ready to shine. Remembered for unexpectedly leading a winning turnaround with the New York Knicks in 2012, he generated a global following known as "Linsanity." After a stop in Houston, this California native has landed in LA and is sure to become a fan favorite. Enhance your memorabilia collection with this outstanding Spaulding NBA replica basketball signed by Jeremy Lin. Certificate of authenticity included.

Value: Priceless  
Minimum Bid: $250  
Los Angeles Lakers, El Segundo, California

318. Boozer's Basketball
Two time NBA All-Star and Olympic medalist Carlos Boozer has been an NBA standout since 2002. Currently playing for the Los Angeles Lakers, he is highly regarded by scouts and sports journalists for his strength, rebounding and offensive skill set. Raise the bar on your sports memorabilia collection when you include this terrific Spaulding NBA replica basketball autographed by Carlos Boozer with an included certificate of authenticity.
319. Laker Dreams
Drafted by the Lakers in the first round with the seventh overall pick of the 2014 NBA draft, Julius Randle missed the 2014–15 season due to an injury. But this outstanding player has an impressive high school and collegiate record and he is sure to become a Laker standout. Enhance your sports memorabilia collection when you are the lucky winner of this Spaulding NBA replica basketball signed by Julius Randle. Certificate of authenticity included.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250
Los Angeles Lakers, El Segundo, California

320. Standout Jersey
A Los Angeles native, Nick Young played for Cleveland High and USC before entering the 2007 NBA draft and becoming the 16th overall pick. After time with the Wizards, Clippers and 76ers, Nick is back in his home town as a proud Los Angeles Laker. While Nick is sure to become a fan favorite this season, this authentic Los Angeles Lakers jersey, signed by Nick, is sure to become your favorite piece of sports memorabilia. Certificate of authenticity included.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250
Los Angeles Lakers, El Segundo, California

321. Lakers Love
Show your love for LA’s home team with this fabulous Los Angeles Lakers fan fun pack. Complete with everything a loyal fan needs to show their “Lakers Love,” including 2 hats, a t-shirt and a Hawaiian style shirt, a Lakers Pillow Pet, a Dr. Buss bobble head, a martini set, a journal, a keychain, an eco tote and more. Show your team spirit when you become the highest bidder for this ultimate fan collection.

Value: $175
Minimum Bid: $75
Los Angeles Lakers, El Segundo, California

322. Colorado Rockies
Experience the excitement of a Colorado Rockies home game at the iconic Coors Field. You and three lucky friends can be part of the fun during the 2015 season with these outstanding seats. Join the crowd, enjoy the food and cheer on the sensational Colorado Rockies with these 4 tickets to a home game. Date of game to be mutually agreed upon with the donor.

Value: $2,500
Minimum Bid: $1,100
Jimmy Lustig and the HC Companies, Denver, Colorado

323. Denver Hoops
Watch the Denver Nuggets hit the court during an exciting 2015-2016 season home game. You and three lucky friends will catch all the basketball action up close with these 4 outstanding seats at the Pepsi Center in Denver. This is a terrific opportunity you don’t want to miss. Date of game to be mutually agreed upon with the donor.

Value: $2,500
Minimum Bid: $1,100
Jimmy Lustig and the HC Companies, Denver, Colorado

324. Buckin’ Broncos
The Denver Broncos are one of the NFL’s most successful teams having won seven AFC Championships and two Super Bowls. With the team’s dream of domination and the return of Peyton Manning for the 2015-2016 season, sports fans will be treated to more of the excitement that the Broncos deliver in style. Here’s your chance to view the action up close with 4 terrific seats to an outstanding home game. Date of game to be mutually agreed upon with donor.

Value: $2,500
Minimum Bid: $1,100
Jimmy Lustig and the HC Companies, Denver, Colorado

325. Platinum Pilates
Pilates Platinum is a premier studio for SPX Pilates, a high performance Pilates exercise developed by Sebastien Lagree. This 10 session package will allow you to take SPX fitness classes in any of the four Pilates Platinum studios including Venice, Santa Monica, Hollywood and Brentwood.

Value: $220  
Minimum Bid: $100  
Pilates Platinum, Venice Beach, California

326. Lakers VIP  
Los Angeles Lakers games are always filled with the city's brightest celebrities, power brokers and sophisticates who share a love for great basketball. Now you and three lucky friends will enjoy four of the best seats in the house and a VIP parking pass during the 2014-2015 season. Cheer for your team in Section 110, Row 1, Seats 1-4. Game to be mutually agreed upon.

Value: $1,000  
Minimum Bid: $500  
Ken Rickel and Nancy Davis Rickel, Los Angeles, California

327. Rivers Workout  
Calling all USC football fans. This is the perfect opportunity for your kids to polish their football skills during a once-in-a-lifetime 30 minute tackling lesson with USC alum and current NFL linebacker Keith Rivers. Don't miss this incredible chance to work with one of the game's great players. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon. Los Angeles area only.

Value: Priceless  
Minimum Bid: $300  
Keith Rivers, Los Angeles, California

328. Quarterback Pass  
Atlanta Falcons quarterback Matt Ryan's successful career has been highlighted with awards and accolades. Named the 2012 NFL MVP, Ryan has made 3 Pro Bowl appearances and is undeniably one of the best quarterbacks in the game. Enhance your sports memorabilia collection with this signed Matt Ryan jersey. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: Priceless  
Minimum Bid: $300  
Sarah and Matt Ryan, Atlanta, Georgia

329. Giants Game  
Enjoy four tickets to see the famed San Francisco Giants play at the amazing AT&T Park which features breathtaking views of the San Francisco bay and the city skyline along with plenty of baseball action. Tickets are in the Lower Box section and are good for one home game on a mutually agreeable date during the 2015 season. See you at the ballpark. Not valid for Opening Day, Los Angeles Dodgers series, or the October 4 Fan Appreciation Day.

Value: $500  
Minimum Bid: $250  
San Francisco Giants, San Francisco, California

330. Soul Cycle  
The SoulCycle method is a full-body cardio workout that incorporates upper body and core exercises with weights all set to inspiring music. Join in the excitement of this incredible workout with this gift certificate for 20 inspiring classes at any SoulCycle location, excluding Hamptons locations. Must present pass to redeem for classes.

Value: $540  
Minimum Bid: $250  
SoulCycle, Brentwood, California

331. Wonderful Workout  
The Studio MDR brings the intensity of fitness guru Sebastien Lagree's pilates-inspired workout to Marina del Rey, Playa Vista and Culver City. The laid back beach vibe disappears as soon as class starts and you prepare your body for an intense workout. The Lagree fitness workout is a total body program that melds together elements of pilates, cardio training and weight bearing activity to create a revolutionary, one-of-a-kind exercise program. Experience this incredible fitness studio with a 1 month all-access unlimited membership, good at all 3 locations.

Value: $249  
Minimum Bid: $110  
The Studio (MDR), Marina del Rey, California
332. Excellent Exercise
Studio U is a boutique fitness studio offering Pilates Reformer, TRX, Boxing, Yoga, Pilates Mat, Hip Hop, Burlesque, Salsa, and more—specializing in small group training. The intimate setting combined with expertly taught classes that are both fun and challenging will enable you to take your workout to the next level. Tone and sculpt your body with 10 pilates reformer session at Studio U's Marina del Rey location. Advance reservation required.
Value: $350
Minimum Bid: $150
Studio U, Marina del Rey, California

333. Personal Training
Personal training is often the key to a successful workout. Get outstanding results when you enjoy 5 personal training sessions with Bevin Franco at Marina del Rey's exclusive Studio U. This boutique fitness studio offers Pilates Reformer, TRX, Boxing, Yoga, Pilates Mat, Hip Hop, Burlesque, Salsa, and more, specializing in small group and personal training. Dates to be mutually agreed upon, advance reservation required.
Value: $400
Minimum Bid: $175
Studio U, Marina del Rey, California

334. Baseball's Best
June 1st will be an exciting outing at the ballpark when you select these premium seats to watch the Tampa Bay Rays take on the Angels at Angel Stadium of Anaheim. You and your three guests will enjoy all the fun of a night at the ballpark while cheering on your favorite team from seats in section F124, row W, seats 1-4. Get on your fan gear, grab your favorite baseball fans and bid on these fabulous seats to watch America's favorite pastime.
Value: $315
Minimum Bid: $150
Ticketmaster, West Hollywood, California

335. Dancing Dreams
The LaBlast class, taught in Sherman Oaks by celebrated Dancing with the Stars dancer Louis Van Amstel, offers an intense partner-free dance workout designed to burn serious calories while refining your dance skills. Van Amstel leads this high-energy, hour-long workout that will help you tone your body, build muscle, lose weight and maintain a healthy lifestyle while having a great time. Come join the fun with this terrific package that includes a gift certificate for a series of 5 LaBlast classes at the Sherman Oaks location and discover why dancing is one of the hottest fitness crazes around. Expires one year from date of first class taken.
Value: $95
Minimum Bid: $45
Louis Van Amstel, West Hollywood, California

336. Tennis Anyone?
Sharpen your tennis skills with 2 one-hour tennis lessons from Mark Witsken, one of Los Angeles' top professionals. Don't miss this opportunity to work on your form, endurance, strength and strategy with one of the best instructors the game of tennis has to offer. Date and court location to be mutually agreed upon. Los Angeles area only.
Value: $250
Minimum Bid: $115
Mark Witsken, Los Angeles, California

337. Finest Fitness
YAS, the first studio dedicated to a combination of yoga and spinning, is a hybrid fitness movement combining yoga and indoor cycling. YAS is for people who value their health, fitness and time. A smart combination of cardio, strength training, stretching and alignment, YAS is a succinct and balanced solution to all your fitness needs. Experience YAS with a 3 month unlimited class pass plus $150 of YAS yoga and sportswear.
Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $350
YAS Fitness Studio, Marina del Rey, California

338. YogaWorks
Offering the highest quality yoga programs, YogaWorks strives to honor and embrace each
student's search for personal growth, well-being and fulfillment. Challenge yourself with YogaWorks' diverse array of yoga styles, excellent teachers and thoughtful approach with this 6-month membership. Valid at any YogaWorks studio throughout California and New York, membership must commence by April 24, 2015. Not valid for Pilates equipment classes. Certificate has no cash value and cannot be refunded or redeemed for other products or services.

**Value:** $894

**Minimum Bid:** $400

YogaWorks, Santa Monica, California

---

**339. Network Football**

Football legends Curtis Conway, Rod Woodson, Willie McGinest and Shaun O'Hara wrapped up their outstanding careers on the gridiron and then moved on to the NFL Network. Providing color commentary and analysis, these football greats continue to be a part of the American football tradition. Enhance your sports memorabilia collection with a football signed by these outstanding men of football.

**Value:** Priceless

**Auction Committee**

---

**340. Regehr's Puck**

Any Los Angeles Kings Hockey Club fan will appreciate this terrific hockey puck, signed by Kings player Robyn Regehr, an Olympic athlete and 2014 Stanley Cup Champion. Don’t miss your chance to bid on this exciting piece of sports memorabilia.

**Value:** Priceless

**Minimum Bid:** $150

**Auction Committee**

---

**341. Richards' Mini-Stick**

Fans of the Los Angeles Kings Hockey Club will scramble to get this terrific mini-stick, autographed by Mike Richards. His two Stanley Cup wins with the LA Kings, as well his NHL records, have certified his status as a legendary player. Don’t miss your chance to bid on this exciting piece of sports memorabilia.

**Value:** Priceless

**Minimum Bid:** $100

**Auction Committee**
THAT’S
ENTERTAINMENT
400. Flip Books
A Little Scene Flip Books provide a unique mobile studio at special events for creating flip books, the latest trend for personalized party favors, wedding favors and bar and bat mitzvah entertainment. Your guests will have a blast creating 7 second videos in the 10 x 10 booth which will instantly be turned into flip books. On-site technicians will provide props, signs and ideas for creating the best and most unique flip books and you will receive a montage video of flip book scenes. Create lasting party memories with this gift certificate for 2 hours of flip book service at your next special event.
Value: $900
Minimum Bid: $400
A Little Scene Flip Books, San Diego, California

401. One Small Step
As an estimated 600 million people watched on television, Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong landed in the Sea of Tranquility and became the first two humans to set foot on another planet during their historic moonwalk on July 20, 1969. After twenty-one hours on the lunar surface, they returned with 46 pounds of moon rocks and inspired a generation of space explorers. Reflect on the excitement of space exploration with this unique illustrated coffee table book autographed by Dr. Buzz Aldrin. This book is an amazing keepsake.
Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $200
Lois Aldrin, Los Angeles, California

402. Actor’s Study
Perfect your acting performance skills with one of Hollywood’s most sought after acting coaches, Janet Alhanti. Expand upon your natural talent in Janet’s Master Class through script interpretation and in depth character breakdown during your 20-week session taught by Janet herself. A student of Sanford Meisner and a critically acclaimed theatre director, Janet’s past students include Tobey Maguire, Naomi Watts, Benicio del Toro and Salma Hayek. Classes typically meets Tuesdays 2-6pm in Hollywood. Expires April 24, 2016.
Value: $1,125
Minimum Bid: $500
Janet Alhanti, Los Angeles, California

403. Keegan’s Photos
An avid photographer since childhood, Keegan Alan, star of “Pretty Little Liars,” shares his hobby through a collection of photographs in his book, “life. love. beauty.” Whether snapping shots of his co-stars on set or capturing a serene moment in nature, Allen’s intimate photographic journal is something he holds dear to his heart. This autographed copy of the book will be the perfect gift for any Keegan Allen fan.
Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25
Keegan Allen, Los Angeles, California

404. Lunch with Keegan Allen
Calling all Pretty Little Liars fans! This is your chance to enjoy lunch at the world-famous Ivy Restaurant in Los Angeles with Keegan Allen, who plays Toby Cavanaugh on the ABC Family hit show Pretty Little Liars. Keegan’s character is charming, handsome and mysterious but now you can find out about the real Keegan when you enjoy lunch with him at this exclusive eatery. This is sure to be a dream date you won’t forget. Lunch will take place on a mutually agreeable date. Expires April 24, 2016.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $1,500
Keegan Allen, Los Angeles, California

405. Disney Animator
Treat yourself to an art lesson with former Disney animator and director who will teach you all the tricks of the trade. Saul Blinkoff began his career as an animator for the Walt Disney Studios working on the hit films "Pocahontas," "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," "Mulan," and "Tarzan." Now he works as an animated film director and he’s willing to share his knowledge of the industry and the art form with you during a 1 hour art lesson in your home. Los Angeles area only. Date to be mutually agreed upon with donor.
406. Brooklyn Nine-Nine
Fox's hit television show, Brooklyn Nine-Nine, is a comical, intelligently written take on cop shows featuring hilarious performances from Andy Samberg and Andre Braugher. Catch up with the 99th precinct when you and three guests attend a set visit during the filming of an upcoming episode. And, you can show your love for the show when you sport 4 super cool navy and gold beanies with the Brooklyn Nine-Nine logo. Your set visit will take place prior to February 29, 2016 at CBS Studio Center in Studio City, California. Valid weekdays only and subject to the production schedule. An adult must accompany all individuals under the age of 18. Meeting of cast members is not guaranteed and is subject to availability. Travel and accommodations are not included. Non-transferable, cannot be re-sold or re-auctioned.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $200

Saul and Marion Blinkoff, Beverly Hills, California

407. Francesca Capaldi's Sweet Treat
Francesca Capaldi, also known as Chloe James from the Disney Channel sitcom Dog with a Blog and the voice of the Little Red Haired Girl in the upcoming Peanut's Movie, would love to spend an afternoon with you and your daughters. Francesca's mom, along with her friends Isabella and Mariella, will join you and your 2 daughters for a special girls afternoon including manicures at The Painted Woman Nail Bar in Beverly Hills followed by cupcakes at Sprinkles and candy at Sugarfina. This sweet afternoon is a treat your daughters, or your daughter and her best friend, are sure to remember forever. Girls must be under 14 years old and accompanied by an adult. Date to be mutually agreed upon. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500

Francesca Capaldi, Los Angeles, California

408. Magical Night
Experience the most magical night of your life when you see David Copperfield, the "greatest illusionist of our time," live on stage at the MGM Grand's Hollywood Theater in Las Vegas. As honored guests, you and three lucky friends will be seated at David's personal table. Directly following the amazing show, your party will be invited backstage for an exclusive Meet and Greet with David Copperfield himself. This magical experience is sure to astound and make lasting memories. Expires April 15, 2016 and show dates are subject to availability.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250

David Copperfield, Las Vegas, Nevada

409. Diva Dining
Taylor Dayne, the pop music singer-songwriter, scored her first major hit in 1987 when her debut single "Tell It to My Heart" reached No. 7 on the Hot 100. In the years since, she has had eighteen individual hit songs reach the top ten in Billboard magazine including the No. 1 Billboard hit "Love Will Lead You Back" and has enjoyed a successful music career worldwide. Learn more about this fascinating and talented singer when you enjoy lunch with her in Beverly Hills. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to meet with a true pop diva. Available only on a mutually agreeable date in the Beverly Hills area. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $1,500

Taylor Dayne, Los Angeles, California

410. Ellen Extravaganza
Ellen Degeneres' talk and variety show has been winning high ratings year after year with its fun mix of celebrity guests, newsmakers and ordinary people with extraordinary talents highlighted by Ellen's signature comedy. Fans of Ellen will love this chance to see the show tape in person with these 4 VIP passes. The Ellen DeGeneres Show tapes at Warner Bros. Studios in Burbank, California. Everyone in your party
must be 14 years of age or older. All minors must show an I.D. and be accompanied by an adult. Show times and dates are subject to change at any time. The Ellen DeGeneres Show does not reimburse travel expenses due to show cancellations. Tickets have no cash value, are non-transferable, and may not be re-auctioned or sold.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $400  
*The Ellen DeGeneres Show*, Burbank, California

**411. Enchanting Erik Estrada**  
Erik Estrada gained world-wide fame as the character Francis "Ponch" Poncherello on the police television series *ChiPs*. Since then, he's performed in various prime time television series, soap operas, highly rated Spanish language telenovelas, reality television programs and as a voiceover artist all while serving as a spokesperson for the American Heart Association, The United Way and the 11-99 Foundation, among others. Take a stroll through Beverly Hills and enjoy a cup of coffee with Hispanic icon Erik Estrada. This is your chance to get to know this fascinating, enchanting and multi-talented actor.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500  
*Erik Estrada, Los Angeles, California*

**412. Hip Hop Dance**  
Everybody Dance Now is a troop of exceptionally talented hip hop dance instructors ready to bring an outstanding dance performance to your next special event. Or you can treat your colleagues and friends to a fun hip hop class with these incredible dancers. Whether you choose a dance performance or a class, these incredibly talented dancers are sure to bring excitement and fun along with their fantastic skills. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon.

**Value:** $200  
**Minimum Bid:** $85  
*Everybody Dance Now!, Goleta, California*

**413. American Idol**  
You don’t want to miss out on this amazing opportunity for you and a lucky friend to attend a live taping of the 2015 season of *American Idol*. Join this year’s judges Harry Connick Jr., Jennifer Lopez and Keith Urban as well as host Ryan Seacrest to see what happens when the cameras aren't rolling and experience the excitement and excellent entertainment that is *American Idol*. Must be used for or prior to the May 6, 2015 taping. Seat locations will not be determined in advance of the show and all guests must be age six or older.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $500  
*Fox Broadcasting Company, Los Angeles, California*

**414. Beautiful Broadway**  
Cue the lights - this is a spectacular opportunity for you and three lucky friends to spend a night out in New York at the hottest show on Broadway, *Beautiful: The Carole King Musical*, or another available show of your choice. This sensational show tells the inspiring true story of King’s remarkable rise to stardom and how she wrote the soundtrack of a generation. You and your guests will love seeing this show up close with these amazing seats from Great Seats, Ltd. Tickets are based on availability and arrangements must be made at least one week in advance.

**Value:** $1,500  
**Minimum Bid:** $650  
*Great Seats, Ltd. and Gary Shapiro, New York, New York*

**415. Blimp Bliss**  
This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to fly in an original Goodyear Blimp. You and a guest will experience the excitement of flying high above the crowds in an original blimp before it is retired as part of aviation history. Don't miss this exciting chance. Date to be mutually agreed upon, advance reservation required. Flight must be scheduled by May 1, 2016. Must be at least 4 years old to ride and children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult. All riders must sign waiver and cell phones are not allowed.
416. Private Screening
Gather 5-7 of your movie buff friends and visit the Los Angeles home of writer-director Darren Grodsky for a private screening of *Growing Up and Other Lies*, the feature film the New York Times calls a "generational portrait... a slightly older, male version of "Girls." After the screening, enjoy a Q&A with Darren Grodsky and his co-writer/co-director Danny Jacobs. Also included is a signed poster of the film. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon with the donor.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $250
Darren Grodsky, Los Angeles, California

417. Eagles Guitar
With six number one albums, five number one singles, six Grammy awards, and five American Music Awards the Eagles have earned their place in rock 'n roll history. Their popular hits including “Hotel California,” “Take It Easy,” and “Desperado” helped to define the sound of the 1970’s. Now you can own a piece of rock ‘n roll history with this acoustic blonde wood Takamine guitar signed by the four members of the band: Don Henley, Glenn Frey, Joe Walsh, and Timothy B. Schmit.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $2,000
Don and Sharon Henley, Los Angeles, California

418. Entertaining Memories
Swoosie Kurtz's wise, warmhearted memoir celebrates her extraordinary life and stellar career. In the book, Swoosie shares just the right combination of personal misadventure and showbiz lore, candidly reflecting on the right choices that empowered her, the wrong choices that enlightened her, and the intimate journey of caring for an aging parent. This autographed copy of Swoosie's memories can be yours if you are the lucky winner of this outstanding item.

Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25
Swoosie Kurtz, Los Angeles, California

419. Spectacular Cinema
Landmark Theatres is America's largest theatre circuit dedicated to independent film, foreign language cinema, restored classics and documentaries. Treat yourself to exceptional films with 4 VIP guest passes good at any Landmark Theater except the Greenwood Village location. Passes expire December 31, 2015 and are not valid during Special Engagements or when a "no pass" policy is posted or advertised.

Value: $54
Minimum Bid: $25
Landmark Theaters, Los Angeles, California

420. Burton Morris Art Party
You and seven lucky friends are in for an evening of art when you visit Burton Morris' Santa Monica studio for the ultimate painting party. Best known for his bold, graphic pop art depictions of various modern icons beloved by celebrities and major brands alike, Burton Morris' creations are on the forefront of contemporary visual art. Start the evening with wine and cheese at Burton Morris' studio after which you will be treated to a demo by the artist and a chance for each guest to create their own mini canvas to take home. This is the ultimate painting party.

Value: $5,000
Minimum Bid: $2,200
Burton Morris, Santa Monica, California

421. Bowl and Dine
A favorite among Hollywood's A-listers, PINZ, located in Studio City, is know for its state-of-the-art, party atmosphere. Use this $30 gift certificate to enjoy the combination of bowling fun, great music and laser light shows that have turned PINZ into the bowling alley of the stars. Then treat yourself to the delicious cuisine offered at Lemonade, Southern California
favorite comfort food destination where visitors enjoy a rotating daily spread of deliciousness: from ruggedly roasted Brussels sprouts and grain salads from around the world to stewed short ribs falling off the bone. Lemonade $25 gift certificate is valid at all locations except LAX and USC. Pinz certificate is valid Monday through Friday 9am to 5pm for bowling only and expires October 31, 2015. Call ahead for availability.

**Value:** $55  **Minimum Bid:** $25
**Pinz Bowling Center, Studio City, California; Lemonade, Los Angeles, California**

**422. I'm So Excited**
The Pointer Sisters defined the sound of contemporary pop music in the 1980s as they mixed diverse genres such as pop, disco, jazz, electronic music, blues, soul, funk, dance and rock to create an irresistible hit-making sound. Learn all about this talented and exciting group when you enjoy lunch with Anita Pointer, the Grammy Award winning lead vocalist of The Pointer Sisters at the world-famous Ivy Restaurant in Los Angeles. Available only on a mutually agreeable date. Expires April 24, 2016.

**Value:** Priceless  **Minimum Bid:** $1,500
**Anita Pointer, Los Angeles, California**

**423. Rachael Ray VIP**
You and three lucky guests will enjoy VIP passes to a taping of the award-winning *Rachael Ray Show*. Showcasing Rachael's warmth and energy, the show allows viewers to experience life with Rachael through cooking segments and intimate conversations with celebrities. After the show, you'll be treated to a VIP backstage tour of the studio. Audience members must be at least 17 years of age. Subject to availability.

**Value:** Priceless  **Minimum Bid:** $300
**Rachael Ray, New York, New York**

**424. Golf with Alfonso Ribeiro**
Best known for his role as Carlton Banks on the NBC sitcom *The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air*, actor-director Alfonso Ribeiro enjoys a world-wide fan following. In addition to his busy career, Alfonso loves to golf and would like to share a round of golf with you at the famous Lakeside Golf Club in Burbank, California. This is one round of golf you won't want to miss. To be held on a mutually agreeable date. Expires April 24, 2016.

**Value:** Priceless  **Minimum Bid:** $1,500
**Alfonso Ribeiro, Los Angeles, California**

**425. Housewives Favorite**
Lisa Rinna, the beloved star of *The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills*, began a successful acting career with her role as Billie Reed on *Days of Our Lives*. Since then she's starred in films, television and on Broadway and developed a devoted fan following. Find out all about this multi-talented actress when you enjoy lunch with her in Beverly Hills. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to meet with a true superstar. Available only on a mutually agreeable date in the Beverly Hills area. Expires April 24, 2016.

**Value:** Priceless  **Minimum Bid:** $1,500
**Lisa Rinna, Los Angeles, California**

**426. Big Laughs**
Laugh the night away when you are the lucky winner of 2 VIP tickets to see Ray Romano at the Mirage in Las Vegas. You will receive the full VIP treatment when you and your lucky guest attend a meet and greet with Ray before the show. Ray's outstanding performance is sure to be the highlight of your next trip to Vegas. Reservations must be made at least 4 weeks in advance and dates are subject to availability. Ray performs at the Mirage 6-8 times per year, please see www.mirage.com for upcoming show dates. Expires April 24, 2016. Photo ID required for meet and greet.

**Value:** Priceless  **Minimum Bid:** $300
**Ray Romano, Los Angeles, California**

**427. Linkin Park**
Linkin Park, the rock band from Agoura Hills, formed in 1996 and rose to international fame with their debut album “Hybrid Theory,” which was certified Diamond by the RIAA in 2005 and multi-platinum in several other countries. Linkin Park has sold over 60 million albums worldwide, has won two Grammy Awards and has a very loyal fan following around the world.

Experience the excitement of this incredible band with this collection of Linkin Park items including a drum head and poster, both autographed by the band, and a copy of each CD the band has released.

**Value:** Priceless

**Minimum Bid:** $250

Mike and Anna Shinoda, Beverly Hills, California

428. Incredible View
Offering spectacular views spanning up to four states, the Sky Deck is a one-stop Chicago experience full of interactive exhibits including The Ledge, a glass balcony extending four feet outside the 103rd floor of Willis Tower, the tallest building in the Western Hemisphere. You and three daring friends will enjoy 4 passes to step out onto The Ledge and see the city like never before.

**Value:** $78

**Minimum Bid:** $35

Sky Deck Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

429. The Talk
Treat yourself and a lucky friend to the VIP treatment at a live studio audience taping of the CBS hit show “The Talk.” You will receive priority seating and enjoy the lively discussion of the day’s latest headlines. Also included is a gift pack with two pens and a t-shirt. Subject to availability and approval, advance reservation required. Show generally tapes Monday - Thursday only but the schedule is subject to change. Photo ID required. Original certificate must be presented, travel and accommodations are not included. Expires July 23, 2015.

**Value:** Priceless

**Minimum Bid:** $300

"The Talk" on CBS, Studio City, California

430. Divine Miss M
The Divine Miss M is at it again and this is your chance to see her on tour. Bette Midler has been capturing hearts with her unbeatable songs for years, winning awards and accolades around the world. In a career spanning almost half a century, Midler has been nominated for two Academy Awards, and won three Grammy Awards, four Golden Globes, three Emmy Awards, and a special Tony Award. To celebrate her 25th album, she’s touring the US and you and a friend can see her perform live on May 29th, 2015 at the Honda Center in a luxury suite. Sing-a-long to all your favorite Bette Midler songs with these two concert terrific tickets. Suite seats are first come, first served.

**Value:** $800

**Minimum Bid:** $350

Ticketmaster, West Hollywood, California

431. Universal Experience
Get ready for the ultimate Hollywood experience. You and a lucky friend will enjoy a full day of action-packed entertainment with these two guest passes to Universal Studios Hollywood. You will experience thrilling theme park rides and shows, a real working movie studio, and Los Angeles’ best shops, restaurants and cinemas at City Walk. Universal Studios Hollywood is a unique experience that’s fun for the whole family. Good for single/same day admission only. Not valid December 19 - 31, 2015 or on Halloween Horror Nights. Expires January 31, 2016.

**Value:** $184

**Minimum Bid:** $90

Universal Studios Hollywood, Universal City, California

432. Cigar Evening
The V Cut Cigar Lounge on Melrose Avenue has made it their goal to provide the finest selection of cigars from all over the world. They specialize in premium hand rolled cigars and always carry large selection of boutique cigar brands in their walk-in humidor. Share an evening with 5 friends and fellow cigar
aficionados at the V Cut Cigar Lounge on Melrose Avenue, including cigars for your and your guests. Date to be mutually agreed upon.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $225
The V Cut Cigar Lounge, Los Angeles, California

433. MTV VMA Awards
You and a lucky guest will attend one of the music industry's most anticipated events of the year when you are the winner of 2 tickets to the 2015 MTV Video Music Awards on August 30, 2015. Featuring appearances and performances by today's hottest musicians and celebrities. Feel the excitement of this live, anything goes, extravaganza as nominees compete for the coveted MTV Moon Man. Location still to be determined. Guests must be 18 years of age or accompanied by an adult. Tickets are non-transferrable and will be distributed the week of the event in the host city. Travel, hotel accommodations, ground transportation, parking and ancillary events associated with the show are not included.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500
Viacom, New York, New York

434. Greatest Game Show
With more than 30 million viewers per week, "Wheel of Fortune" has been the #1 syndicated game show since its inception. It has earned six Daytime Emmy Awards, including the 2011 Emmy for Outstanding Game/Audience Participation Show and the series continues to attract a larger audience than many Primetime TV shows. "Wheel of Fortune" is America's favorite game show and now you'll have the chance to share in all the excitement, enthusiasm and passion for this outstanding game show when you are the lucky winner of 4 production passes for a "Wheel of Fortune" taping at Sony Pictures Studios in Culver City, California. An autographed photo of the hosts, Pat and Vanna, is also included along with a t-shirt and tote bag. Date to be mutually agreed upon.

Value: Priceless

435. Young and Restless
The Young and the Restless, daytime television's number one show, has been a fan favorite since 1973. Now you and your lucky guest can visit the set at CBS Television City in Hollywood to watch the cast and crew tape an episode of this fabulous show. You will also enjoy a set tour hosted by Melissa Ordway, a signed cast photo and script as well as a gift pack including a t-shirt, keychain, coin purse, playing cards and a Y&R beauty product. You will love this exclusive behind-the-scenes peek at this award-winning drama. Tour date is subject to the discretion of the Y&R producers. Transportation and lodging not included. Expires May 2, 2015.

Value: $800
Minimum Bid: $400
The Young & The Restless, Los Angeles, California

436. Magical Castle
You and 3 lucky guests can enjoy the unique talents of the Magic Castle's world-class performers and dine in Victorian splendor with this unique admission gift certificate. Open only to members and their guests, this special invitation entitles you and 3 guests to admission and cover charge for a visit to The Magic Castle, a magical Hollywood landmark. Advance reservations required, subject to availability and the purchase of brunch or dinner is required, one entree per person minimum. Photo ID required for admittance. No one under 21 is admitted to the Magic Castle except for Saturday and Sunday brunch. Dress code and other rules listed on official pass. May not be transferred or sold.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $75
Anonymous

437. Wichita Lineman
Glen Campbell’s musical and entertainment lifetime, covering over five decades, is unmatched for its prolific breadth, popular
appeal, and unmatched musical achievement. His memorable hits including “Gentle on My Mind,” “By the Time I Get to Phoenix,” “Wichita Lineman,” “Galveston,” “Rhinestone Cowboy” and “Southern Nights” have secured his place in world-wide popular culture. Enhance your musical memorabilia collection with this outstanding 20" x 16" black and white photo of the "Wichita Lineman" performing in a live studio session. This piece of musical history is the perfect addition to your collection.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250
Anonymous

438. Singing Sensation
Selena Gomez, the multi-talented singer and actress has a fan following that spans the globe. This incredible star is a UNICEF ambassador in addition to being a singing sensation. Give the Selena fan in your life the best gift of all: a signed 7" x 5" black and white portrait of this amazing singer.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $150
Anonymous

439. Stunning Superstar
Actress and singer Miley Cyrus' career has been an exciting one as she moved from Disney shows to music tours, playing for a loyal fan base. Declared "Artist of the Year" in 2013 by MTV, Miley's upbeat blend of pop and "dirty south" sounds have helped her to reach the top of the Billboard charts more than once. Any Miley fan will be thrilled to receive this signed, 8" x 10" black and white photo of this stunning superstar.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $150
Anonymous

440. L.L. Cool and Smooth
LL Cool J, short for Ladies Love Cool James, is a multi-talented artist with a career spanning three decades and including numerous awards and accolades. He first came to prominence as Def Jam Records' flagship artist with hits such as "I Need Love", "Around the Way Girl", In addition to rapping, he currently stars as NCIS Special Agent Sam Hanna on the highly rated CBS crime drama television series NCIS: Los Angeles. Increase the cool factor in your music memorabilia collection when you select this authentic signed vinyl record of "Authentic" and a signed Shure SM58 microphone from LL Cool J.

Value: $2,000
Minimum Bid: $650
Auction Committee

441. Pop Star
Multi-talented Cody Simpson, the Australian pop singer, dancer and actor, has signed this exclusive photo just for you. If you love his golden voice, admired his smooth moves on "Dancing with the Stars", or adore watching him on "Cougar Town" this is the perfect addition to your memorabilia collection.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $50
Auction Committee
Love To Erase MS

JEWELS
500. Gorgeous Gemstones
Handmade and specially designed for the Race to Erase MS, this gorgeous four strand mixed gemstone necklace is a show stopper. Best worn when twisted before clasping, this stunning statement necklace features beautiful amethyst, citrine, and green and pink quartz beads finished with large pewter cones and a handmade bronze clasp.
Value: $600
Minimum Bid: $275
The Crazy Merchant, Inc., Littleton, Colorado

501. Amethyst Drop
This contemporary and graphic three strand necklace features small faceted amethyst, citrine, emerald and smoky quartz beads making it easy to pair with many of your favorite wardrobe pieces. A beautiful amethyst drop is delicately suspended from the necklace adding drama and interest while the sterling silver chain and lobster clasp allows the wearer to select the perfect length at which to wear this beautiful accessory.
Value: $200
Minimum Bid: $75
The Crazy Merchant, Inc., Littleton, Colorado

502. Terrific Turquoise
J Grace Designs creates vintage and rock inspired designer jewelry & headscarves loved by celebrities and fashionistas alike. Featured in this year's Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue, the turquoise and skull rosary inspired necklace from J Grace Designs brings a bohemian touch to any ensemble. The 17 1/2" long handmade necklace includes turquoise, Ethiopian beads, skull beads and an antique gold feather pendant.
Value: $285
Minimum Bid: $125
J Grace Designs, Los Angeles, California

503. Phenomenal Pearls
This elegant statement piece from jewelry designer Pamela Johananoff features rare grey pearls and circles of beautiful rubies. The generous 36 inch length will lend allure to both business and evening attire. This is your chance to own an incredible addition to your jewelry wardrobe.
Value: $7,500
Minimum Bid: $3,250
Pamela Johananoff, New York, New York

504. Triple Delight
The stunning Good Luck Triple Strand necklace from John Wind Maximal Art is a show stopping piece, worthy of a great jewelry collection. Delicate and intricate chains accented by orange beads, glass stones and a gold edged cross make this beautiful necklace an incredible statement piece. Easy to wear in a casual setting or for dressy occasions, this delightful necklace will add drama to any ensemble.
Value: $189
Minimum Bid: $80
John Wind Maximal Art, Aston, Pennsylvania

505. Classic Cufflinks
KARV knot cufflinks are a hand-crafted take on a classic design and are appropriate for any occasion from the board room to the ball game. Meticulously hewn by master artisans from sustainably harvested woods and finished with exceptional attention to detail, these beautiful men's cufflinks will complete your wardrobe in style.
Value: $450
Minimum Bid: $200
KARV, Exeter, New Hampshire

506. Lion Cufflinks
The lion is a symbol of loyalty, power, wisdom, royalty, dignity, courage, and authority making these stunning lion head cufflinks from KARV the perfect addition to your ensemble. Meticulously hewn by master artisans from sustainably harvested woods and finished with exceptional attention to detail, these beautiful men's cufflinks will complete your wardrobe in style.
Value: $450
Minimum Bid: $200
KARV, Exeter, New Hampshire
507. King Baby
Mitchell Binder of King Baby jewelry designs, the go to jeweler for rock superstars, believes in transforming the expected into something new and unique as he creates designs that capture the rock ’n’ roll spirit of America. Get the King Baby look with this incredible men's gift set. The men's rivet link bracelet, black leather card holder and skull enamel cuff links will give any ensemble an edge.
Value: $2,715
Minimum Bid: $1,100
King Baby, Santa Monica, California

508. Sophisticated Sparkle
Le Vian is defined by it’s passion for the finest gemstones and exquisite designs. Loved and collected by a diverse clientele from celebrities to CEOs, Le Vian designs have graced red carpets and wedding aisles as well as royal and international events for generations. Experience the ultimate in fine jewelry when you select this sophisticated 14 karat rose gold cuff studded with diamonds in a butterfly motif. This sparkling bracelet will add a sophisticated touch to your next special occasion ensemble.
Value: $20,395
Minimum Bid: $10,000
Le Vian Corporation, New York, New York

509. Stunning Style
The thoroughly modern woman expresses her individual style though fresh and sophisticated jewelry choices that hold an enduring place in her wardrobe. This stunning collection from Jennifer Lynn Jewelry Designs is sure to capture a special place in your accessories wardrobe. Faceted black and white agate stones form the focal point of this outstanding three piece set which includes a double strand necklace, hand knotted on silk thread with a silver toggle closure as well as a matching stretch bracelet. Boldly graphic black and white pierced earrings complete the look and express your individual style. Cannot be exchanged for other styles or colors.
Value: $1,995
Minimum Bid: $800
Jennifer Lynn Jewelry Designs, Rodgers, Arkansas

510. Ruby Elegance
This spectacular necklace from Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis will be an incredible addition to your jewelry wardrobe. Six strands of ruby beads are highlighted by an 18 karat white gold peace symbol encircled by a heart shining bright with .17 carats of brilliant diamonds. This extraordinary choker portrays a subtle yet powerful fashion statement about the woman whom it shall adorn.
Value: $15,000
Minimum Bid: $6,000
Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, California

511. Lacy Hearts
Sparkling diamonds and feminine hearts come together in these exquisitely designed necklace from Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis. Three 18 karat white gold hearts encircling peace signs are studded with diamonds, each with accented with a garnet briolet. The delicate chain is also layered with diamonds for a total of .7 carats of sparkling brilliance. Bring the perfect touch of elegance to your jewelry wardrobe when you select this splendid necklace.
Value: $5,000
Minimum Bid: $2,000
Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, California

512. Charming Hearts
From Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis comes this 34" sterling silver Charming Heart necklace adorned with good luck symbols. Sparkling pave hearts, crowns, elephants and peace signs create a shimmering effect bringing the perfect amount of sparkle to your ensemble. Each heart charm can be engraved making this stunning necklace a keepsake you will always treasure.
Value: $300
Minimum Bid: $150
513. Perfect Peace
Perfect for every occasion, this stunning rhodium plated peace sign necklace from Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis features a delicate chain adorned with a multitude of delicate peace symbols. This 30" long necklace can be worn long or doubled making it a versatile addition to your wardrobe. Express your hope for perfect peace with this fashionable and graceful necklace.
Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25

514. Message of Love
Express your sweetest feelings with this beautiful sterling silver link bracelet featuring peace symbols encircled in hearts. Adorned with pave cz's this 7" bracelet sparkles brilliantly while sending a message of love to everyone. Created by Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, this fashionable bracelet transitions easily from day to night and is sure to become your favorite.
Value: $270
Minimum Bid: $125

515. Dazzling Heart
This spectacular necklace from Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis is a sparkling symbol of your love. Delicately crafted with pave cz stones, the large gold plated heart pendant encircles a peace symbol expressing both your love and hope for peace. A lovely addition to any jewelry wardrobe, the necklace chain features a 2" extension allowing the wearer to adjust this beautiful necklace to the perfect length.
Value: $97
Minimum Bid: $40

516. Elegant Peace
Grace and elegance define this beautiful gold plated peace sign necklace from Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis. You'll make a lasting impression on everyone you meet when you don this distinctive 30" necklace adorned with a multitude of delicate peace symbols enclosed in hearts. This elegant necklace will capture your heart and perfectly express your innermost feelings.
Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25

517. Peaceful Hope
Make a statement with these stunning gold plate and cz earrings from Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis which feature a peace symbol enclosed in a heart. These delicate drop earrings with a lever back will highlight both your ensemble and your heart’s desire for peaceful hope.
Value: $67
Minimum Bid: $30

518. Celebrity Style
Kendra Scott’s unique, bold jewelry designs are a favorite among Hollywood a-listers like Sofia Vergara, Hilary Duff and Brooklyn Decker. Look like a celebrity when you are the lucky winner of this 4 piece collection from Kendra Scott including a necklace, bracelet, earrings and keychain. The Rayne necklace’s chic 14 karat gold plate tassel cascades from a white pendant, forming a classic necklace that's perfect for everyday wear. Dainty droplets of jet black glass beads and 14 karat gold plate join to form the Jana bracelet which is both versatile and chic. The coordinating black Skylar earrings, in a daring arrowhead shape, are the perfect statement earrings. Finish your look with the sleek Shirley charm keychain highlighted by a collection of gold medallions with a wink of
black. Show your celebrity style with this gorgeous collection.

**Value:** $290

**Minimum Bid:** $125

*Kendra Scott, Newport Beach, California*

**519. Lotus Necklace**
The Danish jewelry company Trollbeads has been crafting exquisite and unique accessories since 1976. This outstanding lotus delight necklace is a beautiful representation of their commitment to quality and exceptional design. Two braided sterling silver necklaces are adorned with sterling silver lotus pendants, silver trefoil knot beads, and two Italian faceted glass beads that will lay delicately just below your shoulder. This beautiful necklace will bring the peace and hope of the lotus flower to your accessories wardrobe.

**Value:** $780

**Minimum Bid:** $350

*Trollbeads, Princeton, New Jersey*

**520. Love is Patient**
Celebrate your special love and your commitment to the Race to Erase MS with the romantic "Love Is Patient" bracelet from Trollbeads. Created especially for the cause, it features a signature sterling silver bangle bracelet, an orange and pink glass bead, a silver heart print bead and two sterling silver stopper beads. Perfect for wearing alone or adding additional Trollbeads, this beautiful bracelet is sure to become a favorite accessory.

**Value:** $179

**Minimum Bid:** $85

*Trollbeads, Princeton, New Jersey*

**521. Elegant Commitment**
Show your commitment to the Race to Erase MS with the elegant "Love Is Patient" bracelet from Trollbeads. Versatile and beautiful, this gorgeous piece features a signature sterling silver bangle bracelet, an orange and pink glass bead to represent the fight against MS, a silver heart print bead and two sterling silver stopper beads. Highlight your ensemble with this elegant and meaningful bracelet.

**Value:** $179

**Minimum Bid:** $85

*Trollbeads, Princeton, New Jersey*

**522. Beautiful Bracelet**
The beautiful "Love Is Patient" bracelet from Trollbeads is a simple way to celebrate your commitment to the Race to Erase MS. Specially designed for the cause, this outstanding bracelet features a signature sterling silver bangle bracelet, an orange and pink glass bead, a silver heart print bead and two sterling silver stopper beads. Perfect for wearing alone or adding additional Trollbeads, this beautiful bracelet is sure to become a favorite accessory.

**Value:** $179

**Minimum Bid:** $85

*Trollbeads, Princeton, New Jersey*

**523. Dramatic Diamond**
Curtis A. Webb creates stunning and dramatic fine jewelry for the most exclusive clientele, and this incredible black diamond ring is no exception. A 4.5 karat princess cut black diamond center stone is surrounded by .4 karats of black diamond accent stones and .2 karats of white diamond accent stones in a 14 karat white gold setting. This gorgeous size 6 ring will be an outstanding addition to your fine jewelry collection.

**Value:** $9,900

**Minimum Bid:** $4,000

*Epiphany by Jorge and Curtis A. Webb, Oxnard, California*

**524. Dazzling Statement**
Silver and 18 karat yellow gold come together in this Indian inspired statement bracelet from legendary jeweler XIV KARATS LTD. Rose cut and champagne diamonds accent gorgeous filigree work on this stunning bracelet. This spectacular piece is sure to complement anyone's jewelry trove and be a classic piece you'll treasure for a lifetime.

**Value:** $6,500

**Minimum Bid:** $3,000

*XIV KARATS LTD., Beverly Hills, California*
525. Yurman Time
David Yurman designs are treasured all over the world for their unique styling and fine quality. David Yurman fans and other jewelry aficionados will be pleased to add this exceptional Waverly Cable bracelet with black onyx and pave diamonds to their collection. Crafted in sterling silver, this beautiful 5 mm cable bracelet is accented by faceted black onyx, .32 carats of pave diamonds and sealed with a hinge clasp.
Value: $1,650
Minimum Bid: $750
David Yurman, New York, New York

526. Free and Beautiful
The Free necklace by CJ Free Jewelry makes a delicate and beautiful statement. A featherweight charm that spells out the word "free" and is accented by sterling silver pave work is gently suspended from a delicate sterling silver chain. This signature piece from the CJ Free Jewelry collection will become a favorite that you will want to wear everyday.
Value: $175
Minimum Bid: $75
CJ Free Jewelry

527. Statement Maker
Make a statement with this incredible necklace from My Jewel Candy, creators of fashion forward jewelry worn by celebrities and featured in major magazines. Large oval rhinestones in a smoky color are surrounded by a double halo of midnight blue and clear rhinestones making this a unique statement piece, perfect for your next special occasion.
Value: $200
Minimum Bid: $70
My Jewel Candy

528. Divine Damiani
Thanks to a special collaboration between Silvia Damiani, third-generation member of the legendary Damiani Family, and Nancy Davis, Damiani created exclusively for the Race to Erase MS a limited edition of Damianissima .925 necklaces with orange enamel, which is the distinctive color of our Race to Erase MS. The orange enamel heart is adorned with .03 carats of round diamonds and set in a necklace made of 28.36 grams of .925 silver. The strong visual impact and innovative design of this necklace paired with Damiani’s tradition of craftsmanship and sophistication creates a necklace that you won’t want to miss.
Value: $990
Minimum Bid: $450
Auction Committee

529. Golden Beauty
Elegant bangle bracelets are the foundation of a woman's accessories wardrobe. This beautiful set of 3 gold plated bangles from Lauren Lynne Jewelry are exactly the bangles you've been looking for. Fashion forward ridges give these exceptional bangles a unique look and the lovely gold tone will pair perfectly with every ensemble. Don't miss your chance to take home these terrific bangles tonight.
Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $60
Auction Committee

530. Rocker Chic
Mitchell Binder of King Baby jewelry designs, the go to jeweler for rock superstars, believes in transforming the expected into something new and unique as he creates designs that capture the rock n' roll spirit of America. Get the King Baby look with this incredible gift set for ladies. The sparkling 3D cz pave cross necklace, pave cross earrings and rose quartz beaded bracelet with crowns will adorn your favorite lady with rocker chic style. And the $200 King Baby Santa Monica gift card will let her select additional accessories from this outstanding collection. Gift certificate good at Santa Monica location only.
Value: $1,865
Minimum Bid: $800
King Baby, Santa Monica, California
Love To Erase MS

CUISINE
600. Ago Italian
AGO, the West Hollywood Italian Trattoria named after its celebrated chef/partner Agostino Sciandri, is one of the city’s most prestigious restaurants and a favorite among Hollywood elite. Since 1997, this upscale Italian trattoria has successfully captured the passionate flavors that define Tuscany. Let Ago become your culinary favorite when you dine with this terrific $100 gift certificate. Service, tax and alcoholic beverages are not included.
Value: $100
Minimum Bid: $50
Ago Restaurant, West Hollywood, California

601. Marvelous Mexican
Camacho’s Cantina at Universal City Walk epitomizes the energy, sights and sounds of the Universal Studios Hollywood scene. Famous for its vibrant atmosphere, live Mariachi performances, excellent margaritas and marvelous upscale Mexican cuisine, Camacho’s Cantina is a dining experience you don’t want to miss. Experience all that Camacho’s has to offer with this $50 gift certificate. Does not include alcohol, tax or gratuities. Expires October 1, 2015.
Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25
Camacho’s Incorporated, Los Angeles, California

602. Local Favorite
For over 30 years, Casablanca Restaurant has been a favorite with the denizens of Venice Beach. This long-running Mexican eatery with a Bogart theme serves fine cuisine with live guitar music creating a lively and festive atmosphere. Casablanca is known for its homemade flour tortillas, its delicious calamari steak and one of the largest and most exquisite selections of tequilas in California. Share brunch for 4 at Casablanca restaurant with this terrific gift certificate and you will feel like a real Venice local.
Value: $60
Minimum Bid: $30
Casablanca Restaurant, Venice, California

603. Cooking Class
Cinema & Spice Productions are known for developing youthful and creative web-based cooking shows. Now they will share their unique style of culinary instruction with you and your friends with this personalized cooking class for 8 people at your home. Using fresh farmers market produce, this fabulous cooking duo will sharpen your cooking skills and treat you to an excellent meal. Date to be mutually agreed upon, winner will reimburse chefs for cost of groceries. California locations only, winners outside of the Los Angeles area must provide travel and accommodations for two.
Value: $1,000
Minimum Bid: $400
Cinema & Spice, Los Angeles, California

604. Wonderful Wine
Club W is a global winery providing delicious wine at a fantastic price. By building direct relationships with vineyards and farmers, Club W makes exceptional small lot wines at prices impossible to achieve at retail. Using an online system, Club W will match the wines available to your palate and deliver them directly to your doorstep. Treat your taste buds to 3 month membership in Club W and you will be hooked on having the best wine delivered to your door.
Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $75
Club W, Los Angeles, California

605. Glamorous Dining
All are welcomed warmly at Craig’s, an intimate and sophisticated eatery where the regulars are known by name. The menu of superb comfort food classics and cutting edge selections prepared with meticulous care is a favorite among Hollywood’s powerful but the atmosphere remains relaxed and upbeat. You and your favorite dinner guest will fall in love with this All-American charmer when you visit Craig’s for a complete dinner for 2 including appetizers, entrees, two glasses of wine, dessert and coffee. Additional liquor and gratuities are not included. Advance reservations required.
Value: $175
606. Hollywood Insider
Craig's, on Melrose Avenue, is an intimate and sophisticated eatery serving up a menu of mouthwatering comfort food classics and cutting edge selections prepared with meticulous care. A favorite among Hollywood's elite, this All-American charmer is sure to please you and your favorite dinner guest when you enjoy a complete dinner for 2 including appetizers, entrees, two glasses of wine, dessert and coffee. Additional liquor and gratuities are not included. Advance reservations required.

Value: $175
Minimum Bid: $85
Craig's, West Hollywood, California

607. Mama Mia!
With a client list that reads like a Who's Who of Hollywood, Dan Tana's is filled every night with customers who return again and again for the superb menu and excellent service from longtime personnel. Experience this famous restaurant with a wonderful gift certificate for dinner for 2, including your choice of soup or salad, entree and coffee as well as a half-liter of the house wine or soft drinks. Additional liquor and gratuity is not included. Reservations required.

Value: $166
Minimum Bid: $85
Dan Tana's, West Hollywood, California

608. Dan Tana's Delight
Every night, the socialites and celebrities of Hollywood flock to Dan Tana's for the superb menu, lively ambiance and excellent service from longtime personnel. Experience this famous restaurant with a wonderful gift certificate for dinner for 2, including your choice of soup or salad, entree and coffee as well as a half-liter of the house wine or soft drinks. Additional liquor and gratuity is not included. Reservations required.

Value: $166
Minimum Bid: $85
Dan Tana's, West Hollywood, California

609. Famous Eatery
Dan Tana's, the little yellow restaurant on Santa Monica Boulevard, has been serving celebrities and socialites for over 50 years. The scrumptious menu, lively ambiance and excellent service has made this a Hollywood favorite. Now you can make it your favorite too when you enjoy a gift certificate for dinner for 2, including your choice of soup or salad, entree and coffee as well as a half-liter of the house wine or soft drinks. Additional liquor and gratuity is not included. Reservations required.

Value: $166
Minimum Bid: $85
Dan Tana's, West Hollywood, California

610. Fully Stocked Cellar
You'll always have the perfect bottle on hand with this mixed case of fabulous wines in your cellar. Whether you are planning an intimate dinner for two or a festive dinner party, this sensational collection from Tracy Danza will compliment any menu. A wide variety of fine wines of various styles and appellations, all with excellent ratings, is included to ensure that every collector or wine aficionado will be pleased. You will enjoy both old and new world wines in this terrific collection.

Value: $1,000
Minimum Bid: $500
Tracy Danza, Los Angeles, California

611. Tiki Bar Party
Transport your party guests to the tropics with a terrific tiki bar cart at your next party. Serving up daiquiris or margaritas, this fully decorated tiki bar cart will arrive at your party with a bartender to create drinks for your 20 guests for an afternoon or evening. The tiki bar cart will be the hit of your next party. Date to be mutually agreed upon.

Value: $1,000
Minimum Bid: $500
Angela and Marten Dyborn, Culver City, California
612. Hot Coffee
There is no better way to start the day than with a hot cup of coffee. The Keurig 2.0 Coffee and Tea Brewer Maker K560 offers the ultimate experience in at-home brewing with impeccable styling and full range of features to brew 10 different sizes of coffee or tea. With an 80 ounce water reservoir, the Keurig K560 brewer allows you to brew a 4-cup carafe with the same ease and convenience of brewing a single-serve cup, all at the touch of a button. This exclusive set also includes a stylish 32 ounce carafe, a selection of 48 K-cups, four K-carafe packs, a water filter handle and cartridge. This is the perfect collection for creating the ultimate cup of coffee at home. Brewer will only work with Keurig K-cups.
Value: $190
Minimum Bid: $95
Dennis Estes, West Hollywood, California

613. Neighborhood Italian
Fritto Misto’s neighborhood Italian cafes, which are known for serving up delicious Italian specialties, are located in Hermosa Beach and Santa Monica. Offering Italian comfort classics and exceptional service, these cafes have become a crowd-pleasing favorite. Share a classic Italian meal with a friend when you are the lucky winner of this gift certificate for two lunch specials, including soft drinks, at either Fritto Misto location. Gratuity not included, cannot be redeemed for alcohol and only available until 4:00 pm on Saturdays and Sundays.
Value: $40
Minimum Bid: $20
Fritto Misto, Santa Monica, California

614. Popsicle Party
Make your next special occasion even more memorable with yummy frozen desserts from Front Porch Pops. They use real fruit and fresh dairy to handcraft mouthwatering popsicles using their own recipes. You’ll never find artificial colors, flavors or high-fructose corn syrup in their pops and they usually use locally grown, organic produce. Front Porch Pops will send a popsicle cart, server and custom menu of up to 8 flavors for your 50 guests. Cocktail infused pops are available upon request.
Value: $250
Minimum Bid: $125
Front Porch Pops, Orange, California

615. Gelson’s Goodies
Recognized as the most extraordinary grocery shopping experience for discerning consumers, Gelson’s is a Southern California treasure. Each location is singularly known as the area’s best market for superior produce, highest quality meat, seafood and deli, an unmatched selection of wine and liquor, and exceptional service. Experience Gelson’s for yourself with this outstanding gift basket featuring a collection of exceptional products.
Value: $100
Minimum Bid: $50
Gelson’s, Encino, California

616. Lunch at The Grill
Opened in 1984, entertainment industry hot spot The Grill on the Alley was modeled after the great grills of New York and San Francisco, seeking to maintain the tradition of those fine establishments by offering first-rate fare, attentive service, and a familiar, dignified atmosphere. Its popularity is tremendous, as The Grill is one of the Los Angeles area’s best known, “must-do” eateries. Enjoy lunch at this classic American restaurant in Beverly Hills with a terrific $100 gift certificate. Certificate excludes alcohol and gratuity, no cash value.
Value: $100
Minimum Bid: $50
The Grill on the Alley, Beverly Hills, California

617. Delicious Dinner
The Grill on the Alley enjoys an international reputation for quality and consistency with its extensive selection of superior quality classic American food served by dedicated professionals in a sophisticated, yet warm and unpretentious atmosphere. Modeled after the great grills of New York and San Francisco, this tremendously popular Beverly Hills restaurant is
the place to dine and be seen. Enjoy a superb supper with this $150 gift certificate for dinner at this classic American restaurant. Certificate excludes alcohol and gratuity, no cash value.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $75
The Grill on the Alley, Beverly Hills, California

618. Nice Guy Dining
The Nice Guy, West Hollywood's newest and swankiest lounge, pays homage to the decadent era of Mafia bars and restaurants while its gourmet food and mixology menu is solidly grounded in today's upscale dining aesthetic. Chef John-Carlos Kuramoto's fresh take on Italian food makes The Nice Guy the perfect destination for a lively and delicious night out. Grab your favorite dinner partner and head over to The Nice Guy with this $150 gift certificate good for dinner for two, excluding alcohol. Advance reservation required. Blackout dates may apply at the restaurant's discretion.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $75
The Nice Guy Dining, Beverly Hills, California

619. Delightful Dessert
From traditional designs to the most contemporary styles, the Hansen name is recognized in Los Angeles as the finest in baking and decorating. For seven generations they have handed down their delectable recipes which use only the freshest ingredients, both domestic and imported. Taste a slice of the finest cake in Los Angeles when you select this gift certificate for $500.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $250
Hansen Cakes, Beverly Hills, California

620. Elegant Dinner Party
Wolfgang Puck at Hotel Bel-Air features modern California cuisine with European and Mediterranean influences in a spectacular garden setting. All menus reflect the healthy California lifestyle and showcase the best of California’s wonderful farmer's market fresh ingredients. Make your next celebration more special when you host a dinner party for 10 at this outstanding restaurant located in one of Los Angeles' most beautiful hotels. Advance reservations required, offer is exclusive of tax, gratuities and alcohol. Expires April 24, 2016, may not be combined with other offers and is subject to blackout dates and restrictions at the restaurant’s discretion.

Value: $1,500
Minimum Bid: $700
Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles, California

621. Chef’s Selection
Enjoy an intimate dining experience at the recently opened Huchinson Cocktails & Grill on La Cienega's restaurant row. A special chef's selection pairing menu will be prepared for you and a guest including wine and cocktail pairings as well as a champagne toast. This is sure to be an elegant and delicious dinner. Advance reservations required.

Value: $350
Minimum Bid: $175
Huchinson Cocktails & Grill, Los Angeles, California

622. Chef's Pairing
The IDG group represents some of Los Angeles' hottest restaurants including BOA, Katana, Sushi Roku, Delphine, Soletto, Robata Bar, each with outstanding entrees and incredibly atmosphere. Experience the ultimate in chef driven dining when you select this gift certificate for a chef's tasting menu with wine or sake pairings for 6 people at any of IDG's incredible restaurants. You and your five guests will indulge in a multi-course dinner that is sure to be as memorable as it is delicious. Reservations required, not valid with any other promotion. Excludes gratuity.

Value: $400
Minimum Bid: $200
IDG, West Hollywood, California

623. Italian Delights
Il Fornaio serves creatively prepared, premium-quality Italian cuisine based on authentic regional Italian recipes. Their unique baked
goods and mouthwatering entrees are a favorite among patrons in both Italy and America. Taste real Italian cuisine with this $40 gift card good at any of Il Fornaio’s 22 locations.

Value: $40
Minimum Bid: $20
Il Fornaio, Beverly Hills, California

624. In-N-Out
Enjoy a freshly made delicious Double-Double any time with 10 coupons for a burger, fries and a drink at In-N-Out Burger. Show your love of this California burger institution when you sport this stylish logo t-shirt and use this beach towel and 2 water bottles featuring their well-known red palm tree logo. For lunch or dinner, at home or on the road, In-N-Out's what a hamburger is all about.

Value: $128
Minimum Bid: $60
In-N-Out Burger, Irvine, California

625. Japanese Fusion
At Koi, imaginative dishes are inspired by traditional Japanese preparations then deconstructed and infused with modern California accents. Experience these creations, along with innovative signature cocktails and an atmosphere that evokes both intrigue and serenity, when you are the lucky winner of this $500 gift card. Valid at Los Angeles location only.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $250
Koi Restaurant, Los Angeles, California

626. Texas a la France
Inspired by Provence, France, laV is a warm and welcoming neighborhood destination In Austin, Texas, serving up rustic yet refined cuisine in a welcoming and beautiful setting. Entrees emphasize the ingredients of the season and are at once simple and soulful. The world class wine list provides a rich array of options to compliment the ever-changing menu. You and three lucky guests will discover why laV has earned a reputation as Austin’s chicest dining destination with this $400 gift card. This is sure to be the tastiest meal in Texas.

Value: $400
Minimum Bid: $200
laV, Austin, Texas

627. La Quinta Dining
At Lavender Bistro, you will be entranced by their beautiful restaurant and gorgeous patio filled with fresh flowers and live music. They serve only the finest, freshest and organic ingredients; from their pastries to the finest meats and freshly caught seafood. Visit Lavender Bistro with this $50 gift certificate for an unsurpassed dining experience in continental cuisine. Advance reservations recommended.

Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25
Lavender Bistro, La Quinta, California

628. Magnificent Melisse
Known for an intriguing season-driven menu and a world-class wine list, Melisse is the two Michelin Star and Five Diamond Award winning restaurant of Chef/Owner Josiah Citrin. This exquisite Santa Monica culinary destination inspires all of the senses with its chic ambiance, superb contemporary French cuisine and gracious service. Allow Melisse to inspire you and a guest with a magnificent dinner for 2. Valid Tuesday – Thursday, excluding holidays. Alcohol, tax and gratuity not included. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $270
Minimum Bid: $130
Melisse, Santa Monica, California

629. Nobu Perfection
Nobu Malibu is known for exquisite cuisine featuring Nobu Matsuhisa’s signature dishes such as Tiradito, Yellowtail Sashimi with Jalapeño, and Black Cod Miso. Situated in a new beachfront property on Pacific Coast Highway, Nobu Malibu offers exquisite cuisine with views of the Pacific Ocean from nearly every seat. Experience this legendary restaurant with a $300 gift certificate, perfect for sampling whatever your heart desires. Valid at Nobu
Malibu only, reservations required. Tax and gratuity not included.

Value: $300
Minimum Bid: $150
Nobu Malibu, Malibu, California

630. Oliverio Italian
The Oliverio Restaurant at the Avalon Hotel in Beverly Hills features Italian food with a regional flair, private poolside cabanas and more. Executive Chef Mirko Paderno, originally from Milan, creates menus that are a feast for the senses; highlighting everything from traditional San Daniele prosciutto e melone to sumptuous branzino al forno and a variety of homemade pastas, such as homemade cavatelli with ricotta cheese, clams and spicy rapini, and gnocchi di patate. Treat yourself to a delicious dining experience with this $100 gift certificate to Oliverio. Reservations required and must be made 10 or more days in advance. Blackout dates may apply. Expires December 31, 2016.

Value: $100
Minimum Bid: $50
Oliverio Restaurant, Beverly Hills, California

631. Modern STK House
STK artfully blends two concepts into one—the modern steakhouse and a chic lounge. Offering a dynamic, fine dining experience with the superior quality of a traditional steakhouse, STK distinguishes itself by emphasizing the social experience and taking a vibe-driven approach to fine dining. Every venue has a DJ to create an infectious, high-energy atmosphere and the sleek environment is designed to encourage guests to interact and mingle. Ultimately, STK aims to define the modern dining experience complete with incredible food, world-class service and the perfect ambiance. Enjoy a $150 STK dinner for two, at select locations including Los Angeles, New York, Atlanta and Washington DC.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $75
The One Group, West Hollywood, California

632. A Prime Invitation
Indulge in this opportunity to dine among the famous and infamous caricatures painted on the wall at the legendary Palm Restaurant. You and a lucky friend will feast on an amazing dinner of hearty American fare with this certificate for $150 good at any of their locations in the US and London. The Palm, one of the most notable fine restaurants in the country has been specializing in prime steaks and jumbo Nova Scotia lobsters for over 85 years. Not redeemable for tax or gratuity and cannot be combined with any other certificate. Dine in only.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $75
The Palm, Washington, D.C.

633. The Parlor
The Parlor is Hollywood's premier sports bar and gastropub located in the prime Melrose district of Los Angeles. With over 50 HD televisions and outstanding cuisine, this is the destination for watching the big game. Grab your fellow sports fans and head to The Parlor with this $50 gift certificate good for their delicious food and beverage. Expires March 1, 2016. Certificate can only be used once.

Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25
The Parlor and Ajay Relan, Los Angeles, California

634. Perfect Patina
The Patina Restaurant group is known for unrivaled cuisine, impeccable service and landmark locations throughout California, New York and New Jersey. From Café Pinot and Patina in Los Angeles to The Sea Grill and Rock Center Café in New York, the Patina Group offers legendary dining experiences for every guest. Enjoy a perfectly Patina meal when you dine with this $150 gift card valid at more than 30 of the group's finest restaurants.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $75
Patina Restaurant Group, Los Angeles, California
635. **Pearl's Hideaway**
Raise a tumbler to the sky at Pearl’s Liquor Bar, an antique-filled 1920’s hideout equipped with a lush rooftop over Sunset Blvd. Enjoy decadent cocktails, delicious food and stunning rooftop decks from lunch through dinner to late night. Grab a table at this hot spot and see why it is the place for Hollywood’s famous and fashionable with this $75 gift certificate.

**Value:** $75  
**Minimum Bid:** $35  
**Pearl’s Liquor Bar and Craig Ley, West Hollywood, California**

636. **Superb Steaks**
Pistola is an Italian inspired steakhouse with an ambiance that combines ultra-modern style with classic old-school elegance in the heart of Los Angeles. With this $200 gift certificate you will enjoy superb steaks and classic pasta dishes reinvented and elevated to new levels allowing diners experience the past, present and future of Italian food.

**Value:** $200  
**Minimum Bid:** $100  
**Pistola, Los Angeles, California**

637. **Perfect Plan**
Plan Check Kitchen + Bar Downtown serves modern American comfort food in a small plate format along with unique cocktails, premium whiskeys and craft beers. Effortlessly blending vintage architectural office elements with industrial pieces and rich materials, Plan Check provides a warm atmosphere to compliment their excellent cuisine. Make the perfect plan for dinner when you bring your favorite dining companion to Plan Check to enjoy this $75 gift certificate. Does not include alcohol or gratuity. Good at any location.

**Value:** $75  
**Minimum Bid:** $35  
**Plan Check, Los Angeles, California**

638. **Classic Italian**
Rao’s is an East Harlem legend known for delicious Italian food, quirky décor, unmatched hospitality and most of all, their spectacular Neapolitan cuisine. Having brought their traditions to Hollywood, you and one lucky guest will be able to enjoy this $150 gift certificate. Enjoy the simplicity of feasting on home-style favorites that have been passed down, generation to generation, for 117 years at their newly fashionable Hollywood location. Reservations required, gratuity not included.

**Value:** $150  
**Minimum Bid:** $75  
**Rao’s, Hollywood, California**

639. **Rock 'n Roll Pub**
Rock & Reilly's Irish pub features a wide selection of Irish whiskeys and delicious comfort food in the heart of the famous Sunset Strip. The fun and irreverent atmosphere, private backyard deck, antique photo booth and fourteen flat screen televisions make this the ultimate West Hollywood destination for casual celebrations. This $75 gift certificate will ensure that you and your guests have a memorable time at this outstanding hot spot.

**Value:** $75  
**Minimum Bid:** $35  
**Rock & Reilly's and Craig Ley, West Hollywood, California**

640. **Pairing Menu**
Los Angeles restaurant Salt’s Cure is a testament to truly sustainable, farm-to-table cooking. Proudly sourcing ingredients grown and raised in California, Chef Owners Chris Phelps and Zak Walters carefully butcher each animal in house and remain dedicated to crafting a revolving menu featuring products found within six hours of the restaurant. Experience Salt’s Cure with an outstanding chef’s pairing menu, including wines, for 6 which will mirror the restaurant’s sustainable approach to modern American dining. Advance reservation required.

**Value:** $1000  
**Minimum Bid:** $500  
**Salt’s Cure, West Hollywood, California**
641. Seasons 52
Seasons 52, a fresh grill and wine bar restaurant, invites guests to discover seasonally inspired cooking served in a casually sophisticated atmosphere. The menu is a celebration of what’s good now featuring seasonally inspired ingredients at their peak of freshness enhanced by rustic cooking techniques that bring out natural flavors. Nothing on the menu has more than 475 calories and the exceptional, ever-changing, selection of global wines will satisfy every taste. Come discover what’s good now at Seasons 52 with a $52 gift certificate good for your next dining experience. Gratuity not included. Expires December 31, 2015.
Value: $52
Minimum Bid: $25
Seasons 52, Santa Monica, California

642. Scrumptious Steak in Denver
Shanahan's, Denver, Colorado, is the modern interpretation of the classic steak and seafood restaurant. They proudly serve U.S.D.A Prime aged Midwestern beef with a signature "bone-in" cut selection that is not available at most steakhouses. The seafood is flown in fresh daily to ensure the highest quality and exceptional flavors. Enjoy a fine dining experience with this $125 gift certificate. The entire value of the certificate must be used during one visit and tax and gratuity are not included.
Value: $125
Minimum Bid: $60
Shanahan’s Steakhouse, Denver, Colorado

643. Sprinkles Cupcakes
Treat yourself to 2 dozen of the finest cupcakes from Sprinkles Cupcakes, the original cupcake bakery. Baked fresh every day, their cupcakes are handcrafted from the finest ingredients including sweet cream butter, bittersweet Belgian chocolate, pure Madagascar Bourbon vanilla, fresh bananas and carrots, real strawberries and natural citrus zests. Topped with Sprinkles trademark modern dots, rich chocolate sprinkles from France or seasonal sugar decorations, Sprinkles cupcakes are a deliciously sophisticated update on an American classic. No cash value.
Value: $84
Minimum Bid: $40
Sprinkles Cupcakes, Beverly Hills, California

644. Sweet Surprise
Let Sweet E’s Bake Shop make your next party a little sweeter with a 10” custom cake, good for serving 20-30 guests. You can choose from a variety of mouthwatering flavors like Vanilla Milk Chocolate, Pumpkin Spice, Mexican Chocolate Churro and Banana Split. Select from Sweet E’s outstanding selection of custom designs, color schemes and inscriptions. Your next party will be as sweet as can be with this outstanding cake from Sweet E’s Bake Shop. Advance reservation required. Additional fees apply for vegan, gluten-free and sugar-free cakes. Expires April 24, 2016.
Value: $105
Minimum Bid: $50
Sweet E's Bake Shop, Los Angeles, California

645. Sweet Treat
Sweet Rose Creamery makes small batches of homemade ice cream using only the best ingredients, driven by farmers market seasonality. A favorite among the most fashionable Los Angeles residents, Sweet Rose Creamery features 12 or more flavors in their 3 Los Angeles locations daily, as well as other treats like fruit pops, sundaes, milk shakes, or ice cream cakes & pies. Get yourself a sweet treat at this sensational ice cream store with a $50 gift certificate to Sweet Rose Creamery, good at any location.
Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25
Sweet Rose Creamery, Santa Monica, California

646. Windy City Sunda
Celebrated by the Chicago Sun-Times and Chicago Tribune, Sunda, located in River North, is at the forefront of America's new Asian cuisine movement. You and a friend will enjoy the surprising, simple, flavorful dishes offered
at Sunda with this gift certificate for brunch for 2. Reservation required, valid Sunday through Friday and not valid with any other offer, dine in only. Value does not include tax, gratuity or beverages. Expires December 31, 2015.

Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25
Sunda New Asian, Chicago, Illinois

647. Sumptuous Surfas
Surfas Restaurant Supply and Culinary District has served architects, chefs, food and beverage professionals, and hungry diners for over 75 years. Explore their Zagat rated café, an impressive selection of fine imported and domestic foods, and an extensive selection of commercial quality kitchen necessities with this $40 gift card. Good at the Los Angeles or Costa Mesa locations.

Value: $40
Minimum Bid: $20
Surfas Culinary District, Culver City, California

648. Wonderful Wine Tasting
Treat your friends, family and fellow wine lovers to a private 2 hour wine tasting at Total Wine & More in Redondo Beach. Select your favorite wine region; California, Italy or France; and Total Wine & More will provide a tasting of 8 hand selected wines for your sampling adventure. One of the store's experts will be on hand to discuss the famed appellations and grape varietals as well as the qualities of each delicious wine during your tasting which can be arranged in a casual or classroom styled setting. Total Wine & More will provide all stemware and educational handouts for tasting notes during your wonderful wine tasting. Tastings are not available on holiday weekends or during the last six weeks of the year. Minimum 3 weeks advance reservation required.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $250
Total Wine & More, Redondo Beach, California

649. Dine on Wilshire
The menu at Wilshire restaurant in Santa Monica is developed around local, organic, and seasonal ingredients, taking advantage of the area's uniquely rich and diverse farmers markets. Dishes originate from a fusion of American and International influences, presented in a simple and accessible style. Bring your favorite dining companion to this beautiful but casual restaurant for a superb dining experience with this $100 gift certificate.

Value: $100
Minimum Bid: $50
Wilshire Restaurant, Santa Monica, California
Love To Erase MS

CHILDREN’S MENAGERIE
700. Peaceful Baby
The mamaRoo is the only infant seat with five different motions, all modeled after the natural movements parents make to comfort their babies. This sensational seat features plush, machine washable fabric, five speeds, built-in nature sounds and an mp3 hookup. Suitable from birth to 25 pounds, the mamaRoo requires no batteries - just plug it in and you can start calming your precious little one right away.
Value: $220
Minimum Bid: $100
4moms, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

701. Stylish Baby Carrier
Beco offers colorful, modern, soft-structured baby carriers that give parents a design conscious and eco-friendly choice. Made in the USA and featuring eco-friendly GOTS-certified and Oeko-Tex Standard 100 fabrics, Beco’s smart design distributes the baby’s weight between your shoulders and hips, so you will experience less back and neck strain while keeping baby close. Suitable for babies 7 to 35 pounds this terrific collection includes the Soleil baby carrier with matching hood, infant insert, carry all bag and organic dribble pads all designed in the blue, brown and yellow River fabric. Cannot be exchanged.
Value: $230
Minimum Bid: $100
Beco Baby Carrier, Costa Mesa, California

702. Sitting Pretty
Make time stand still with an exquisite portrait of your child by one of the most popular and respected "children's only" portrait studios, Rowley Portraiture. This offer includes one photographic session of an individual child age five or above, and one beautiful 14 inch portrait on canvas adorned with lavish artistry. Nothing is more precious than preserving your child's beauty and innocence forever. Certificate expires October 25, 2015 and may not be used in conjunction with any other offer. Framing excluded.
Value: $3,000
Minimum Bid: $1,000
Bradford Renaissance Portraits, Costa Mesa, California

703. Dan the Man Super Camp
Dan the Man Super Kids offers all kinds of fun and wacky camps, classes, parties and special programs that encourage healthy living and fitness for kids. Whether it's a Mommy-n-Me class or Circus Acrobatics, Dan the Man Super Kids provides love, confidence, strength and skills in a safe and fun environment. Treat your favorite kiddo, from age 3 to 10, to 2 days of camp at Dan the Man Super Kids.
Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $70
Dan the Man Super Kids, Los Angeles, California

704. Funky Divas & Dudes
Your child will rock the day away with this certificate good for 1 week of Funky Divas & Dudes Rockin' Performance Art Camp in Santa Monica. Make music videos and TV commercials, perform in fairytale theater productions, dress up for theme days and much more. Experience all the fun and creativity only a child can dream of. For girls and boys ages 4 - 9 years old, Mondays-Fridays from 9 am - 3 pm. Ages 10+ are welcome as Junior Counselors. Summer camp runs August 3-28 and certificate must be used during one consecutive week. Can also be applied to Spring Break or Winter camp. Does not include lunch or camp DVD. Valid at official camp locations only, not at affiliated camps. Must present certificate to redeem, expires April 24, 2016.
Value: $350
Minimum Bid: $150
Funky Divas & Dudes, Santa Monica, California

705. Definitive Portrait
A high end and exclusive portrait studio, Halper Fine Art will capture the definitive portrait of your children during a beautiful portrait session. Good for up to 4 of your children, this photography session is sure to capture the unique spirit of your family. Studio portrait sessions are available in both Los Angeles and
the Santa Ynez Valley and the session will include a complimentary signed 7.5" square bookcase print. Sessions must include at least one child under 18 and additional portraits can be ordered. Portrait selection sessions must include all parents and a credit card will be required as a guarantee. Certificate may not be gifted or transferred. Subject to additional restrictions at the studio's discretion. No pets, please.

Value: $650
Minimum Bid: $300
Halper Fine Art, Los Angeles, California

706. Language Learning
Iris Harel is renowned as one of Los Angeles' best Hebrew tutors as her passion for helping students to excel is unmatched. Let Iris help your child to perfect their Hebrew skills with 3 one-hour private tutoring session in your home in the West LA, Beverly Hills, or Beverlywood area. Help your child accomplish their language goals with this outstanding opportunity to work with Iris Harel. Dates to be mutually agreed upon with donor.

Value: $300
Minimum Bid: $125
Iris Harel, Beverly Hills, California

707. Pitch Perfect
Lynne Kruger has had 30 years of experience teaching children, helping them to meet their musical potential and watching them grow into real musical performers. Learning to play piano is a proven benefit to a child’s development. Knowing how to sing with breath support enhances one’s ability to express themselves vocally. It is truly a gift to be able to share music with others. Give your child that opportunity with a half hour piano or singing lesson from Miss Lynne.

Value: $45
Minimum Bid: $20
Lynne Kruger, Beverly Hills, California

708. Young Performer
Lynne Kruger has been Beverly Hill's favorite children's music teacher for 30 years. She helps children of all ages to meet their musical potential. Learning to play piano is a proven benefit to a child’s development. Knowing how to sing with breath support enhances one’s ability to express themselves vocally. It is truly a gift to be able to share music with others. Give your child that opportunity with a half hour piano or singing lesson from Miss Lynne.

Value: $45
Minimum Bid: $20
Lynne Kruger, Beverly Hills, California

709. Little Musician
Lynne Kruger, known to her students as Miss Lynne, has had 30 years of experience teaching children, helping them to meet their musical potential and watching them grow into real musical performers. Musical training is a proven benefit to a child’s development. Knowing how to sing with breath support enhances one’s ability to express themselves vocally. It is truly a gift to be able to share music with others. Give your little musician the gift of a half hour piano or singing lesson from Miss Lynne.

Value: $45
Minimum Bid: $20
Lynne Kruger, Beverly Hills, California

710. Musical Potential
Lynne Kruger, Beverly Hills’ favorite music teacher, has had 30 years of experience guiding children, helping them to meet their musical potential and watching them grow into real musical performers. Learning to play piano is a proven benefit to a child’s development. Knowing how to sing with breath support enhances one’s ability to express themselves vocally. It is truly a gift to be able to share music with others. Give your child that opportunity with a half hour piano or singing lesson from Miss Lynne.

Value: $45
Minimum Bid: $20
Lynne Kruger, Beverly Hills, California

711. Magnificent Music
Lynne Kruger's 30 years of experience and her passion for helping children to meet their
musical potential has made her Beverly Hills' most beloved music teacher. Learning to play piano is a proven benefit to a child’s development. Knowing how to sing with breath support enhances one’s ability to express themselves vocally. It is truly a gift to be able to share music with others. Give your child gift of a half hour piano or singing lesson with Miss Lynne.

Value: $45
Minimum Bid: $20
Lynne Kruger, Beverly Hills, California

712. Mini Scoot
The Mini Micro Kickboard is the highest rated scooter for young children. Its award-winning Swiss design is ideal for children ages 3-5 and up to 44 pounds. The Mini Micro's 3 wheels, low-to-the-ground deck and gentle steering all contribute to the stability that makes the Mini perfect for pre-schoolers and kindergartners. What makes the Mini unique and fun is the lean-and-steer design; kids use their body weight to curve right and left, intuitively learning to ‘surf the sidewalk’, while developing the balance and coordination used in many sports. All parts are replaceable, so your Mini Micro will last, virtually forever. Orange color, cannot be exchanged.

Value: $80
Minimum Bid: $40
Micro Kickboard, Grand Rapids, Michigan

713. Scooting Around
The Mini Micro Kickboard is the highest rated scooter for young children. Its award-winning Swiss design is ideal for children ages 3-5 and up to 44 pounds. The Mini Micro's 3 wheels, low-to-the-ground deck and gentle steering all contribute to the stability that makes the Mini perfect for pre-schoolers and kindergartners. What makes the Mini unique and fun is the lean-and-steer design; kids use their body weight to curve right and left, intuitively learning to ‘surf the sidewalk’, while developing the balance and coordination used in many sports. All parts are replaceable, so your Mini Micro will last, virtually forever. Orange color, cannot be exchanged.

Value: $80
Minimum Bid: $40
Micro Kickboard, Grand Rapids, Michigan

714. Smooth Ride
For almost 15 years, Micro has been designing the highest quality kickboard scooters available for adults and children. Employing a combination of elegant Swiss design and cutting-edge technology, Micro's kick scooters have won over 50 national and international awards for design and quality and are perfect for both urban and suburban neighborhoods. This top-selling, Maxi Micro Kickboard 3-wheel black scooter for ages 5-11, and up to 110 pounds, will get your child around town in style. Black color only, cannot be exchanged.

Value: $130
Minimum Bid: $65
Micro Kickboard, Grand Rapids, Michigan

715. Stylish Scooter
For almost 15 years, Micro has been designing the highest quality kickboard scooters available for adults and children. Employing a combination of elegant Swiss design and cutting-edge technology, Micro's kick scooters have won over 50 national and international awards for design and quality. This top-selling, Maxi Micro Kickboard 3-wheel orange scooter for ages 5-11, and up to 110 pounds, will get your child around town in style. Orange color only, cannot be exchanged.

Value: $130
Minimum Bid: $65
Micro Kickboard, Grand Rapids, Michigan

716. Newborn Gift Set
Made in the USA of the finest and safest ingredients for sensitive skin, Noodle & Boo's maternity and baby bath skin care products are superior in quality and are found at the most exclusive retailers including Neiman Marcus, Nordstrom and Saks Fifth Avenue. This exquisite newborn gift set from Noodle & Boo will make the perfect gift for any new mom and baby. This
wonderful set includes cleansing cloths, ointment, soothing body wash, extra gentle shampoo and super soft lotion.

**Value:** $60  
**Minimum Bid:** $30  
**Noodle & Boo, Campbell, California**

**717. Marvelous Music**  
Notes to Home brings high quality piano, guitar and voice lessons right to your door. Enjoy 4 30-minute lessons for students of all ages and children 5 years and older, beginner through advanced. University trained teachers, who are also composers, band leaders and touring professionals, will provide the best training possible and your child can display his or her talents at a bi-annual recital. All styles of music, from rock and pop to jazz and Broadway are taught. Give the gift of marvelous music with this terrific gift certificate. Available in the San Fernando Valley, Beverly Hills and West San Fernando Valley.

**Value:** $144  
**Minimum Bid:** $70  
**Notes to Home, Los Angeles, California**

**718. The Play Destination**  
The Play Destination in Agoura Hills is an indoor playground and birthday party space for children 6 years old and younger with comfortable seating and modern decor for parents. The space offers children a clean, safe environment to play and is equipped with indoor play structures, bounce house, interactive floor games, and other mentally and physically stimulating activities. Your little one will love this play pass good for 20 visits to this fabulous destination.

**Value:** $150  
**Minimum Bid:** $70  
**The Play Destination, Agoura Hills, California**

**719. Fashionable Pumpkinheads**  
Designer children’s boutique Pumpkinheads tops the list of celebrity favorite kids stores. Here you can shop the most sought after collection of fine children’s clothing from Europe and the USA for babies, toddlers and children up to age 16. Treat your favorite kid to a $250 shopping spree at Pumpkinheads in Brentwood when you are the lucky winner of this sensational gift certificate. Expires April 24, 2016. May not be used on sale or discounted merchandise, no cash value.

**Value:** $250  
**Minimum Bid:** $125  
**Pumpkinheads, Brentwood, California**

**720. Hello Kitty**  
Charming and friendly, the Hello Kitty cartoon character is a favorite with girls around the world. Surprise the Hello Kitty fan in your life with this sensational assortment of items featuring this iconic cat. A plush doll, petite backpack, regular backpack, wallet, messenger bag and shoulder pouch are included in this gift basket making it the perfect gift for any Hello Kitty aficionado.

**Value:** $247  
**Minimum Bid:** $100  
**Sanrio, San Francisco, California**

**721. Fashionable Favorites**  
Hello Kitty, the kind-hearted cartoon character, makes her appearance on every item in this terrific collection from Sanrio. Your little girl will be thrilled to receive this gift basket which includes a messenger bag and shoulder pouch, wooden accessories box, backpack, wallet and petite backpack. Be sure to be the winning bidder on this adorable assortment of Hello Kitty items.

**Value:** $238  
**Minimum Bid:** $100  
**Sanrio, San Francisco, California**

**722. Lovely Lunch Set**  
This super Hello Kitty gift set from Sanrio is sure to make lunchtime for your favorite kid as fun as can be. Included is a petite backpack, lunch container, pop up straw bottle and pen pouch. Enjoy lunch in a whole new way with this terrific set.

**Value:** $67  
**Minimum Bid:** $30  
**Sanrio, South San Francisco, California**
723. Dine on Hello Kitty
Sanrio's Hello Kitty character makes lunchtime more fun for your favorite little girl. This fantastic set includes a petite backpack, lunch container, pop up straw bottle and pen pouch. Let your darling girl dine with Hello Kitty everyday when you are the lucky winner of this great gift basket.
Value: $67
Minimum Bid: $30
Sanrio, South San Francisco, California

724. Charming Kitty
Make lunchtime more special with this terrific assortment of pink Hello Kitty items. Included in this terrific gift basket are a lunch bag with bottle, a biker bottle and lunch container. This is the perfect gift for your favorite Hello Kitty fan.
Value: $47
Minimum Bid: $20
Sanrio, South San Francisco, California

725. Lunch with Kitty
Hello Kitty, the adorable white cat with the pink bow, has become an icon around the world. Now you can dine with this special character when you select this lunch gift set which includes a lunch container, a lunch bag with bottle and a bike bottle. You will enjoy your lunch a little more with this special collection.
Value: $47
Minimum Bid: $20
Sanrio, South San Francisco, California

726. Perfectly Pink
For the girl who loves pink and the kind-hearted Hello Kitty cartoon character, this assortment of goodies will be the ultimate gift. Surprise her with this fabulous collection which includes a messenger bag, stainless steel mug, pop up straw bottle, pencil case, wallet and locking diary.
Value: $99
Minimum Bid: $45
Sanrio, South San Francisco, California

727. Treasure Trove
Hello Kitty, the iconic cat character from Sanrio, has been cherished by girls for decades. This is your chance to surprise your favorite girl with a treasure trove of adorable Hello Kitty items including a messenger bag, locking diary, alarm clock, biker bottle and pencil case. Your favorite girl will just love this outstanding collection of goodies.
Value: $95
Minimum Bid: $40
Sanrio, South San Francisco, California

728. Deluxe Hello Kitty
This deluxe collection of Hello Kitty items is sure to be a hit with any Sanrio fan. The beloved character with the pink bow is featured on every item including a backpack, locking diary, wallet, pop up straw bottle, stainless steel mug and pencil case.
Value: $100
Minimum Bid: $45
Sanrio, South San Francisco, California

729. Girl's Favorite
Cherished by girls around the world for decades, Hello Kitty, the iconic cat character with the pink bow, is the star of this beautiful collection. Select this terrific gift basket for your darling girl and she will enjoy a backpack, locking diary, biker bottle, pencil case and alarm clock.
Value: $96
Minimum Bid: $40
Sanrio, South San Francisco, California

730. Favorite Character
Girls love Sanrio's Hello Kitty, the sweet cat with the signature bow. Let your little girl show her love for this adorable character when she uses this set which includes a lunch container, pop up straw bottle and a journal.
Value: $40
Minimum Bid: $20
Sanrio, South San Francisco, California

731. Starter Bike
Your little one will gain the confidence they need to enjoy bike riding with the brilliant blue
Strider 12 Sport balance bike which focuses on the fundamentals of balancing, leaning and steering without the distractions and complications of pedals or training wheels. The Strider’s simple, no-pedal design builds confidence and eliminates fear by allowing kids to have their feet on the ground and progress at their own pace. This unique design teaches young children balance on two wheels right from the start, avoiding developmental delays typical with tricycles and training-wheel bikes. Children as young as 18 months will love this lightweight, efficient, all-terrain balance bike. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: $119
Minimum Bid: $50
Strider, Rapid City, South Dakota

732. Balance Bike
Help your little one gain the confidence they need to enjoy bike riding with the hot pink Strider 12 Sport balance bike which focuses on the fundamentals of balancing, leaning and steering without the distractions and complications of pedals or training wheels. The Strider’s simple, no-pedal design builds confidence and eliminates fear by allowing kids to have their feet on the ground and progress at their own pace. This unique design teaches young children balance on two wheels right from the start, avoiding developmental delays typical with tricycles and training-wheel bikes. Children as young as 18 months will love this lightweight, efficient, all-terrain balance bike. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: $119
Minimum Bid: $50
Strider, Rapid City, South Dakota

733. Stylish Mom
Timi & Leslie’s fashionable and functional diaper bags are a favorite with moms on the go. Be fabulous with the ultra-sophisticated Madison Satchel in black with saddle accents. Made from easy to clean vegan faux leather, which is PVC free, and featuring custom hardware in an antique brass finish. Each Madison comes with 6 fashionable and functional accessories so you never have to sacrifice style for function. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: $170
Minimum Bid: $75
Timi & Leslie, Natick, Massachusetts

734. Dreamy Diaper Bag
This sand colored diaper bag with saddle accents from timi & leslie is a dream for moms as it is both fashionable and functional. Fashioned in easy to clean, PVC free began faux leather, the Madison diaper bag features custom antique brass finish hardware and six matching accessories to keep mom organized and functional. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: $170
Minimum Bid: $75
Timi & Leslie, Natick, Massachusetts

735. Always Prepared
The dark teal and saddle Madison diaper bag from timi & leslie is a favorite with moms who always want to be prepared. This stylish looking tote is made from easy to clean vegan faux leather, which is PVC free, and features custom hardware in an antique brass finish. Each Madison comes with 6 fashionable and functional accessories so you never have to sacrifice style for function. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: $170
Minimum Bid: $75
Timi & Leslie, Natick, Massachusetts

736. Fanciful Fireflies
Enjoy an enchanting show of glistening faux fireflies illuminating in an ever-changing pattern that will transform your room into a magical place. These 7 remote controlled, light up faux fireflies by Uncle Milton are easy to mount and require just a few batteries. Also included is a terrific $10 gift card for merchandise at Beverly Hills' favorite toy store, Tom's Toys.

Value: $30
Minimum Bid: $15
Tom's Toys, Beverly Hills, California

737. Laser Tag Party
Ultrazone Laser Tag in Sherman Oaks is the premiere laser tag site for birthday parties, team builders, fundraisers, wrap parties and casual fun for all ages. Host your next party at Ultrazone where up to 15 guests will enjoy a private room, soft drinks and 2 games of laser tag with this fabulous gift certificate. Not valid Mon, Fri, Sat, Sun or Holidays. Does not include food or tokens.

Value: $390
Minimum Bid: $150

Ultrazone Laser Tag, Sherman Oaks, California

738. Holiday Barbie
Calling all collectors and Barbie fans! The Special Occasion Collection 2009 Holiday Barbie doll shines in a shimmering pale pink and golden lame gown with an artfully wrapped bodice and sparkling tulle. Her stunning look is completed by magnificent chandelier earrings making her a vision of holiday party perfection. This beautiful doll, which commemorates the 50th anniversary of the Barbie doll, will make a wonderful addition to any collection.

Value: $125
Minimum Bid: $50

Anonymous

739. Carry Your Baby in Style
Beco is the original colorful, modern, soft-structured baby carrier. Created to give parents a design conscious and eco-friendly choice, this stylish carrier is made in the USA and features eco-friendly GOTS-certified and Oeko-Tex Standard 100 fabrics. Thanks to its smart design that distributes the baby’s weight between your shoulders and hips, you will experience less back and neck strain while keeping baby close. Suitable for babies 7 to 35 pounds this terrific collection includes the Soleil baby carrier with matching hood, infant insert, carry all bag and organic drooling pads all designed in the blue, gray and purple Luca fabric. Cannot be exchanged.

Value: $230
Minimum Bid: $85

Auction Committee

740. Cool at the Pool
Looking cool at the pool is always a priority and Snapper Rock’s cool, fresh and fun swimwear for kids is ultra-cool. This fabulous line features outstanding UV50 protection and adorable style. Keep your daughter protected from the sun and looking cute all summer long with this beautiful size 14 collection from Snapper Rock including 2 kaftans, a tankini and a drawstring bag.

Value: $170
Minimum Bid: $65

Auction Committee

741. Swim Ready
Get your kids ready to swim this summer with Snapper Rock swimwear for kids which features outstanding UV50 protection and awesome style. This terrific size 12 boys collection from Snapper Rock includes a pair of board shorts, a short sleeve rash guard, a coordinating girls size 12 swim set and a drawstring bag.

Value: $180
Minimum Bid: $70

Auction Committee

742. Swim Style
Your son will be ready to swim this summer when you select this outstanding collection from Snapper Rock swimwear for kids which features outstanding UV50 protection and awesome style. This terrific size 14 boys collection includes 3 pairs of board shorts, 1 long sleeve and 2 short sleeve rash guards and a drawstring bag.

Value: $260
Minimum Bid: $110

Auction Committee

743. Beautiful Blankets
The Naaya by Moonlight collection consists of soft, natural bedding made using the ancient technique of hand block printing while infusing a modern twist in design. Cover your sweet baby with this beautiful, 100% organic cotton collection including a hand-crafted quilt, stroller blanket and matching toy. The adorable blue whale print will quickly become your favorite.
744. Baby Blanket Bundle
The Naaya by Moonlight collection consists of soft, natural bedding made using the ancient technique of hand block printing while infusing a modern twist in design. Cover your sweet baby with this beautiful, 100% organic cotton collection including a hand-crafted quilt, stroller blanket and matching toy. Delicate and sweet, the precious pink elephant print is almost as cute as your baby.
Value: $194
Minimum Bid: $80
Auction Committee

745. Darling Design
Your darling daughter will look her best in this charming couture dress by Susanne Lively. The shimmery silver color of this dress will make her feel like a sparkling princess. Don't miss your chance to be the lucky winner of this darling size 5 design. Cannot be exchanged for a different size.
Value: $160
Minimum Bid: $80
Auction Committee

746. Tech Style
Fashion Audio's Chic Buds Collection will help you listen in style. This terrific gift basket in pink and camouflage includes over ear headphones with a microphone for hands free calls, ear buds with a microphone for hands free calls and wireless Bluetooth speakers. Listen up with this awesome assortment of stylish tech accessories.
Value: $120
Minimum Bid: $50
Auction Committee

747. Listen In Style
The Chic Buds collection from Fashion Audio will help you listen in style. This terrific gift basket includes over ear headphones with a microphone for hands free calls, earbuds with a microphone and wireless Bluetooth speakers all in a whimsical red, black and white pattern. Listen in style with this awesome assortment.
Value: $120
Minimum Bid: $50
Auction Committee
Love To Erase MS

LUXURY
800. Beautiful Bouquets
When the folks at 1800flowers.com see a rose or a peony or a Peruvian lily, they don't just see a gorgeous flower. They see an opportunity to help someone express a feeling: appreciation, adoration, condolences, gratitude, love. It can be hard to express what's in your heart. But a special bouquet can do the job amazingly well. Express your sweetest feelings with this gift certificate for 6 months of flower arrangements, 1 per month, delivered to your door.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $250
1800flowers.com, Carle Place, New York

801. Celebrity Makeup Lesson
Blushington West Hollywood is a beautiful place for all your makeup and beauty needs. They offer professional makeup applications at affordable prices in a well-designed and fun atmosphere. Learn the tricks of the trade when you enjoy a 1 hour one-on-one makeup lesson with Blushington's celebrity lead makeup artist Jessica Scantlin. Learn all the makeup how to's for a flawless face in this exclusive lesson at Blushington's West Hollywood location. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon.

Value: $100
Minimum Bid: $45
Blushington, West Hollywood, California

802. Classic Portraiture
Every creation by Bradford Renaissance Portraits possesses unmistakable richness, an awareness of absolute authenticity and the hallmarks of a classic old world master painter. Let Bradford’s renowned artists capture a moment in time and produce a truly memorable portrait of an individual or family for your home. This painting-like portrait on canvas measures 11” x 14” and is richly embellished with classic artistry. Please, no pets. Certificate expires October 25, 2015 and framing is not included. May not be used in conjunction with any other offer.

Value: $3000
Minimum Bid: $1250
Bradford Renaissance Portraits, Costa Mesa, California

803. Beautiful Portrait
Every creation by Bradford Renaissance Portraits possesses unmistakable richness, an awareness of absolute authenticity and the hallmarks of a classic old world master painter. This is your chance to discover the exquisite beauty of a Bradford Portrait with this certificate for an individual or family sitting (no pets, please) and one 16” x 20” wall portrait on canvas, richly embellished by an artist. The classic look and style of this painting like portrait will become the centerpiece of your home art collection. Certificate may not be used with other offers. Expires October 25, 2015.

Value: $5,000
Minimum Bid: $1,500
Bradford Renaissance Portraits, Costa Mesa, California

804. Heart Healthy
A Coronary Calcium screening exam can help to diagnose heart disease at its earliest stages by providing high quality images of your heart's arteries. The screening procedure uses a five minute low dose CAT scan to measure the amount of calcium in the walls of your coronary arteries. The excellent team at the S. Mark Taper Foundation Imaging Center at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center will conduct your scan and send a full report to your physician on the same day. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $285
Minimum Bid: $125
Cedars Sinai Imaging Medical Group, Los Angeles, California

805. Love Your Heart
A Coronary Calcium screening exam can help to diagnose heart disease at its earliest stages by providing high quality images of your heart's arteries. The screening procedure uses a five minute low dose CAT scan to measure the amount of calcium in the walls of your coronary arteries. The excellent team at the S. Mark Taper Foundation Imaging Center at Cedars-
Sinai Medical Center will conduct your scan and send a full report to your physician on the same day. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $285
Minimum Bid: $125
Cedars Sinai Imaging Medical Group, Los Angeles, California

806. Parked Perfectly
Treat your guests like royalty from the moment they arrive with valet parking service at your next event from 4 of the finest attendants from Chuck's Parking Service. These professionally trained valet attendants will provide 4 hours of event parking, ensuring your evening will be a night to remember. Not valid on national holidays. Does not include gratuity or city permits. Valid in the Los Angeles area only. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $700
Minimum Bid: $300
Chuck's Parking Services, Inc., Sherman Oaks, California

807. Exquisite Portrait
Curtis Dahl wants your photographs to be the most important piece of art that you own. Because of this, he incorporates a unique blend of creative photojournalism with fine quality traditional photography to produce portraits with distinction. Own your own piece of Curtis Dahl's unique art with a certificate for an on location family portrait session and one 11” x 14” print, unframed. Valid Monday through Friday and weekends based on availability, in Los Angeles County only. Expires April 30, 2016.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $225
Curtis Dahl, Woodland Hills, California

808. Drybar Style
The Drybar’s philosophy is simple. Focus on one thing, and be the best at it. And for Drybar, that one thing is washing and drying your hair in a stylish and feminine environment. A new cult favorite with 42 locations nationwide, Drybar is the hottest place in town to prep for a big night out, straighten your curls or turn your straight hair curly. Treat yourself to 3 blowouts at any Drybar, including hair washing and a complimentary beverage. Stylist tip is not included. Good at any Drybar location.

Value: $120
Minimum Bid: $50
Drybar, Irvine, California

809. Beautiful Scents
Diptyque, the legendary French perfumer and maker of luxury scented candles, home fragrances and body care products presents this outstanding gift basket with a collection of their most loved products. A Feu De Bois 300 gram mouth-blown glass votive candle tinted with a shiny finish, a classic mini candle, and Tam Dao unisex fragrance and shower gel which features the scents of sandalwood, rosewood, cypress, and ambergris. Also included is the Art of Face Care Travel Set which includes four products, Infused Facial Water, Nourishing Cleansing balm, Multi-Use exfoliating Clay and the Protective Moisturizing Lotion perfect for your next journey.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $225
Diptyque Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, California

810. Afternoon of Beauty
Pamper yourself with a day of beauty at Diptyque Beverly Hills new boutique and spa. You and a friend will be treated to a duo of mini-facials with Diptyque's L'Art du Soin beauty line which includes moisturizers, shower gels, face and body lotions and precious scented oils. Your skin will be glowing and you will feel refreshed after this exclusive facial duo. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon. Beverly Hills location only.

Value: $100
Minimum Bid: $45
Diptyque Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, California

811. Fekkai Makeover Day
Escape to the ultimate beauty oasis at a Frederic Fekkai salon where you will enjoy a luxurious day of personal pampering. This exclusive opportunity for a makeover includes a
haircut, color and style as well as a manicure and makeup application. You'll look irresistible at the end of this indulgent day.

Value: $550
Minimum Bid: $275
Frederic Fekkai Melrose Place, Los Angeles, California

812. Get the Glow
Genesis MedSpa combines medical grade aesthetic services in a relaxing, pampering, and professional environment. Get the glow you’re looking for when you visit this exclusive Colorado Springs spa for a rejuvenating mini facial. This luxurious medical-grade facial will include a cleansing, microdermabrasion or dermaplane, a gentle chemical peel and ultrasound infusion of products specifically chosen to treat your skin. Your face will look and feel refreshed, healthy and glowing. Gratuity not included.

Value: $85
Minimum Bid: $40
Genesis Med Spa, Colorado Springs, Colorado

813. Gorgeous Glow
Genesis MedSpa combines medical grade aesthetic services in a relaxing, pampering, and professional environment. Get the glow you’re looking for when you visit this exclusive Colorado Springs spa for a rejuvenating mini facial. This luxurious medical-grade facial will include a cleansing, microdermabrasion or dermaplane, a gentle chemical peel and ultrasound infusion of products specifically chosen to treat your skin. Your face will look and feel refreshed, healthy and glowing. Gratuity not included.

Value: $85
Minimum Bid: $40
Genesis Med Spa, Colorado Springs, Colorado

814. Outstanding Orchid
A gorgeous orchid is always the perfect complement to any décor. And a perfect large Phalaenopsis orchid plant styled in an elegant, contemporary container will enhance your home décor. With this wonderful gift certificate from Treefrogs, you will receive an breathtaking orchid that will make any room more special.

Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $250
Fred Gibbons and Treefrogs, Beverly Hills, California

815. Naturally Beautiful
Goldfaden MD is the first dermatologist developed natural skincare brand. Naturally inspired and physician strength, Goldfaden MD formulas are highly efficacious, non-prescription skincare solutions that utilize unique active plant complexes and anti-oxidant rich botanicals. Enjoy this best-selling collection of products from this exceptional beauty line including Doctor's Scrub Advanced, Liquid Face Lift, and Wake Up Call, all designed to give you flawless skin.

Value: $248
Minimum Bid: $100
Goldfaden MD, Hollywood, Florida

816. Fine Art Portrait
Mark Robert Halper is a renowned fine art and celebrity photographer offering studio portrait sessions in Los Angeles. Now, you have the opportunity to work with this incredible artist during a fine art portrait session for your family and receive a signed 10” square bookcase print. Also included is a signed copy of Mr. Halper’s newest book Between Seer and Seen: Celebrating the Artists of Santa Barbara County. Session includes up to six family members and must include at least one child under 18. Additional portraits can be ordered, portrait selection sessions must include all parents and a credit card will be required as a guarantee. Certificate may not be gifted or transferred. Subject to additional restrictions at the studio’s discretion. Not valid for holiday cards, individual or couples portraits. No pets.

Value: $840
Minimum Bid: $200
Halper Fine Art, Los Angeles, California

817. Marvelous Makeup
Look your most beautiful with a professional makeup session from one of Hollywood's hottest makeup artists, Rachel Herrera. With a long list of clients including the stars of the E! Television network, Rachel's talents are highly sought after in Hollywood. Now she will bring her 13 years of experience to you with a professional makeup application session of 2 hours or less. Valid in the Los Angeles area only. Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $300
Rachel Herrera, Los Angeles, California

818. Bejeweled Scents
Lisa Hoffman's popular and luxurious line of fragrance jewelry presents the new Brazilian Begonia line. A beautiful bracelet and necklace set diffuse Brazilian Begonia's sensual notes of lemon-lime, sandalwood, vanilla, warm amber and begonia to create a fusion of exotic florals and earthy woods. A full-size and travel-size matching eau de parfum and additional fragrance beads for replenishing your jewelry's diffusers are included in this outstanding gift basket. From the beautiful gold and blue sodalite jewelry to the sweet and fruity-floral scent of Brazilian Begonia, this terrific gift basket will be the perfect gift for a treasured friend or yourself. Value: $325
Minimum Bid: $160
Lisa Hoffman Beauty, Los Angeles, California

819. Luxurious Kai
Kai captures the irresistible fragrance of the tropics in a full line of fragrance, bath, beauty and home care products. This exclusive gift box includes everything to pamper yourself and your home. Luxuriate in perfume oil, eau de parfum, hand cream, deodorant and body lotion. Cleanse and perfect yourself with Kai's outstanding bathing bubbles, body wash, shampoo and conditioner, body butter, body buffer, body polish and body glow. Then enhance the beauty of your home with room-linen spray, Skylight and Nightlight candles as well as a new reed diffuser. Pure pleasure. Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $300
kai by Gaye Straza, Malibu, California

820. Kai Essence
The irresistible fragrance of the tropics is captured by kai in a full line of fragrance, bath, beauty and home care products. This exclusive gift box includes everything to pamper yourself and your home. Cleanse and perfect yourself with Kai’s outstanding bathing bubbles, body wash, shampoo and conditioner, body butter, body buffer, body polish and body glow. Luxuriate in perfume oil, eau de parfum, hand cream, deodorant and body lotion. Then enhance the beauty of your home with room-linen spray, Skylight and Nightlight candles as well as a new reed diffuser. Pure pleasure. Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $300
kai by Gaye Straza, Malibu, California

821. Splendid Scents
The exclusive line of fragrance, bath, beauty and home care products by kai captures the irresistible fragrance of the tropics. This exclusive gift box includes everything to pamper yourself and your home. Luxuriate in perfume oil, eau de parfum, hand cream, deodorant and body lotion. Cleanse and perfect yourself with Kai’s outstanding bathing bubbles, body wash, shampoo and conditioner, body butter, body buffer, body polish and body glow. Then enhance the beauty of your home with room-linen spray, Skylight and Nightlight candles as well as a new reed diffuser. Pure pleasure. Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $300
kai by Gaye Straza, Malibu, California

822. Perfect Photos
Celebrate your family with an at home or on location session with Katie B Photography, including a 12" x 18" print. Katie captures wide eyed toddlers, playful siblings and doting parents in both posed and candid shots. Create cherished memories of your beautiful family with the perfect photos from Beverly Hills' favorite family photographer, Katie B. Good for
a weekday session with up to 5 immediate family members. Valid through June 1, 2016 but may not be used September 1, 2015 - December 1, 2015. Please contact Katie B within two weeks of winning to activate this certificate.

Value: $400
Minimum Bid: $175
Katie B. Photography, Beverly Hills, California

823. Picture Perfect
Tony Lattimore is one of LA and Orange County's premier celebrity photographers. His fabulous work has been featured world-wide and, as a former Marine and Desert Storm Veteran, his attention to detail is unparalleled. If you recognize his name, it's probably because you worked out with him on the P90X - KenpoX DVD. You can be sure that Tony will "Bring It" in his photography as well. Your amazing 1 hour session will include Tony's signature style of fun and fashion coupled with spectacular photos. You can choose to do a solo shoot or include the whole family and you will also receive a 16" x 20" photo of your choice. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon.

Value: $1,200
Minimum Bid: $600
Tony Lattimore, Trabuco Canyon, California

824. Luscious Lashes
Makeup Mandy Eyelash Bar and Makeup Studio is a unique beauty boutique in West Hollywood. Treat yourself to a full set of eyelash extensions from Makeup Mandy and you will achieve ultimate glamour in less than 2 hours. Designed by you and your technician, your luxurious lashes will last for 6-8 weeks and will help you look your best around the clock.

Value: $380
Minimum Bid: $165
Make Up Mandy, West Hollywood, California

825. Heirloom Photography
Gather your family and capture a precious moment in time with heirloom quality photography from Mary M., one of Los Angeles' most well known photographers for family and children's portraiture. This opportunity includes a special studio photography session and an exquisite 8" x 10" family portrait. Nothing is a more valuable heirloom than a beautiful photograph.

Value: $530
Minimum Bid: $250
Mary M. Photography, Los Angeles, California

826. Marvelous Massage
The benefits of massage for increasing your well-being are known. Give yourself the gift of good health when you select this gift certificate for a marvelous 1 hour massage from The Massage Place. Good at any of their 10 Los Angeles locations, this massage will leave you feeling refreshed and relaxed. Gratuity not included.

Value: $47
Minimum Bid: $20
The Massage Place, Los Angeles, California

827. The Wow Treatment
Brent Moelleken, M.D., F.A.C.S. is a double board certified Beverly Hills plastic and reconstructive surgeon whose office has an outstanding reputation for performing a wide range of non-surgical procedures that will help you to look your very best. Get the look you've been dreaming of with this gift certificate for the "Wow Treatment" at Dr. Moelleken's office. A combination of AFT and Pixel lasers, the "Wow Treatment" targets dark spots and hyperpigmentation while also reducing fine lines, wrinkles and laxity of the skin. Also included is the Dermustique Anti-Aging skin care kit which will promote healthier and more youthful looking skin. The Race to Erase MS is not responsible for the outcome of and accepts no liability for any procedures received as a result of the use of this certificate.

Value: $2,500
Minimum Bid: $1,100
Brent R. W. Moelleken, M.D., F.A.C.S., Beverly Hills, California

828. Pure Luxury
Pureology luxury hair care products feature 100% vegan, dual benefit formulas to provide custom care for all types of color-treated hair. This fabulous gift basket includes Purify Shampoo, Precious Oil Shampoo and Conditioner, Supersmooth Serum, Heat Protectant Spray and additional assorted styling products. Treat your hair to the pure luxury of Pureology.

Value: $300
Minimum Bid: $125
Pureology/Redken, New York, New York

829. Beautifully Written
Rifle Paper Co. believes that life’s personal stories and moments are best told through the gift of a handwritten card or note. This extraordinary stationery and gift brand provides exceptional quality and stylish designs to make your correspondence more beautiful and meaningful. Select this set of 8 greeting cards, the Evalina Everyday Journal and a Midnight Rose art print and your world will be instantly filled with style and grace.

Value: $81
Minimum Bid: $40
Rifle Paper Co., Winterpark, Florida

830. Saks Beauty Bash
Gather your gal pals for a glamorous experience with this personalized makeover for you and up to five of your friends at Saks Fifth Avenue, Beverly Hills. After you are all made up, enjoy shopping with a $200 gift card for you and a $50 gift card for each of your friends, good for a beauty purchase that day. Also included in this spectacular experience are customized gift bags, complimentary valet parking, champagne and hors d’oeuvres for your makeover party.
Expires December 31, 2015

Value: $2,500
Minimum Bid: $1,100
Saks Fifth Avenue, Beverly Hills, California

831. The Men’s Groomer
Jason Schneidman, known in Hollywood as The Men’s Groomer, is an expert on all things man hair, having worked with celebrities like Aaron Paul from “Breaking Bad,” the ridiculously good looking Rob Lowe, and everyone’s favorite action hero, Liam Neeson. In everything he does, Jason draws inspiration from his Southern California roots and the fashionable surroundings where he still lives, loves and works. It’s Hollywood – both its old glamour and its modern vibe – that moves him and informs his style, his choices and his life. Get your style on when Jason Schneidman gives you the greatest haircut of your life on a mutually agreeable time and date at the Chris McMillan salon in Beverly Hills. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $70
Jason Schneidman, Beverly Hills, California

832. Conscious Cleaning
Keep your home sparkling clean and toxic-free when you select this terrific gift basket from Seventh Generation. The nation’s leading brand of household and personal care products that help protect human health and the environment, Seventh Generation is a favorite in environmentally friendly homes. Keep your home clean, your laundry fresh and your dishes sparkling with this excellent assortment of 12 Seventh Generation products.

Value: $60
Minimum Bid: $30
Seventh Generation, Burlington, Vermont

833. Scrapbook Star
Make your next scrapbook project star worthy with this terrific collection of scrapbooking supplies from Stampin’ Up. A leader in the creative scrapbook industry, Stampin’ Up offers an exclusive line of decorative rubber stamp sets and accessories for home décor, greeting cards, craft projects, and scrapbooking. This outstanding assortment includes designer paper, cardstock, markers, glitter, stamps and stamp ink pads, ribbons and more.

Value: $200
Minimum Bid: $100
Stampin’ Up, Riverton, Utah

834. Family Treasure
Capture a precious moment in time with this certificate for an on location family portraiture session and one 11 x 14 fine art watercolor print. This is the perfect opportunity to create a lasting record of your beautiful family. Described as meticulous, artistic, professional and fun to work with, photographer Rachael Sterlin is sure to create not just a portrait but also a work of art that you will cherish forever.

Value: $250
Minimum Bid: $115
Rachael Sterlin Photography, Santa Monica, California

835. Clutter Be Gone
Get your clutter under control with this excellent gift certificate from Strive to Organize. You will receive an in-home consultation plus 2 hours of organization for a small space including a small closet, bathroom, kids room, laundry room or entryway. If you prefer, you can use your gift certificate towards the start of a larger organizational project in your home. You will feel calm and composed when you banish the clutter from your home with this terrific gift certificate from Stacey Thomes at Strive to Organize. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $210
Minimum Bid: $100
Strive to Organize, Woodland Hills, California

836. Baby Love
Dr. Mark Surrey of the Southern California Reproductive Center offers the opportunity for one cycle of In Vitro Fertilization (IVF) to help a woman achieve a pregnancy. Cycle includes: initial consultation and ultrasound screening; IVF cycle monitoring including labs and ultrasounds from the start of stimulation meds through embryo transfer; physician and professional management fees; surgery center fees and basic embryology fees. Offer excludes fees for pre and post IVF testing, anesthesia, complications, medications, genetic testing, and additional embryology services. There is no guarantee of pregnancy, however, the center has one of the highest pregnancy rates in the country. The Race to Erase MS is not responsible for the outcome of and accepts no liability for any procedures received as a result of the use of this certificate.

Value: $17,000
Minimum Bid: $6,500
Dr. Mark Surrey and The Southern California Reproductive Center, Beverly Hills, California

837. Marketing Expert
Sagon-Phior is a full service integrated marketing and advertising agency and experts in emotional marketing. Let this world-famous agency assist your company with brand strategy development for a new or existing brand, product or service. Sagon-Phior will use the power of emotional connections to attract attention, build confidence, inspire loyalty, motivate action and ensure success for your brand.

Value: $1,500
Minimum Bid: $650
Sagon-Phior, Los Angeles, California

838. Men's Tune Up
Doctors know that men take better care of their cars than themselves. But, like their cars, men need tune ups too. Enjoy a men's health tune up at the renowned Turek Clinic in Beverly Hills which includes blood pressure, urinalysis, testosterone check, colon exam, and more. Dr. Turek is an international leader in men's health and is dedicated to treating and solving the unique conditions that affect reproductive age men. Appointment required. Expires April 24, 2016.

Value: $650
Minimum Bid: $300
The Turek Clinic, Beverly Hills, California

839. Laser Beauty
Dr. Janet Vafaie is one of Los Angeles' premier dermatologists, specializing in cosmetic dermatology including laser hair removal, which removes unwanted hair by means of exposure to pulses of laser light. Enjoy a personal laser hair removal session with Dr. Vafaie herself at her Westwood or Malibu location. Advance reservation required.
**840. A Slimmer You**
Teymara is a world renowned transformational therapist and consultant to the stars. Her work as a motivator, life coach, numerologist, astrologer and relationship counselor has changed lives across the globe. Now you can benefit from Teymara’s incredible insights with this 6 CD set designed to break your emotional eating habits including messages on emotional freedom, inner peace, emotional eating saboteurs and the slim and slender-stop emotional eating CD. This collection works on both the conscious and subconscious mind allowing for powerful transformation. Also included are 2 one-on-one sessions with Teymara, in-person or via Skype from her office in Australia. This is an incredible opportunity to discover a healthier, slimmer you.

**Value:** $900  
**Minimum Bid:** $400  
Dr. Janet Vafaie, Los Angeles, California

**841. Clear Insight**
Teymara, the world renowned transformational therapist and consultant to the stars, is a motivator, life coach, numerologist, astrologer, relationship counselor and much more. Gain a clear insight into your life path when you spend 2 1/2 hours with Teymara during a Luxury Insight session. You will relax in silence as she expresses the blueprint of your past and future. Her information can help you to find understanding and peace. Session can be held in-person or over Skype. Reservations required, blackout dates may apply at the donor’s discretion.

**Value:** $1,000  
**Minimum Bid:** $500  
Teymara Antonio-Wright, Ivanhoe, Australia
Love To Erase MS

ART & HOME DECOR
900. Custom Art
Cap That offers the most vivid and brilliantly colored custom photo canvases anywhere. They use bright, archival-quality, poly-cotton blend matte canvas material along with archival ink and an acrylic finish to achieve the best results and outstanding print longevity. Using your own photos, Cap That will create 2 Giclee canvas prints, each 36" square, with a 1.5" wrap to adorn the walls of your home.
Value: $360
Minimum Bid: $150
Cap That, Los Angeles, California

901. Ol' Blue Eyes
This 3-dimensional 24" x 30" collage highlights the music, film and entertainment aspects of Frank Sinatra's career. Carefully composed and handsomely framed, this work of art will be a treasure for any "Ol' Blue Eyes" fan.
Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $200
Collagery, Miriam Hacken, Selden, New York

902. Bogart’s Best
"Here's looking at you, kid." This 3-dimensional 24" x 30" collage of the movie Casablanca highlights all the most memorable moments of a Hollywood classic. Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman, Claude Rains, Paul Henreid, Sydney Greenstreet, Peter Lorne, Dooley Wilson and Conrad Veidt are featured in a unique and beautiful collage that will make a wonderful addition to any movie memorabilia collection.
Value: $500
Minimum Bid: $200
Collagery, Miriam Hacken, Selden, New York

903. Glamorous Old Hollywood
Old Hollywood glamour was defined by the incredible photography of George Hurrell. His striking black-and-white images made the classic stars from the 1930's and 1940's seem larger than life and his work inspired the term "glamour photography." Now you can add a piece of Hurrell's work to your own private collection when you select this incredible signed and numbered silver gelatin print of a photograph of romantic leading man Charles Boyer.
Value: $1,000
Minimum Bid: $400
George Hurrell, Santa Monica, California

904. Beautiful Garden
Jackie Kassorla, founder and CEO of Eden Green Living, is an Emmy award winning Home and Garden TV personality. With 35 years of landscape design experience, she is a leader in the field. Let Jackie envision a new garden for you with a one-hour landscape design consult. Los Angeles area only, charges for further travel can be negotiated. Expires May 2016.
Value: $250
Minimum Bid: $100
Jackie Kassorla, Los Angeles, California

905. Divine Dinnerware
The Flame of Life limited edition dinnerware by Barbara Lazaroff encapsulates the poem and design that was the centerpiece element of the original Spago Beverly Hills. This 16-piece box includes service for four in four vivid colors to adorn your table. Each box contains 4 dinner plates, 4 salad plates, 4 bowls and 4 mugs. Each set includes all four colors so you can mix and match them within each place setting for pairings of bold color on your table.
Value: $125
Minimum Bid: $50
Barbara Lazaroff, Beverly Hills, California

906. Dinnerware Drama
The Flame of Life limited edition dinnerware by Barbara Lazaroff encapsulates the poem and design that was the centerpiece element of the original Spago Beverly Hills. This 16-piece box includes service for four in four vivid colors to adorn your table. Each box contains 4 dinner plates, 4 salad plates, 4 bowls and 4 mugs. Each set includes all four colors so you can mix and match them within each place setting for pairings of bold color on your table.
Value: $125
Minimum Bid: $50
Barbara Lazaroff, Beverly Hills, California
907. Crystal Prestige
From a partnership with celebrated designer Monique Lhuillier and the esteemed Irish Waterford Crystal company comes this fabulous limited edition centerpiece. The 12 inch Statement Collection Centerpiece Bowl mirrors Monique Lhuillier's signature designs in the brilliant radiance of fine crystal. Rising up from a rounded base, the bowl is decorated with traditional diamond cuts, accented with long single wedge cuts and topped by a uniquely scalloped edge. This signature piece is sure to become a highlight in your home décor.
Value: $2,000
Minimum Bid: $750
Monique Lhuillier, Los Angeles, California

908. Fabulous Frame
Accent your home décor with this exquisite handmade frame from Mary P. Mosaics. Delicate flowers and gentle colors arranged in a shabby chic style make this dreamy picture frame perfect for your bedroom or any other retreat. Enhance your home with this lovely frame.
Value: $125
Minimum Bid: $50
Mary P. Mosaics, Los Angeles, California

909. Getty Center Design
Richard Meier, architect of The Getty Center and winner of the Pritzker Architecture Prize, is known for his legendary consistency and dedication to his own design philosophy as demonstrated in his work around the world. In this signed and numbered lithograph, Getty II-Central Garden Spring 1998, which measures 28" x 20.5", Meier allows us to see his unique vision as this image hails from a collection he created to record his own work.
Value: $4,000
Minimum Bid: $1,500
Richard Meier & Partners Architects

910. Graphic Treasure
Artist Burton Morris is best known for his bold, graphic pop art depictions of various modern icons. His subject matter includes everyday objects that portray today’s popular culture. His distinctive style is characterized by radiant black outlines and vivid colors that emit energy in all of his artwork. Now you can own a piece of his incredible work when you select this vibrant lithograph entitled "Love Bug." This signed treasure is unframed and measures 27.5" x 35" making it the perfect addition to your home décor.
Value: $750
Minimum Bid: $325
Burton Morris, Santa Monica, California

911. Cuddle Up
Your bedroom, guest house or media room décor will be enhanced by this finely crafted throw by Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier. Custom embroidered, this green, burgundy and blue plaid wool blend blanket is perfect for cuddling up with someone you love.
Value: $575
Minimum Bid: $200
Ali Rahimi for Mon Atelier, Los Angeles, California

912. Ruscha's Works
Signed by the artist, Volume 1 of the Edward Ruscha Catalogue Raisonné of Works on Paper (1956-1976) collects over 500 sketches, studies and drawings, creating a comprehensive chronicle of the first two decades of Ed Ruscha’s work on paper, proposing Ruscha as a profoundly premeditative artist, for whom sketches are an essential first step on the way to a well-executed final product. Essays by Lisa Turvey and Harry Cooper complete this extraordinary survey, which expands and enriches our understanding of Ruscha’s pioneering exploration of the written word as a subject for visual art and his witty assessment of the iconography of Los Angeles, both real and imagined.
Value: $350
Minimum Bid: $150
Ed Ruscha, Venice, California
913. Sparkling Treasure
The Alden Crystal Chevron 8" x 10" frame from Jay Strongwater is a sparkling treasure that will make a wonderful addition to your home décor. Cast in pewter and finished in 14 karat gold, this exquisite frame has been hand painted with three jewel toned shades of translucent enamel and adorned with 560 sparkling Swarovski crystals and four specialty stones. Complete with a certificate of authenticity, this gorgeous frame is an outstanding choice.
Value: $1,875
Minimum Bid: $800
Jay Strongwater, New York, New York

914. Trendsetting Art
Peter Tunney, the legendary New York artist, brings art and life to everything and everyone he encounters. His recent works, where refreshingly optimistic phrases and quotes are colorfully painted over collaged headlines, whimsically overpowers our culture of fear with his own headlines of hope. Bring the positivity of Peter Tunney's work to your home with this gorgeous 41" x 49" hand pulled silkscreen with acrylic paint and a collage of mixed media on an archival museum board, floated in a hand hewn driftwood frame and signed in the lower right corner by the artist in ink.
Value: $15,000
Minimum Bid: $6,500
Peter Tunney, New York, New York

915. Sponge Bob
Artist Matthew "Wicky" Westray's style is a take at modern street art with a twist of contemporary art styles and techniques. Using an assortment of mediums, he creates pieces referencing pop culture and cartoons. This piece, titled "Sponge Bob: Jelly Fishing", uses vibrant colors to express Sponge Bob's love of fishing while the melting, psychedelic starfish and bubbles in the background are a playful nod to dripping spray paint street art. This playful canvas measures 30" x 24" and is a blend of spray paint, acrylic paint, paint pen, water, gloss, and glass bead gel.
Value: $1,000
Minimum Bid: $500
Matthew Westray, Los Angeles, California

916. Twiggy Portrait
Andrew Saul's unique and captivating style combines an eclectic mix of pop iconography, action painting and abstraction, culminating in inspired works of organized chaos. From his collection of portraits of contemporary pop culture influencers comes this 24" x 32.5" wrapped canvas fine art giclee print of pop icon and high fashion model Twiggy. Bring a bit of pop art to your collection when you are the lucky winner of this outstanding portrait.
Value: $325
Minimum Bid: $100
Auction Committee

917. Resplendent Rug
Best known for creating the impossible, J.D. Staron's reproductions of exquisite antique carpets and edgy contemporary weaves enhance the finest homes with luxury, quality and authenticity. Enhance your home décor with this beautiful 100% wool area rug from J.D. Staron featuring a delicate cream floral motif on a beige background with a rich brown and cream garland border.
Value: $3,780
Minimum Bid: $1,200
Auction Committee

918. Beautiful Treasure
The exquisite painting entitled "Love is Nameless" was created by multi-talented actress Thora Birch. Combining bold colors, graceful movement and rich textures, this beautiful painting expresses a stunning sentiment that will enhance any décor. Select this outstanding 36" x 48" painting and it will become a much loved treasure for your home.
Value: $2,000
Minimum Bid: $750
Auction Committee
Love To Erase MS

INTERNSHIPS
1000. Fashionista Training
Spend 2 fashion filled weeks under the wings of celebrity Fashion Stylist and Blogger, Elshane, as you immerse yourself in the styling world of Los Angeles. Originally an in house Stylist and Publicist for Diane von Furstenberg, Elshane now has a star-studded roster of clients including musicians and actors. As an intern for Elshane you'll work on a variety of projects possibly including helping to create looks for photo shoots, organizing next-season samples, curating for the fashion blog, and compiling inspiration boards and trend analysis. This is an opportunity any fashionista won't want to miss. This is a non-paying internship and all housing and expenses are the responsibility of the intern. Internship dates to be mutually agreed upon. High school and college students as well as recent grads are welcome.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500
Elshane's World, Los Angeles, California

1001. You're Next
This will be the summer experience of a lifetime for any future fashion designer or modeling enthusiast. Faith Kates Kogan of Next Models is offering a two-week internship for a talented young fashion connoisseur. Your son or daughter, with a minimum age of 17, will gain hands on experience about the fashion and modeling industries at one of the world's most respected agencies. The internship may be at either the New York office or the Los Angeles office. This is a non-paying internship and all housing and expenses are the responsibility of the intern. Internship dates to be mutually agreed upon.
Value: Priceless

1002. Divine Designer
LA-based designer Donna Mizani's fashions are a favorite among celebrities and socialites. This is your opportunity to spend 1 week shadowing this exceptional designer and entrepreneur when you are the highest bidder on this exclusive internship. You'll learn the inner workings of a women's contemporary clothing line including sourcing, merchandising, partnering with contractors and promoting. This is a non-paying internship and all housing and expenses are the responsibility of the intern. Internship dates to be mutually agreed upon.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $350
Donna Mizani, Los Angeles, California

1003. Marvelous Menswear
Learn what it takes to design and run a clothing line first hand while working directly with designer Jason Scott. This one-week internship will expose you to all aspects of the fashion industry. You will get to work with designers, the production team and marketing department to gain a complete understanding of what goes in to growing a fashion line. This incredible experience will take place at the Jason Scott offices in West Hollywood, the epicenter of the Los Angeles fashion scene. This is a non-paying internship and all housing and expenses are the responsibility of the intern. Internship dates to be mutually agreed upon.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $350
Jason Scott, West Hollywood, California
1100. Reza from The Shahs
The man behind the mustache and a "Bravolebrity," Reza Farahan was Born in Tehran, Iran, and raised in Beverly Hills. He is a prominent player in the Los Angeles real estate world and a beloved character on Bravo's Shahs of Sunset. Have lunch with Reza in Beverly Hills and chat about fashion, real estate and the other players from the Shahs. This is one lunch you won't want to miss. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon. Expires April 24, 2016.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $1,000
Reza Farahan, Beverly Hills, California

1101. Golf with Kenny at Hillcrest
Kenny G, the adult contemporary and smooth jazz saxophonist, is the biggest-selling instrumental musician of the modern era and one of the best-selling artists of all time. This is your chance to meet him and golf at Hillcrest Country Club, the exclusive and private club in Los Angeles' Cheviot Hills neighborhood which offers some of the finest golf in the county. You and a guest will join Kenny G and Kenny Rickel, a club member, on the club's 18-hole course for a day of relaxing golf. This is a once-in-a-lifetime golf outing you won't want to miss. Date to be mutually agreed upon. Club rules must be observed.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500
Kenny G and Kenny Rickel, Los Angeles, California

1102. Celebrity Lunch
Broadway, film and television star Anne Heche has long been a supporter of the Race to Erase MS, as is her partner James Tupper, who is best known for his role on ABC's hit show Revenge. Join this Hollywood power couple for a lunch at Beverly Hills hot spot Il Pastaio. See and be seen with two of Hollywood's brightest stars while you discuss their fascinating careers and the fight against MS. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500
Anne Heche and James Tupper, Los Angeles, California

1103. Lunch with Tommy
An opportunity of a lifetime, lunch with an industry legend, Tommy Hilfiger. For over 25 years, Tommy Hilfiger has brought classic, cool, American apparel to consumers around the world. Under Hilfiger’s guidance, vision and leadership as Principal Designer, The Tommy Hilfiger Group has become one of very few globally recognized designer brands offering a wide range of American-inspired apparel and accessories. Date and time will be arranged by Tommy’s staff and they will do their best to find a mutually agreed upon date. Lunch will take place in New York City. Travel and accommodations are not included.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $2,000
Tommy Hilfiger, Greenwich, Connecticut

1104. E! Tour with Terrence
Terrence Jenkins is the popular and witty co-anchor of E! News in Los Angeles where he reports all the latest celebrity scoops. This is your chance to meet Terrence in person as he takes you behind the scenes at E! News, to tour the set, take photos at the news desk and read from the teleprompter. You'll enjoy lunch on the set and maybe even meet other members of the E! News team. Get the latest celebrity news and meet your favorite entertainment newscaster with this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Date to be mutually agreed upon. Expires April 24, 2016.
Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $300
Terrence Jenkins, Los Angeles, California

1105. Fascinating Psychology
Dr. Kassorla is an internationally renowned psychologist, lecturer and author with a huge celebrity following. Her best-selling books have been translated into dozens of languages throughout the world. Dr. Kassorla has written 3 internationally best-selling books including the marriage-saver "Putting It All Together,"
"Nice Girls Do" which adorned the New York Times Best Seller's list for over six months, and "Go For It," a popular teaching manual for motivational excellence. Now you can meet Dr. Kassorla in person and have an hour long chat over coffee. Find out about her fascinating life and career during this excellent opportunity to meet and "take a walk." Date and time to be mutually agreed upon. Los Angeles area only.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500
Dr. Irene Kassorla, Los Angeles, California

1106. Legal Ace
Lawyer and co-founder of LegalZoom, Robert Shapiro came to prominence as a criminal defense lawyer and civil litigator. He is also the author of three books, founder of The Brent Shapiro Foundation and a graduate of both UCLA and Los Angeles’ Loyola Law School. Here’s your chance to spend a day in court with this fascinating and internationally-renowned litigator. Date and location to be mutually agreed upon. Los Angeles area only.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500
Robert Shapiro, Los Angeles, California

1107. Lawyer’s Lunch
Lawyer Robert Shapiro came to prominence as a criminal defense lawyer and civil litigator in Los Angeles and he continues to be one of the nation's high profile legal minds. He is also the author of three books, the co-founder of LegalZoom, founder of The Brent Shapiro Foundation and a graduate of both UCLA and Los Angeles’ Loyola Law School. Enjoy lunch in Beverly Hills with this fascinating and internationally-renowned litigator and ask him all about his stellar career. Date and location to be mutually agreed upon.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500
Robert Shapiro, Los Angeles, California

1108. Dancing Star
After rising to fame on ABC's Dancing with the Stars, Anna Trebunskaya opened her very own ballroom and Latin dance studio in Hermosa Beach, California. While the beautiful dancer still thrills audiences with her graceful moves, she also teaches dance to a lucky few. Now you can enjoy a 2 hour private dance class at Anna's exclusive dance studio. Get your dancing shoes ready for a lesson you will never forget. Date and time to be mutually agreed upon.

Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $500
Anna Trebunskaya and You Can Dance Studio, Hermosa Beach, California
LIST OF DONORS

Love To Erase MS
We express our heartfelt thanks to the following extraordinarily generous donors from throughout the world whose support has created our Silent and Live Auctions.
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By purchasing an item at this Auction (the “Item”), you agree to hold The Race to Erase MS, and its respective parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, partners, representative agents, successors, assigns, officers, directors and employees harmless for any injury or damage caused or claimed to be caused by participating in this Auction or the purchase or use of the Item.

**Auction Rules 2015**

1. Silent Auction items will be displayed and bid on at The Race to Erase MS Gala at the Hyatt Regency Century Plaza Hotel on Friday, April 24, 2015, from 6:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. Auction Officials will be available to help locate items and to help with bidding.

2. Auction merchandise is displayed in the same categories as they appear in the Auction Journal.

3. The Silent Auction BEGINS promptly at 6:30 p.m. April 24, 2015 and the Silent Auction will be CLOSED at 8:30 p.m. according to the official Auction clock. The closing bid will be certified by an Auction Official and constitutes the winning bid.

4. In addition to the Silent Auction there will be a special Live Auction. Live Auction items are featured in the beginning of the Auction Journal and at a special table in the silent auction room.

5. In the event of a contested item, the last two individuals appearing on the bid sheet may participate in a “bid-off” conducted at the table at the time of closing. Bidders must be present at the table in the event of a bid-off. An Auction Official will conduct the bid-off. His or her decision shall be final.

6. All items in the Silent Auction have bid sheets affixed nearby. The bidder must print their name, table number, phone number(s), assigned bidder number and bid amount on the bid sheet.

7. Bid increases must be for at least the amount of the indicated minimum raise per item. Bids are to be raised in increments of $10.00 for items of minimum bid value under $500.00, $25.00 for items of minimum bid value $500.00 and over, $50.00 for items of minimum bid value $1,000.00 and over, $100.00 for items of minimum bid value $5,000.00 and over.

8. New bids must be written on the topmost blank available. Once a bid sheet is signed by the successful bidder it is deemed binding. All sales are final and there will be no refunds.

9. Every effort will be made to notify winners the evening of the event or directly thereafter. Winners may take their item the night of the event only by exhibiting a “paid receipt” at the time of departure. Auction items not removed the evening of the Auction must be picked up at the Hyatt Regency Century Plaza on April 25, 2015 between the hours of 10am and 2pm. Any items not picked up at the hotel on the weekend of the event must be picked up at the Race to Erase MS office. It is the responsibility of the winning bidder to ship any purchased items if they are too large to take the night of the Race to Erase MS.

10. All items must be paid for by cash, check, Visa, MasterCard or American Express at the Race to Erase MS Gala the evening of Friday, April 24, 2015. We would prefer all items over $5,000 be paid for by check or cash.

11. Guests of the Race to Erase MS, as well as those not attending, are invited to bid online for Silent Auction items. Online bids must be submitted by April 24, 2015 at 12pm Pacific Time. Online bids will be transferred to bid sheets prior to the Auction night. Purchase is not guaranteed, as The Race to Erase MS Gala guests must have the opportunity to bid.
12. Purchasers of items through online bids will be notified by email by May 1, 2015. All sales are final and there will be no refunds, as online bids are binding. Explanation of payment procedure is given upon win.

13. Reservations for all trips must be mutually arranged with the donor. All trip dates are subject to availability and do not include any incidental charges or resort fees.

14. Travel items do not include air, land or water transportation unless directly stated in the Auction listing.

15. Gift certificates and trips must be used within one year from the date of this event unless otherwise noted.

16. Tax, tip, alcoholic beverages, and delivery services are not included in restaurant gift certificates unless otherwise indicated.

17. Gift Certificate Guidelines are as follows in addition to and/or as otherwise stated in the auction item’s specific description: Certificates have no cash value, no cash exchange value and may not be exchanged or returned. No credit will be issued for any unused portion. Certificates will not be reissued if lost or stolen. All certificates expire one year from date of the event; in this instance, the event is April 24, 2015, and therefore all certificates would expire April 24, 2016, unless otherwise noted. Tax and gratuity are not included. Certificates are not transferable. All scheduled appointments for service certificates are subject to all cancellation policies of the donor’s facility. The original certificate must be presented at time of use.

18. The Auction Committee has endeavored to catalogue and describe the Auction items and certificates correctly; however items are sold “as is”. The Auction Committee neither warrants nor represents, and shall in no event be responsible for the correctness of description, or genuineness, authorship, provenance or condition of the items or quality of services rendered. No statement contained in the Catalogue, in the online auction, or made orally at the Auction or elsewhere shall be deemed to be such a warranty, representation or assumption of liability.

19. In addition to the bid price, the winning bidder of an item of tangible personal property may be required to pay 9% of the bid price for state and local sales tax.

20. By his/her purchase, the buyer waives any claims for liability against the event organizers, event sponsors, event beneficiaries, or the donor of the Auction item.

21. Per IRS regulations, the tax-deductible portion of your contribution is the amount donated less the estimated retail value of the goods and/or services received by the donor.
OUR SPECIAL THANKS GO TO THE FOLLOWING WHOSE EXTRAORDINARY SUPPORT HELPED TO MAKE THIS YEAR’S AUCTION AN UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS!
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We would also like to thank the Race to Erase MS Presenting Sponsors:
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